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ABSTRACT 
This thesis proposes that the spectral power distribution (SPD) of lighting can be modified to 
enhance spatial brightness. Energy saving is then possible by using SPD that allows 
illuminance to be reduced whilst maintaining the same level of spatial brightness. The Akashi 
and Boyce study demonstrates an energy saving of 33% by using lamps of higher correlated 
colour temperature but it is widely known that this is not a good metric for predicting spatial 
brightness.  
 
The aim of this study was to identify a metric for predicting spatial brightness. The first approach 
followed the method of Cowan and Ware: use the results of past experiments to test potential 
metrics. 65 studies of spatial brightness and SPD were found. Initially, these lead to different 
conclusions as to whether SPD affects spatial brightness. The reasons for this are that they 
used different methodologies and hence review of method was used to screen the credible data 
from within these 65 studies: only 19 of them were considered to be credible. This thesis 
focussed on the category rating procedure. The review of methods included an experiment 
comparing rating scales with different response ranges and a meta-analysis comparing results 
gained when either brightness or visual clarity were the objective of the experiment. Two 
potential metrics for spatial brightness are the scotopic to photopic (S/P) luminance ratio and 
the area of the colour gamut (GA). Results from the credible studies were used to test these 
models: while both models suggest a reasonable prediction, it was found that they were not 
independent for this set of data and it was therefore not possible to discriminate between them.  
 
Hence an experiment was carried out to directly test these metrics. The experiment employed 
full field sequential evaluation of stimulus pairs, with matching and discrimination procedures. 
Three SPDs were compared, these chosen to isolate the S/P and GA effects. Following Berman 
et al, one pair had identical chromaticity but different S/P ratios: a second pair had identical S/P 
ratio but different gamut area; the third pair had different S/P and gamut area. The two 
procedures led to similar results: null condition trials confirmed that doubt about interval bias in 
the Berman et al data was unwarranted. It was found that lighting of higher S/P or higher GA 
enhance spatial brightness: it was also found that their effects appear to be additive.  
 
When the final remodelling was done by adding the data points from the new experiment to the 
data set, the models of the difference of S/P ratio and the log ratio of GA had the best fits with 
spatial brightness. Their correlations were equally plausible with mean illuminance ratio of the 
data set. 
 
This thesis demonstrates that SPD affects spatial brightness, allowing lower illuminances to be 
used when using lighting of higher S/P ratio and gamut area. 
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1.1 Electrical Lighting and Work 
Commercial buildings, such as office buildings are defined as presenting high-energy 
consumption, 20-45% of this consumption is constituted by lighting. It is possible to reduce 
lighting energy consumption up to 50% with the new technologies and efficient use of electrical 
lighting (Dubois and Blomsterberg, 2011).  
 
There are three possibilities for reducing the electricity consumption of lighting community 
(Boyce, 2010).  
1. To use daylight more efficiently in combination with better control on electrical lighting. 
According to the research, using daylight with lighting control systems has potential to reduce 
the electrical energy consumption in office building by 30-60% (Dubois and Blomsterberg, 
2011). However, Boyce (2010) suggested that this solution is too slow to achieve: creating new 
gaps on outer shells of the buildings in order to take in more sun light or constructing new 
buildings with more windows require long time. 
  
2. To develop more energy efficient lighting technology. As scientist and researchers are 
developing new technologies and systems with low energy consumption every day, how and 
when it is going to be possible to have an ideal technology is still uncertain. Since it costs large 
amounts to replace old systems with new ones and most of the purchasers of the technology do 
not seem to be convinced to replace their luminaires or systems with them, this approach is not 
that practical at the moment.  
 
3. Reducing the illuminances used in new and existing installations.  
 
Lighting for offices in the UK tends to be designed to achieve an average horizontal illuminance 
of 500 lux (Dubois and Blomsterberg, 2011). It has been suggested that this could be reduced 
by, say, 100 lux, providing up to 20% reduction in energy consumption without significantly 
reducing the visibility of the task (Boyce et al, 2006). Task performance though is more than 
visibility: if the reduced illuminance led to an environment that was considered to be gloomy this 
may affect people’s mood and thus their motivation to work (Boyce et. al., 2003; Knez, 2001). 
Visibility is one of the factors of visual performance highly related with illuminance, and the 
contrast, colour and size of the task. Increasing the illuminance improves visual performance up 
until some level, i.e. with gradually decreasing returns. As shown in Figure 1.1 a larger 
improvement can be achieved by changing either the size or the contrast of the task than by 
increasing the illuminance.  
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Figure 1.1 Visual performance and task illuminance (after Tregenza and Loe, 2014). 
 
However, the reason that these high levels of lighting are still being used in the offices is mostly 
related with the users’ preferences. According to Boyce (2014), there are two possibilities for 
why office users prefer to have higher levels of light. One might be related with what they are 
used to; for the last generation of workers, illuminances in offices were arranged approximately 
to 500 lux. When there is no obvious effect on visibility and/or comfort, people prefer the light 
level that they are used to. Another possibility is that office users think there is enough light in 
the room to see whatever they are expected to do in there. As one of the consistently evaluated 
dimensions of the lighting is brightness, the amount of light in the workspace, which can be 
described as spatial brightness, is highly related with the users’ expectations. And so, it is 
important to fulfil the expectations in order not to negatively affect the mood of the worker as 
task performance involves visual performance and mood in relation with motivation (Boyce, 
2014). One way to adjust the spatial brightness is to use characteristics of lamp spectral power 
distribution (Akashi & Boyce, 2006). 
 
It is well known that photometry based on the standard photopic observer does not fully account 
for visual response. For example, it has been demonstrated that lamp spectral power 
distribution affects the perception of brightness, so that two different lamps providing the same 
illuminance can produce different spatial brightnesses. In the study by Boyce (1977), two 
symmetrically arranged booths were presented to the subjects with three different lighting 
conditions. When matched for equal visual appearances the required illuminances depended on 
the spectral power distributions (SPD) of the lamps. Similarly, in the brightness discrimination 
study by Berman et. al. (1990), an effect of SPD on brightness was obtained. These findings 
suggest it should be possible to select a lighting spectrum to offset a reduction in illuminance 
and so maintain the same level of brightness. Such an approach could allow the mood and 
motivation of the worker to be influenced more positively while reducing energy consumption. 
However, there is as yet no accepted means by which to characterise the influence of a 
spectrum on spatial brightness and thus the trade-off between lamp spectrum and illuminance 
for a given level of brightness. Previous studies exploring this effect of SPD on spatial 
brightness used different experimental methods. These methods establish different relations 
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with the environment and include different interactions with the participant. Consequently they 
provide different and sometimes contrasting results on how lamp SPD affects spatial brightness.  
 
1.2 Aims and Objectives of This Study 
The principle aims of this study are; 
 
• To investigate the effects of lamp SPD on spatial brightness in the photopic viewing 
conditions experienced by the user in interior spaces; 
 
• To find out how different experimental conditions affect the assessment of SPD effects 
on spatial brightness, and thus promote procedures with reduced systematic bias. 
 
• To identify a lighting metric to help predict the effect of lamp SPD on spatial brightness, 
with a focus on simple metrics that are easier to use and more likely to be accepted. 
 
The resulting objectives for the study are disclosed in the structure of this thesis: 
The information on current lighting practice in office areas and the visual needs of office workers 
in the previous sections of the current chapter provides the necessary context for this study. 
The first half of Chapter 2 describes the human visual system and how the amount of light is 
being defined. In the second half of the chapter, the metrics related with SPD and how the 
changes in light spectrum relevant to affect spatial brightness at photopic light levels are 
discussed. This discussion is needed in order to establish that SPD effects have already been 
validated, accordingly the research questions for the current study specified at the end of 
Chapter 2. A classification of past studies of SPD and spatial brightness according to the 
experimental method that has been used is described in Chapter 3 and credible studies are 
defined. A detailed investigation on one of the experimental methods, category rating task is 
presented in Chapter 4. In the first half of Chapter 4, a new experiment on the number of 
response categories is described. In the second half of the chapter, a meta-analysis on 
terminology used in brightness studies is explained. A new laboratory experiment testing the 
effects of potential metrics on spatial brightness is explained in Chapter 5. Details of the 
participants and the apparatus are given. This chapter also describes three different 
experimental methods used to measure the lamp spectrum effects and the validation of the 
results gained from different methods. An approach to develop spatial brightness models with 
potential metrics of SPD using credible data from past studies that is gathered together is 
described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides the further discussion on the findings gained from all 
of the analyses. Chapter 8 provides the overall conclusions and recommendations for further 
work. Additional information is provided in five appendices: Appendix A includes details of the 
studies using category rating method with the presented environmental conditions and the 
questions asked in the experiment; Appendix B contains the questionnaire used in the 
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experiment of number of response categories; Appendix C presents the SPD values of the 
lamps used to predict brightness; Appendix D covers information sheet and consent form for the 
new experiment; Appendix E shows examples of tabulations used to test the normality of the 
distributions in the experiments. A list of referenced work is placed at the end of the thesis. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a summary of standard physical photometry and considers some basic 
physiology to demonstrate why an effect of spectral power distribution on spatial brightness is 
expected. Then, potential metrics that were proposed to have an effect on spatial brightness at 
photopic light levels are discussed. This leads to the research questions of this thesis. 
2.2 Visual system 
The visual system processes an image with eye and brain working together. A cross-sectional 
diagram of the eye can be seen in Figure 2.1. Firstly, light enters the eye through the 
transparent area in the front called the cornea. This layer becomes white while curling to the 
back of the eye creating an outer layer, which maintains the circular shape of the eye. The next 
layer is known as ciliary muscles and it becomes the iris in front of the eye creating the circular 
opening called the pupil. Behind the pupil, light passes through to the lens, which is flattened or 
fattened by ciliary muscles to vary the refraction. After light passes through the lens, it reaches 
the retina where it is absorbed by photoreceptors and converted into neural signals. These 
signals pass to the visual cortex via ganglion cells in the retina to continue processing in the 
brain (Boyce, 2014). 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Cross-sectional diagram of the human eye (after Hunt and Pointer, 2011) 
2.2.1 Rod and cone photoreceptors 
The last layer of retina holds four different visual photoreceptors divided into two groups which 
are rods and cones. Rods are active at low light levels and are not involved in colour vision. 
Cones are active at higher light levels and they have three types. The sensitivity of three cones 
varies and their greatest sensitivity lies at 450, 525 and 575 nm wavelengths for short-, 
medium- and long-wavelength sensitive cones respectively as shown in Figure 2.2 (Boyce, 
2014). Cones provide colour vision. 
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Figure 2.2 Spectral sensitivity of the eye for rods and cones (after Hunt and Pointer, 2011). 
 
The region of the retina where cones are most densely packed is the fovea. Medium- and long-
wavelength sensitive (MWS and LWS) cones are mostly present in the central fovea. Short-
wavelength sensitive (SWS) cones have higher density with an increasing eccentricity from the 
central fovea. The proportion of LWS, MWS and SWS cone density in the fovea is 
approximately 32:16:1. There are no rods in the fovea; they are located outside the fovea and 
their maximum density is at about 20° eccentricity from the fovea (Boyce, 2014). Figure 2.3 
shows distribution of rod and cone photoreceptors across the retina. There are many more rods 
in the retina than cones. As the fovea is where the resolution of details occurs and other fine 
discriminations take place, cones play an important part in human vision even though their 
number is less than rods. However, rods are more sensitive to the light than cones.   
 
 
Figure 2.3 The distribution of rod and cone photoreceptors across the retina (after Sekuler and 
Blake, 2014). 
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2.2.2 Colour vision 
Human colour vision is trichromatic characterized by three cone photoreceptors. Figure 2.4 
shows how colour and light-dark input is received through different combinations of three cone 
photoreceptors, directed to one achromatic non-opponent and two chromatic opponent 
channels to create visual response. Signals from cone photoreceptors are transmitted to 
ganglion cells and the output from different cone photoreceptors are compared to gain colour 
vision. According to Figure 2.4, MWS and LWS cones which provide the input for achromatic 
channel to be transmitted to the visual cortex by magnocellular (MC) ganglion cells. MC cells 
are concentrated in periphery and are faster to respond the changes in light levels. The two 
chromatic channels used the opponent inputs: MWS vs. (LWS + SWS) signals for red-green 
and SWS vs. (MWS + LWS) signals for blue-yellow channels. This information transmitted to 
the visual cortex by parvocellular (PC) ganglion cells. PC cells are dominant in fovea and 
parafovea, they are better at resolving details than MC cells and sensitive to colour (Boyce, 
2014). 
 
 
Figure 2.4 The organization of the human colour system showing trichromatic channels (after 
Boyce, 2014 and Hunt and Pointer, 2011).  
 
The intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGC) shown in Figure 2.4 were only 
recently discovered and are a special type of ganglion cell using melonopsin as photopigments 
and having maximum sensitivity at 480nm to short-wavelengths. They are evenly distributed in 
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the retina outside the fovea. They have slower response to light than rods and cones. These 
types of photoreceptors are not included in the image processing of human vision. However, it 
has been found that they use the input from rod and cone photoreceptors. It is believed that the 
ipRGCs control pupil size (Berman, 2008). 
 
2.2.3 Photopic, scotopic and mesopic vision 
The sensitivity of four photoreceptors in retina changes depending on the light level. For 
luminance levels higher than approximately 5 cd/m2, photopic vision operates with cone 
photoreceptors. Meaning that, at photopic light levels there is colour vision occurs and eye is 
able to refine the details with good resolution (Hunt and Pointer, 2011). At the luminance levels 
lower than approximately 0.005 cd/m2, scotopic vision functions with only rod photoreceptors. 
Rods in scotopic vision only allow the shades of greys to be seen without any colour information 
and with low resolution of details. Mesopic vision is in between these two visions, functioning 
between 0.005 and 5 cd/m2. Both rod and cone photoreceptors are active in mesopic vision 
(Boyce, 2014). Figure 2.5 shows the relationship of luminance and photoreceptors in photopic, 
scotopic and mesopic vision. Recommended office illuminances are between 300-500 lux in 
many countries. These levels lie in photopic region and so involve cone photoreceptors. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Relationship between luminance and photoreceptor function in the scotopic, mesopic 
and photopic regions (after Purves & Lotto, 2003). 
 
2.3 Measuring Light 
2.3.1 Terms used to define light 
Section 2.2 explained how the human visual system works. Physiological reactions in the visual 
system start with light entering the eye. Light varies in many different ways. This section 
describes light properties and how they are measured.  
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Light is a flow of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation is visible to human at wavelengths 
between about 380 and 780nm. Spectral power distribution (SPD) describes the spread of 
radiation power within the visible spectrum. A graphical representation of the relative power at 
each visible wavelength is called SPD (IES, 2014). Information from the SPD of a light source 
can be used to determine the colour characteristics of the lit environment. Each light source has 
its own SPD depending on changes in power at different wavelengths. Figure 2.6 presents 
SPDs of full spectrum fluorescent (FS) and high pressure sodium (HPS) lamps. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Spectral power distributions of two light sources (SPD data from Fotios and 
Levermore, 1997).  
 
The amount of light falling on a unit surface area is called illuminance (Tregenza and Loe, 
2014). Illuminance measured in lumens per square metre (lm/m2), also known as lux. Light 
falling on surface will be transmitted, absorbed or reflected. The amount of light reflected in a 
given direction from a unit surface area is known as luminance, measured in candelas per 
square meter (cd/m2) (Hunt and Pointer, 2011). These two parameters defining ‘how much light’ 
are objective and repeatable measures as is essential for comparing light sources. The 
evaluations of both illuminance and luminance are precise, while some subjective and not 
precise measures of light also exist. A subjective, perceived evaluation of luminance depending 
on light-dark adaptation of human eye is called brightness. Brightness is an “attribute of a visual 
perception according to which an area appears to emit, or reflect, more or less light” (CIE-eILV, 
2014). The main focus of this study is on the amount of light in a space rather than a localised 
area of an object. In such cases, the spatial brightness of the interior spaces is considered.   
 
A draft definition of spatial brightness was developed by the Illuminating Engineering Society 
(IESNA), Visual Effects of Lamp Spectral Distribution committee. This committee has not yet 
published the definition, however it has been appeared in four publications (Fotios and Cheal, 
2011; Fotios and Atli, 2012; Fotios et al, 2013; CIE, 2014) and it serves as a useful description 
for what is meant by spatial brightness in the current study:  
“Spatial brightness describes a visual sensation to the magnitude of the 
ambient lighting within an environment, such as a room or lighted street. 
Generally the ambient lighting creates atmosphere and facilitates larger 
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visual tasks such as safe circulation and visual communication. This 
brightness percept encompasses the overall sensation based on the 
response of a large part of the visual field extending beyond the fovea. It 
may be sensed or perceived while immersed within a space or when a 
space is observed remotely but fills a large part of the visual field. Spatial 
brightness does not necessarily relate to the brightness of any individual 
objects or surfaces in the environment, but may be influenced by the 
brightness of these individual items.”  
 
2.3.2 How much Light: Luminance and Brightness 
The emitted energy in the form of radiation called radiant flux (Hunt & Pointer, 2011). Visual 
response to a radiant flux is measured with luminous flux which is providing a measure to light 
output from a source. Radiant flux is weighted, wavelength by wavelength, by the relative 
spectral sensitivity of the human visual system and luminous flux is obtained. The relative 
spectral sensitivity curve was first presented by Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 
in 1924 as Standard Photopic Observer, represented by V(λ). CIE Standard Photopic Observer 
described by the measurements using flicker photometry and step by step brightness matching 
methods in the central 2° of the fovea (CIE, 1978). In flicker photometry, the quantity of the 
chromatic light is adjusted to match with a reference light. The reference and adjustable light 
presented alternating temporally and the adjustment done until the minimum flicker is obtained. 
The step by step brightness matching, the observer matches two light sources in a bipartite field 
until they will have the same brightness (CIE, 1978). As these data collected with 2° in the 
central fovea, it is mostly using the responses from LWS and MWS cone photoreceptors 
(Lennie, Pokorny and Smith, 1993) and sensing the light level. However, it does not represent 
colour vision properly. 
 
The CIE Standard Scotopic Observer was adopted in 1951. This one is dependent on the 
responses coming from rod photoreceptors, in which different colours are not seen, only a 
sense of the light level. Maximum sensitivities for standard photopic and scotopic observers can 
be seen in Figure 2.7 occurring at 555 nm and 507 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 2.7 Relative spectral sensitivity curves of photopic V(λ) and scotopic V’(λ) vision (spectral 
sensitivity data from CIE, 1978). 
 
The relationship of power input and light output (luminous flux) is called luminous efficacy (K), 
measured in lumens/Watt (Tregenza & Loe, 2014). This function arises from at 555 nm 1W of 
radiant flux produces 683 lm, for both photopic and scotopic conditions. As 555 nm is 
corresponding to maximum luminous efficacy (Km) for CIE Standard Photopic Observer is 683 
lm/W staying unchanged. It equals to 1699 lm/W for CIE Standard Scotopic Observer.    
 
Luminance is defined as the luminous intensity per unit projected area in a given direction and it 
is presented as the photometric measure of radiance by CIE. Thereby, an integrated radiance of 
a source (Le,λ) weighted by the spectral luminosity V(λ) of the CIE Standard Observer (CIE, 
1978), for photopic luminance (Km=683 lm/W): 
 
    Equation 2.1 
 
    
It is also adapted to scotopic luminance (K’m=1699 lm/W ) as:  
 
    Equation 2.2 
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This luminance function is based on an addition in spectral efficiency functions. This additivity 
law is known as Abney’s Law and it has good compatibility with flicker photometry. However, it 
doesn’t work well with the colour sensitivity of human vision. What Abney’s Law tells us is one 
light which appears yellow as a mix of red and green has the same luminance with sum of the 
luminances of the mixed red and green. When the brightness matching method will be used to 
test this law, the lights of red and green having equal brightness with a reference white light 
would be mixed to have yellow. As a result, yellow light would not have twice the amount of 
original reference white light (CIE, 1978). This shows that the method being used to obtain 
luminous efficiency function influences the function itself and can minimise human eye 
sensitivity to chromatic channels. As it was mentioned in Section 2.2.2 human vision uses the 
information from chromatic channels as well as achromatic channel which are mostly 
considering the light level. According to this limitation, it can be said that luminance which is 
defined by V(λ) cannot always be representative of how bright a stimulus looks. Here occurs a 
difference of how something is actually bright (according to its luminance) and how bright a 
person perceives it, which is related with different characteristics of either SPD of a light source 
or the environment.  
 
The phenomenon known as Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect describes how the chromatic channels 
contribute to perceived brightness. As the colourfulness of a colour increases, there is a 
tendency to see it brighter in photopic vision, e.g. if a red light compared side by side with a 
white light of the same luminance, the red light looks brighter. This considers the chromatic 
adaptation of human eye and can be related with the trichromatic theory of cone photoreceptors 
which transmit the information not just with achromatic channels and also with two opponent 
chromatic channels of blue-yellow and red-green (Yaguchi and Ikeda, 1983).  
 
As a result of incompatibility between additivity essential for CIE Standard observer and non-
additive nature of trichromatic channels in human visual system, there is this difference occur 
between luminance and brightness. With the knowledge of this difference, this thesis will focus 
on the perceived brightness, spatial brightness in particular. The next section explains how a 
light source of different SPD affects spatial brightness and proposed effects of metrics that can 
be derived from SPD on spatial brightness.  
2.4 Measures of Colour 
2.4.1 Chromaticity 
While moving from photometric quantities to colorimetry system providing predicting perceptual 
matches of colour, there are again measurements from colour matching involved. In CIE 
colorimetry system, there are three colour matching functions which can be considered as 
another form of standard observer. These functions are mathematical calculations to identify the 
position of a colour in the CIE colorimetry system with x, y and z chromaticity coordinates so 
that colours having same spectral sensitivity are positioned in the same point. These x, y and z 
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values can be obtained using spectral power distribution. By multiplying three colour matching 
functions x(λ), y(λ) and z(λ) with spectral distribution of a light source, wavelength by 
wavelength, tristimulus values of X, Y and Z can be obtained. Then, the individual value divided 
by the sum of all three will give the chromaticity coordinates of the light source (e.g. x = X / 
(X+Y+Z)). Two of the chromaticity coordinates are enough to position the colour in the 
chromaticity diagram such as x and y. As spectral power distribution of a light source considers 
colour information and can be used to supply luminance, it appears to be a source to quantify 
spatial brightness. Using spectral power distribution (SPD), some metrics to identify the 
characteristics of a light source are defined to discard the complexity of CIE colorimetry system. 
Some of these metrics do not fully describe light source SPD, as they reduce a complex 
spectral distribution to a single index, however they are widely known characteristics and 
frequently being used by the manufacturers, researchers and lighting designers.  
 
2.4.2 Correlated Colour Temperature and Colour Rendering Index 
The CIE colorimetry system is the most complete method to quantify colour. However, this 
system is too complex to be used in lighting industry. Instead there are two widely used single-
number metrics using CIE colorimetry system known as correlated colour temperature (CCT) 
and colour rendering index (CRI). The colour appearance of a white light source having 
chromaticity coordinates close to the Plankian locus is quantified with its CCT. This coordinate 
originates from spectral emission of a black body and its radiant function represents its 
temperature. By using the isotemperature lines, which are plotted from blackbody locus to the 
chromaticity coordinates of the source, its CCT can be obtained. High CCT values (e.g. 6500 K) 
appear cool and low CCT values (e.g. 2700 K) appear warm. Two light sources can have same 
CCT however; they may have different chromaticities and thus may appear very different to the 
eye. Table 2.1 shows CCT and CRI values of the FS and HPS lamps shown in Figure 2.6. 
  
Table 2.1 CCT and CRI values of FS and HPS lamps (Fotios and Levermore, 1997).  
Lamp CCT (Kelvin) CRI 
Full spectrum fluorescent 5900 92 
High pressure sodium 1800 -2.5 
 
 
CIE defines CRI with 14 standard test colours to find out the effect of a light source on surface 
colour in comparison with a reference light source of the same CCT. How well are these 14 
standard test colours are rendered with a light source is defined according to a reference light 
source. The calculations are done with defining the position of a surface colour in colour space 
under the reference light and the light source of interest, and then the difference between these 
two positions is expressed (CIE, 1995). The smaller this difference, higher the CRI. It can be 
told as the light sources ability to show object colours ‘natural’ when compared to the reference 
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source. The maximum CRI value is 100 and CRI value decreases, as the colour rendering of 
the object gets unnatural under the light source. 
 
2.5 Spectral Power Distribution (SPD) and Spatial Brightness 
2.5.1 Potential metrics of Spatial Brightness 
This section focuses on defining these potential metrics of spatial brightness, which were 
proposed in past studies. According to the information gained above on human eye physiology, 
these metrics can be explained under two categories; the ones located toward the models 
which short-wavelength (blue) contribution to brightness with rods and SWS cones (e.g scotopic 
luminance/photopic luminance (S/P)) and the other group considering colour contribution (e.g. 
gamut area (GA) and trichromaticity).  
 
2.5.1.1 Models of short-wavelength contribution  
The S/P ratio is the ratio of the photopic (P) and scotopic (S) luminances (Equation 2.2 / 
Equation 2.1) of a source and this ratio was proposed by Berman et al (1990) as a metric for 
brightness at photopic levels. The concern of Berman et al (1990) was the potential contribution 
of rod photoreceptors to photopic vision. As it was explained in Section 2.2.4 CIE Standard 
Photopic Observer consists of information from cones in central 2° of the fovea neglecting any 
contribution of either rod or SWS cone photoreceptors in the periphery. According to the 
findings of higher perceived brightness under higher S/P in their study, Berman et al (1990) 
determined that there occurs a scotopic contribution on brightness in full field view. Thus, they 
proposed to consider sensitivity of scotopic vision with brightness lumens model in order to gain 
information on brightness perception in addition to LWS and MWS cones. Spaces lit by two 
different lamps of equal brightness lumens (Equation 2.3) would appear equally bright.  
 
Brightness Lumens = P (S/P)0.5    Equation 2.3 
 
Later on, this effect of scotopic vision on brightness perception presented by Berman et al 
(1990), was discussed as a potential SWS cone contribution in Fotios and Levermore (1998) 
intended to be more consistent with physiological framework of photopic vision and proposed to 
be considered using SWS cone/photopic luminance (SWS/P) as an alternative to S/P. In Rea, 
Radetsky & Bullough (2011), it was suggested that mesopic brightness can be modelled by the 
sum of V(λ) and the SWS cone response. 
 
Recently, with the new photoreceptor type called intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion 
cells (ipRGC) being discovered outside the central fovea with a peak sensitive around 480 nm, 
this scotopic component of S/P reported as a proxy for the response of the ipRGC rather than 
the rods (Berman, 2008). In their study done by both mice and human Brown et al (2012) 
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reported the melanopsin photopigment that are in ipRGC contributed to perceived brightness. 
Mice which were rodless and coneless were picking up green light to be brighter than red light 
when they arranged to have equal luminance. Additionally, in the experiment done with human 
beings, reference stimulus with melanopsin 0%, there were no differences in brightness 
distinguished. These results of Brown et al (2012) were providing evidence of the scotopic effect 
would be originating from ipRGC cells. Berman (2008) determined the circadian regulated effect 
of ipRGC as a replacement of S/P with C/P ratio. He mentions about their relationship as: 
 
S/P = (0.66C/P)0.74   or  C/P = (1.37S/P)1.35   Equation 2.4 
 
2.5.1.2 Models of chromatic contribution  
In the second group of potential metrics, CCT and CRI are well known descriptors of the colour 
appearance of illumination and illuminated surfaces as explained previously. Fotios (2001) 
suggested a simultaneous application of CCT and CRI in order to gain a reliable prediction of 
which of two stimuli is brighter.  
 
Gamut area (GA) was suggested in a previous study as another metric to correlate better with 
judgements of visual appearance of a lit scene using a matching task than did CCT or CRI 
(Boyce, 1977). Gamut area is a measure of the colour differences between a range of coloured 
surfaces, with a larger gamut area implying greater saturation of surface colours, and thus that 
the lighting is brighter (Boyce, 1977). Figure 2.8 shows gamut areas of two light sources (FS 
and HPS) as an example. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 The colour gamut areas of two lamps (SPD data shown in Figure 2.6 from Fotios and 
Levermore, 1997). 
 
Gamut area is derived from the area contained within the irregular octagon enclosed by the 
chromaticity coordinates of the eight colour samples used in the CIE General Colour Rendering 
Index (Equation 2.5). Although Boyce (1977) originally used u,v chromaticity from the 1960 
Uniform Chromaticity Scale (UCS) diagram to determine gamut area he subsequently (Boyce, 
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2003) suggested using u’,v’ chromaticity from the CIE 1976 UCS diagram, and that is what was 
used in the current study. 
 
   GA  = 0.5 [(u'1v'2 - u'2v'1) + (u'2v'3 - u'3v'2) + .... + (u'7v'8 - u'8v'7) + (u'8v'1 - u'1v'8)]  Equation 2.5  
   where  u’n, v’n = chromaticity of colour sample n   
 
Another metric was developed by Fotios and Levermore (1998) as cone surface area (CSA) an 
extension of gamut area. It is suggested that the volume of a colour solid would correlate with 
visual clarity assessments, the 3-dimensional nature of which would correspond with the 3-
dimensional nature of colour appearance, i.e. three tristimulus values or three descriptors (hue, 
saturation, brightness) needed to describe colour appearance. CSA is the total surface area of a 
regular cone having its base on the CIE 1976 u'-v' uniform chromaticity diagram (Equation 2.6). 
The base of this cone is assumed circular, to simplify the calculation of surface area, and of 
equal area to the octagonal colour gamut in the u'-v' diagram. The perpendicular height of the 
cone is given by the w' chromaticity of the light source. Since w' changes over the chromaticity 
diagram, CSA varies with chromaticity, and is therefore sensitive to both the colour rendering 
and colour appearance properties of a spectrum. 
     
 CSA   = area of base + curved surface area     Equation 2.6 
         = GA +  πrL 
       where          r = radius of base of cone = √(GA/π)    
           L = length of slope of cone  = √(r2 + (w')2) 
          w' = perpendicular height of cone  = 1 - (u' + v') 
 
There were two equivalent brightness equations were developed by Cowan and Ware (1983) 
and the CIE (2011) the supplementary system of photometry were also considering chromatic 
contribution. 
The Cowan and Ware equation is shown in Equation 2.7. This equation was determined from 
those of the 29 brightness matching studies they collected which met criteria including photopic 
adaptation and field sizes of 0.5° to 2.0° with data obtained using larger or smaller fields being 
excluded. Clearly this does not match the data suggested to be pertinent for spatial brightness, 
for which a field of at least 20° degrees has been proposed (CIE, 2014). The data used by Ware 
and Cowan to derive Equation 2.7 included results from Alman (1977), Alman et al (1983), 
Booker (1978) and Thornton et al (1980): of these, the first three have been identified as 
inappropriate evidence for spatial brightness which is explained in Chapter 3.  
 Leq       = L.10C      Equation 2.7 
           where  C     = 0.256 - 0.184y - 2.527xy + 4.656x3y + 4.657xy4 
      x,y      = CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates 
 
CIE Equivalent luminance (CIE, 2011) (Equation 2.8) was developed to describe the brightness 
of a light or an object at any level including mesopic levels for a 10° field centrally fixated, so is 
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not ideal for spatial brightness, and for monochromatic reference light with a frequency of 
555nm.  
 
Leq     = (L)a.(L’)1-a.10C      Equation 2.8 
where   L = CIE 2° photopic luminance 
L’ = CIE scotopic luminance 
a = achromatic adaptation coefficient. 
 C = ac.f(x,y) 
 ac = chromatic adaptation coefficient 
 f(x,y) = 0.5 log (-0.0054 – 0.21x + 0.77y + 1.44x2 – 2.97xy + 1.59y2 – 2.11zy2) – log y 
 
One last metric examined to find out about chromatic effect on brightness perception was 
trichromaticity. The three spectral channels were already mentioned on Section 2.2.2. In their 
study Houser, Tiller and Hu (2004) hypothesized that a SPD having closer match with the 
spectral input of human vision can improve brightness perception. They compared lamps with 
SPDs having peak –wavelength at 450, 545 and 610 nm (naming them as prime-colours) and 
reported perceived brightness differences originated from chromaticity differences. 
 
2.5.2 Brightness: Evidence for Effects of Lamp SPD  
65 studies have investigated SPD and spatial brightness. 52 of these reported that SPD effects 
spatial brightness, 6 reported no effect, and 7 studies were not clear about their findings. In all 
of these studies which investigated SPD and spatial brightness, a range of different metrics 
have been used to quantify the magnitude of any effect. Most commonly considered metric in 
these studies was CCT. Akashi and Boyce (2006) had 33% of illuminance reduction by 
providing higher CCT in a field study of office lighting. Similarly, perceived dimness was 
decreased with increasing CCT from 2700K to 6300K at a constant illuminance in Boyce and 
Cuttle (1990). In contrast, Davis and Ginther (1990) found no CCT effect on brightness in a full 
size laboratory study using same experimental method with these studies. Hu, Houser and Tiller 
(2006) were using another experimental method to examine CCT effect on spatial brightness, 
and they reported that even though lamp SPD was related to brightness, CCT was too limited to 
characterize this relationship with sufficient accuracy. Vienot et al (2009) proposed a model of 
brightness for photopic levels that uses lamp CCT to quantify the effect of lamp SPD and 
demonstrated a trade-off with decreasing illuminance and increasing CCT. Besides, they 
conducted their study with lamps of high CRI which implied that they considered CRI as a 
predictor of spatial brightness as well. However, they focused on only one metric as in most of 
these studies. This attempt might be inconvenient as it may give false impression of that one 
metric described the response of the participant, whereas another feature of the lighting 
condition was the main reason of the effect. 
 
Berman et al (1990) also focused on one metric of spatial brightness, S/P ratio. In their study a 
trade-off to reduce the room illuminance with high S/P lamp was obtained. The lamp having 
higher S/P ratio was perceived as the brighter in spite of lower luminance. However, another 
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study using one of the lamps with both high CCT and high S/P ratio to compare with another 
lamp of low CCT and low S/P ratio, found no effect of these metrics on spatial brightness 
(Houser, Fotios and Royer, 2008). Boyce (1977) also tested multiple metrics of CCT and CRI 
with a different experimental method and he reported CCT as not a good predictor of 
brightness. He proposed GA to be used as a predictor of spatial brightness instead of CCT and 
CRI. He reported that lamps with large GA appeared more saturated and thus were perceived 
as brighter.  
 
In one of the two studies conducted by lamp spectrum having three peaks in wavelengths (the 
peak-wavelengths were called prime-colours) an effect was reported on spatial brightness 
(Houser, Tiller and Hu, 2004). The lamp having higher peak at long-wavelength perceived 
brighter by the participants in Houser, Tiller and Hu (2004).  In Royer and Houser (2012), they 
confirmed that light stimuli measured to be identical according to CIE photometry and 
colorimetry do not appear equally bright or the same colour. They also found that S/P ratio, 
Cirtopic to Photopic ratio, prime colour theory, correlated colour temperature, photometry, 
colour quality metrics (including gamut area), linear brightness models, and colour appearance 
models all failed to predict or correctly order the difference in the participants’ perception of 
brightness. 
 
There are other studies, which didn’t specifically focus on a metric but compared different lamp 
spectra. Vrabel et al (1998) compared 5 different lamps, high grade halophospor (HGHP) and 
T8 lamps were reported to be brighter than the other 3 lamps. Similarly, Fotios and Gado (2005) 
indicated SPD effect on spatial brightness, in which Verivide lamp was brighter than warm white 
fluorescent (WW). According to previous studies, there is evidence that SPD effects spatial 
brightness. However, there are some studies which showed contradicting results. One reason 
for this difference is the methods used in these studies. These studies were using different 
methods and modes of experiment to explore the SPD effect on spatial brightness. Chapter 3 
focused on the experimental methods used in brightness tests with a detailed review of SPD 
and spatial brightness studies. 
 
2.6 Summary 
Until now, how light affects the human visual system and how the visual information gained 
through photoreceptors to process the image were determined. Its representation in photometry 
and colorimetry were identified in order to understand why the perceived brightness and the 
measured illuminance differ from each other. Then, the potential interaction of SPD and spatial 
brightness (brightness perception defined as the amount of light in a space) were explained with 
potential tools for predicting how these two were linked with each other. Although, appearance 
models known as opponent-colour theory (Hunt and Pointer, 2011) are likely to be an accurate 
one for spatial brightness, it is too complex for practical use, for this reason the current study 
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didn’t include this model. It is based on the characteristics of the photoreceptors over a limited 
range of conditions and the most complicated to implement. For the current study, complexity is 
an important criterion because it may be a barrier to implementation. Similarly, prime-colour 
theory of Houser, Tiller and Hu (2004) was not an easy one to use metric for the current study 
as it does require more than one index to be applied. Therefore, the metrics used in lighting 
practice today that give simple descriptions of an SPD, such as CCT, CRI, GA, and S/P 
(Berman, 1990; Boyce, 1977 and Fotios and Levermore, 1998) will be explored in the current 
study. While these do not fully describe light source SPD as they reduce a complex spectral 
distribution to a single index, they are established and widely known characteristics and so 
would be simple to implement.  
 
A range of previous studies exploring these potential metrics will be examined in Chapter 3 as 
classified according to the experimental method they used. As mentioned earlier and also can 
be seen in the review on Chapter 3 that GA is considered to be a more precise metric for 
judgements of spatial brightness than CCT and CRI. Besides, CSA appear to provide a little 
improvement to the information gained from GA and since its proposal would require 
establishment of a new metric rather than adopting a widely used existing one, it will be dropped 
from further analyses. Similar situation occurs with SWS/P when it is set with S/P ratio at 
photopic vision. Therefore, S/P ratio will be kept to continue with further analysis. The 
equivalent brightness equation by Cowan and Ware included data of at most 2° visual field and 
ignoring either scotopic or ipRGC contribution. Besides, from Chapter 3 it can be seen that 
there were data from some unreliable studies included in their analysis; this is also leaving if the 
equivalent brightness equation can predict spatial brightness questionable. Both Cowan and 
Ware and CIE equivalent brightness equations considered colour appearance, however they 
didn’t include CRI to their models.  
 
Accordingly, the questions for this study may be summarized as: 
 
1. Is reducing light level possible while maintaining the spatial brightness? The existing 
evidence of electrical lamps, suggests SPD can be an influencing factor to have a trade-off with 
luminance levels and still provide sufficient brightness. Different models with characteristics of 
SPD and luminance were indicated in the past studies, however the details about how these 
metrics relate with brightness demonstrates differences in different studies according to the 
experimental method and the environmental features used.  
 
2. Do the different techniques commonly used to assess spatial brightness yield comparable 
results?   
Results from the past studies had different experimental methods using different presentation 
techniques, environmental conditions and stimuli yield different results and sometimes proposed 
different metrics to be effective on spatial brightness (Davis and Ginther, 1990; Berman, 1990). 
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Detailed investigations on how these methods used and what are the outcomes are discussed 
in Chapter 3 and 4 to figure out how the future experiment of this study will be structured. 
 
3. Can S/P and GA be used to predict a model of spatial brightness? From potential metrics 
proposed in the past studies, these two metrics appear to provide a good estimate of brightness 
even though they are reducing the whole SPD to one index. Berman et al (1990) demonstrated 
S/P effects on spatial brightness. In a different study Houser et al (2008) indicate S/P ratio as 
not effecting spatial brightness. Gamut area was proposed as a predictor of spatial brightness 
by Boyce (1977). No other known studies indicating GA is not a good predictor for spatial 
brightness at photopic levels. All the other proposed metrics had their own limitation to estimate 
the spatial brightness as ignoring short-wavelength and chromatic contribution and visual field 
size. S/P and GA were indicated to have their bases in physiology of human eye and can be 
worth further investigation to find out their applications for spatial brightness.  
 
4. Do the effects of lamp S/P and GA interact with each other to predict spatial brightness? As 
previously mentioned, there are many components that are understood to contribute to shaping 
spatial brightness in human vision. Fotios (2001) mentioned that when CCT and CRI are 
considered together, they may give a reliable prediction of brightness. Similarly, with scotopic 
contribution from S/P and chromatic contribution from GA to the model, their interaction may 
give a reliable estimate of spatial brightness as well as operating individually. 
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3.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the existing evidence for lamp SPD effects on spatial brightness in 
photopic conditions. The studies reviewed use one of four psychophysical methods namely 
category rating, matching, discrimination and adjustment. This review of past studies was 
carried out by giving attention to experimental design, the criteria which suggest whether the 
data are considered credible (e.g. by counterbalancing spatial position in a side-by-side test) 
and the factors which place the results in a context (e.g. evaluation mode).  
 
3.2 Experimental Methods 
In past studies there are unique sets of experimental conditions including the SPDs, 
experimental procedures, evaluation modes, visual scenes and field sizes. What it is necessary 
to know is whether these differences matter. For example, the results from the discrimination 
study of Berman et. al. (1990) disagree with the results in the category rating study of Boyce 
and Cuttle (1990) which was indicating an effect of SPD on spatial brightness. As shown in 
Table 3.1 there were experimental design differences between these two studies including lamp 
SPDs and evaluation modes.  The question is which of these differences led to different 
conclusions about the relationship of lamp spectrum and spatial brightness.  
 
Table 3.1 A comparison of psychophysical methods used in Berman et al (1990) and Boyce and 
Cuttle (1990) 
Design factor Boyce and Cuttle (1990) Berman et. al. (1990) 
SPDs 
3 SPD 
(different CCTs) 
2 SPD 
(equal chromaticity) 
(different S/P ratios) 
Procedure Category rating Discrimination 
Evaluation mode Separate Rapid sequential 
Visual scene Real office room Room 
Field size Full field Full field 
Effect of SPD NO YES 
 
A wide range of past studies were analysed in order to get information about how these 
experimental designs really work. These past studies of spatial brightness are discussed 
according to the experimental procedures that were used and requirements for a controlled and 
reliable study are listed. Following the work of Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 
TC 1-80, there are four basic types of procedures mentioned for spatial brightness studies: 
adjustment, matching, discrimination and category rating. The relationships between these 
procedures are shown in Figure 3.1. Further possible methods for evaluating visual scenes, 
such as magnitude estimation (assigning a number to the stimuli to describe how intense it is or 
so; there might not be any limit to the range of numbers, whole numbers, decimals or fractions 
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can be used) (Stevens, 2008), have been used rarely if at all in past research of spatial 
brightness. Therefore, these rarely used experimental methods are not included in this study. 
 
 
 
Absolute measurement 
 (No external reference 
present) 
Relative measurement 
 (Presence of an external 
reference) 
Passive 
No interaction with 
stimulus 
Category Rating Discrimination 
Active 
Interaction with 
stimulus 
Adjustment Matching 
Figure 3.1 Basic procedures for measurement of spatial brightness (CIE, 2014). 
 
Before a detailed explanation of these four experimental methods, four modes of observing the 
stimuli in brightness experiments should be clarified; separate, simultaneous, (rapid) sequential 
and in succession. In separate presentation, stimuli are observed and evaluated individually. 
One stimulus is isolated from any other stimuli or any reference standard. In simultaneous 
presentation, there are more than one stimuli presented at the same time in adjacent spatial 
locations. Generally, it is limited to two stimuli in which one of them is being compared with the 
other. When it is presented as rapid sequential each stimulus is shown one by one with short 
periods generally in 3-5 seconds and they are being compared with each other. In rapid 
sequential mode, each stimulus can be presented more than once, for the participants to 
complete the comparison. In the last mode, the stimuli are being presented in succession at the 
same place and each stimulus is observed and evaluated separately (no comparison with any 
other stimulus exists).  The main differences between these modes are the chromatic and light 
adaptations (Fotios, 2006).  
 
While applying these experimental methods and modes, in order to process the changes in the 
level and colour of the illumination a process of adaptation occurs in participants visual system 
(Hunt, 1998). The sensitivity to adapt to the changing illumination differs with the spectral power 
distribution, which is called chromatic adaptation. As a result of this adaptation, despite the 
changes in illuminant SPD the colours of objects will tend to appear constant. This colour 
constancy is due to the limits of the level of adaptation, although the illuminant SPD has an 
effect on the perception of brightness. According to this, by matching two different light 
conditions simultaneously, the colour appearance will give different results than evaluating the 
conditions separately. When two stimuli differ from each other in side by side matching, 
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participants will not have complete adaptation to either of them. The cone photoreceptors will 
reach their maximum sensitivity in 10-12 min while 60 min is needed for rod photoreceptors to 
become fully adapted (Boyce, 2003). According to Fairchild and Reniff (1995), 60% of 
adaptation is reached after 5 sec. In most of the rapid sequential studies, stimuli are presented 
in 5 sec or less which means that the participants are not fully adapted to the presented lighting 
conditions (Berman et al, 1990; Houser et al, 2009; Royer & Houser, 2012; Vrabel et al, 1998). 
Significant difference between rapid sequential presentation and simultaneous side-by-side 
presentation is found by Foster et. al. (2001). A higher degree of colour constancy and lower 
variance between participants in rapid sequential evaluation than simultaneous evaluation were 
obtained. When the stimuli presented separately, the adaptation duration can be longer than the 
other modes. Participant might be observing the lighting condition for minutes, hours or even 
days depending on the study. In such cases of longer observation of lighting condition, a full 
adaptation to both colour and light level will occur. Accordingly, the brightness effects might be 
expected to differ less, however, there are studies which had 15-20 minutes of adaptation and 
found significant effects of SPD on spatial brightness (Boyce and Cuttle, 1990).    
 
3.3 Category Rating Studies  
The focus of this section is the category rating method used in SPD and spatial brightness 
studies. The category rating method is explored here in detail because there is already an 
ample amount of reviews on matching, discrimination and adjustment methods in the current 
literature whereas there is not sufficient reviews on category rating method in the literature 
(Fotios, Houser and Cheal, 2008, Logadottir, Christoffersen and Fotios, 2011). Category rating 
studies were reviewed by Fotios and Houser (2009) and the recommended measures were 
tentative and required further validation: current section presents a critical review of the study of 
Fotios and Houser (2009) and chapter 4 presents two pilot studies of category rating issues.  
 
In category rating studies an illuminated space is presented to the subject in order to evaluate it 
by using rating scales. The presentation can be either in succession, or as separate conditions 
(Vienot et al, 2009; Akashi and Boyce, 2006).  As shown in Figure 3.2 two types of scales can 
be used to evaluate the scenes namely semantic differential scale or Likert scale. In semantic 
differential scale, the brightness is evaluated along the bright-dim axis which is specifying an 
evaluation range between the end points. On the other hand, Likert scale is asking for the 
agreement of the participant with perceived brightness of the room along the given scale. In 
such cases, end points of the given range are not defined as properly as semantic differential 
scale. For instance in Figure 3.2, Boyce and Cuttle (1990) gave the statements of very much 
and not at all for opposite end points and they were asking for the evaluations of the brightness 
and dimness of the room. The paradox with such evaluation is that while they were supplying a 
concurrent validity of the experiment by two separate but related evaluations of the same 
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stimulus, they allowed participants to make ratings with undefined categories like very much 
and/or not at all.  
As it can be seen from Figure 3.2, the rating categories were used with a neutral point in the 
middle. Another way to apply a category rating procedure can be without a neutral point so that 
the participant wouldn’t be allowed to give equally bright answer, which is referred as forced-
choice method.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Examples of semantic differential and Likert rating scale used in past studies of 
spatial brightness. 
 
Two types of experimental designs, which are repeated measures and independent samples, 
can be used in category rating studies. In repeated measures, more than one stimulus is 
presented in succession and the participant rates each condition separately. Independent 
sample procedure involves just one condition to be evaluated with the given rating scale.   
 
Category rating studies can be conducted either in booths or in real life conditions like field and 
full size lab studies. Using different visual scenes may provide more realistic environments and 
different field sizes. 
 
Following review considers the data collection, analysis methods and their presentation in the 
studies with sufficient details. Six criteria for data collection proposed by Fotios and Houser 
(2009) in order to reduce bias:   
(1) Randomised or counterbalanced stimulus order (repeated measures only) 
Vrabel, Bernecker & Mistrick, 1998 
Question: Rate the scene according to the scale given. 
 
Bright  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Dim 
                 
       (Semantic differential scale) 
 
 
 
Boyce & Cuttle, 1990 
Question: Mark your impression of the lighting of this room on the following scales. 
 
  Very            Not at  
Much               all 
Bright 1 2 3 4 5 
Dim 1 2 3 4 5 
   
  (Likert scale) 
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(2) Equalized number of stimulus magnitudes with the number of points in the response range 
(3) Valid data analysis with precise data reporting 
(4) Stimulus range anchored to the response range  
(5) Even number of response categories  
(6) A null condition trial  
 
3.3.1 Randomised or counterbalanced stimulus order 
When the stimulus is presented in repeated measures the subject evaluates the scene 
according to both present and previous stimuli creating the order effect (Poulton, 1979, Fotios 
and Houser, 2009). Which means that ratings awarded to a stimulus may be biased by ratings 
awarded to stimuli observed earlier in the experiment (Flynn et. al., 1979, Gescheider, 1997). 
This effect generally originates from the subject’s desire to be consistent all through the 
questions or the scenes that were being evaluated (Schuman and Presser, 1996).  In order to 
avoid possible biases, either a randomized and counterbalanced order while presenting the 
stimuli is required or the independent samples method can be used (Fotios and Houser, 2009, 
Poulton, 1989). In the case of independent samples, different groups of test participants will be 
assigned to different stimuli and each subject evaluates only one stimulus, which avoids the 
order effect (Akashi and Boyce, 2006). However, while using independent samples, it must be 
kept in mind that the differences in perception might be caused by the participant not just by the 
stimuli. In such kind of experiments, different groups of participants evaluate different stimulus, 
therefore any effect detected might originate from the diversity of participants not the variable 
factor of the visual scene. In the current study using either randomised order or independent 
samples is one of the essential requirements. 
 
3.3.2 Number of response points 
Grouping Bias 
According to Miller (1956), the human brain starts to have error while distinguishing between 
more than six items, and after eight items it starts to recode them by grouping to facilitate 
remembering the items. Thereby, the items that are similar in some important aspects are 
grouped together and the minor differences between them cannot be found with more than eight 
stimuli. Besides, as shown in Figure 3.3, the range of the stimuli magnitudes being unequal with 
response range also causes minor differences not to be distinguished and to be grouped, 
especially when the response range is smaller than the stimuli magnitude (Fotios and Houser, 
2009, Poulton 1989). A point raised by Poulton (1989) and Green and Rao (1970) on response 
categories was the number of stimuli and rating points of response scales covering identical 
ranges in order to avoid grouping bias. This makes the subjects’ task more precise and may 
help to detect the differences more accurately. According to the analysis of Green and Rao 
(1970), the response range should cover at least six points and increasing it to more than six 
points provided a little more information. For the current study, using equal numbers of stimulus 
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magnitudes with the number of points in the response range is included as another essential 
requirement. 
 
Figure 3.3 Illustration of Grouping Bias. In illustration b, reducing the response range from 5 to 3 
forced participants to group 2 different sizes of stimuli into same response point. 
 
Even or Odd Number of Categories 
Poulton (1989) also suggests that with a middle point in the response range, contraction bias 
may occur (see Figure 3.4), i.e. when people tend to select a response category which is too 
close to the centre of the response range (Poulton, 1989). In such cases, participants’ response 
is either too small for the stimulus which is above the centre of the range or it is too large for the 
stimulus that is below the centre. In the studies in which a middle value is explicitly offered, 
people are much more likely to select the middle and have a tendency to avoid using the ends 
of the scale (Nowlis et. al., 2002, Bishop, 1987, Presser and Schumann, 1980). This choice 
generally arises from the ambivalent attitude of the participant towards the other alternatives 
(Nowlis et. al., 2002). Even or odd numbered category ranges affect the mean rating and 
distribution of the judgements. In some cases even numbered categories supplied significant 
results towards one end of the scale, while odd numbered categories produced neutral results 
for the same questions (Dawes, 2008, Nowlis et. al., 2002). Besides, different results occurred 
by odd and even numbers of response categories according to the issue that has been asked to 
the participant (Moors, 2008).  
 
a) 
Largest 
Response Range 
Smallest 
Stimulus 
Response Range 
Largest Smallest 
b) Stimulus 
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of Contraction Bias. a) Stimuli assessment spread across whole response 
range. b) Stimuli assessment converges towards central region of response range. 
 
In order to find out if the response range creates any difference in the subject’s judgement, a 
new study was carried out (see Chapter 4). In this study it is found that while the distribution of 
the responses have changed, the number of response categories did not affect the central 
tendency of opinion. However, according to the results of Akashi and Boyce (1990), an effect of 
SPD was detected with one experiment using two category rating points but no effect was found 
with a second experiment having five rating points. 
 
All these evidences indicate an ambiguity whether the category numbers effect the participant 
judgements. Therefore, in order to further investigate whether an even numbered category 
range makes a difference in brightness evaluations or not, this criterion is considered in the 
desirable requirements for the current study, which are specified below. This new study on 
response categories is explained in detail in Chapter 4.  
 
3.3.3 Anchoring 
The method of defining the response range by displaying some of the stimuli before the 
experiment is mentioned as anchoring (LeBoeuf and Shafir, 2006; Poulton, 1989). People tend 
to underestimate the stimuli with high intensities, which create the contraction bias (Gescheider, 
1997). Anchoring the stimulus range provides a reference in evaluating the items and avoids 
contraction bias (Fotios and Houser, 2009, Schumann and Presser, 1996). Anchoring can be 
done either by presenting all the response levels in the beginning of the experiment or 
Largest 
Response Range 
Smallest 
Stimulus 
Response Range 
b) Stimulus 
Smallest Largest 
a) 
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presenting the stimuli beyond the two ends of the stimulus set (Poulton, 1989). The method of 
anchoring carries great importance, especially for the couple of initial judgments by providing 
initial frame of reference as well as the entire experiment. This criterion is covered in desirable 
requirements for the current study. 
 
3.3.4 Valid data analysis and reporting 
For a credible study, in which there is data analysis and statistical calculations, quantitative 
information needs to be provided in the reports.  Ideally, presenting the mean ratings with 
standard deviations provides some useful information by enabling to run some statistical tests in 
order to understand the effects.  Reporting all these information in a structure with an 
understandable manner such as mentioning mean ratings with the name and the results of 
suitable statistical analysis, which was applied to the data, also helps to draw conclusions about 
the SPD effect on brightness. The clear interpretation of the data analysis and reporting is the 
third essential requirement for the current study. Other than that, the data from null-condition (if 
there is any) is also important for the internal reliability of the study.  
 
3.3.5 Null-condition trial 
The last criterion is a null-condition trial, which acts like a control group for the whole study by 
giving information about the internal reliability. According to the design of the study, a condition 
can be repeated during the experiment as null condition. For instance, Akashi and Boyce (2006) 
asked participants to evaluate the light settings of four rooms three times with varying 
illuminance and CCTs. One of the four rooms had the same light setting for all three evaluations 
as control group. However, most of the reviewed studies do not include any null-condition trials; 
therefore it is in desirable requirements for the current study.  
 
When the list of previous category rating studies was done and the requirements were 
considered, almost none of the studies meet half of these criteria. Therefore, two sets of 
requirements were assigned as essential and desirable (see Table 3.2).  
 
Table 3.2 Essential and desirable requirements suggested to determine credible data in 
category rating (Fotios and Houser, 2009). 
Essential Requirements   Desirable Requirements 
• randomised or counterbalanced stimulus order 
• equalized number of stimulus magnitudes with 
the number of points in the response range 
• appropriate data analysis and informative 
reporting 
  • anchored stimulus range 
• even number of response 
categories 
• null condition trial 
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The credible data from past category rating studies are determined as those meeting the 
proposed essential requirements. Three criteria are assigned as desirable since just Boyce 
(1977), Davis & Ginther (1990) and Flynn & Spencer (1977) have included null condition trials; 
Akashi & Boyce (2006) have included both null-condition and even numbers of response range 
and only Vrabel et al (1998) had anchored stimulus range. If these criteria would essentially be 
considered for the review, only 5 studies would be included and less data would be available for 
the review.  
 
3.3.6 Studies Using Category Rating Method 
This section of the research will review the studies using category rating method to evaluate 
lighting conditions under different types of lamps at photopic levels. The requirements of 
category rating method that has been mentioned earlier in section 3.3 are considered in order to 
identify credible studies, which give robust evidence on the effects of lamp spectrum on spatial 
brightness.  
 
Thirty category rating studies were evaluated regarding the three essential requirements 
(randomised or counterbalanced stimulus order, equalized stimulus magnitudes with response 
range and quantitative data). Table 3.3 shows ten of the thirty studies meet these requirements 
and supply robust evidence to investigate the relationship between light spectrum and spatial 
brightness (Akashi and Boyce, 2006; Boyce, 1977; Boyce and Cuttle, 1990; Boyce, Akashi, 
Hunter and Bullough, 2003; Davis and Ginther, 1990, Flynn and Spencer, 1977; Han and 
Boyce, 2003; Piper, 1981; Vienot, Durand and Mahler, 2009; Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick, 
1998). Appendix A shows the whole list of studies included in the review. 
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Table 3.3 Ten category rating studies evaluated according to the credible data requirements. 
Study 
Essential requirements Desirable requirements 
Stimulus 
order 
randomised 
or 
counterbalan
ced 
Stimulus 
magnitudes 
equalized 
with 
response 
range 
Quantitative 
data reported 
Stimulus 
range 
anchored 
Nb response 
categories 
even 
Null 
condition 
(control 
group) trial 
Akashi & 
Boyce, 
2006 
N.A   X   
N.A   X X  
Boyce, 
1977 
 
   X X  
Boyce et 
al, 2003 
 
   X X X 
Boyce & 
Cuttle, 
1990 (exp 
2) 
   X X X 
Davis & 
Ginther, 
1990 
   X X  
Flynn & 
Spencer, 
1977 
   X X  
Han & 
Boyce, 
2003 
N.R N.A  X N.A X 
Piper, 
1981 
 
    X X 
Vienot et 
al, 2009 
 
   X X X 
Vrabel et 
al, 1998 
 
    X X 
 
Table 3.4 summarises the methods used in these credible studies. One of the ten studies is a 
field study (Akashi and Boyce, 2006), six of them are full size laboratory studies (Boyce and 
Cuttle, 1990; Boyce, Akashi, Hunter and Bullough, 2003; Davis and Ginther, 1990; Flynn and 
Spencer, 1977; Piper, 1981; Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick, 1998) and three of them (Boyce, 
1977; Vienot, Durand and Mahler, 2009; Han and Boyce, 2003) are studies done in booths. In 
all three of the studies done in booths, an SPD effect was reported. However, the trends in full 
size lab or field studies did not appear to show any specific trends on how lamp characteristics 
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affect spatial brightness. Hence, no specific effect of experimental environment can be 
generalised.  
 
Table 3.4 Summary of methods used in category rating studies considered to be credible. 
Study Stimuli Scale Environment Results 
Akashi & Boyce, 
2006 
3 x CCT 
(3500K, 5000K, 6500K) 
2 x Illuminance 
(3 lamps, 2 lamps) 
2-points 
Likert scale 
Real office 
With high CCT, high 
brightness 
5-point semantic 
differential scale 
Real office No effect 
Boyce, 1977 
 
5 fluorescent lamps 
2 x illuminance 
(350 & 600 lux) 
7-point semantic 
differential scale 
Office mock-up 
SPD effect might be 
related with CRI and 
GA 
Boyce et al, 2003 
 
2 x fluorescent 
(3000K, 1.3 S/P & 6500K, 
2.1 S/P) 
2 x illuminance 
(344 & 500 lux) 
7-point 
Likert scale 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
No effect 
Boyce & Cuttle, 1990 
(exp 2) 
4 x CCT (2700K, 
3500K, 4200K, 6300K) 
1 x Illuminance 
(225 lux) 
5-point 
Likert scale 
Full size office lab 
with achromatic or 
chromatic 
environment 
With high CCT, high 
brightness 
Davis & Ginther, 
1990 
2 x CCT 
(2750K, 5000K) 
3 x Illuminance 
(~270, 590, 1345 lux) 
7-point semantic 
scale* 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
No effect 
Flynn & Spencer, 
1977 
5 lamps 
(3 x fluorescents, HPS, 
Warm delux mercury) 
7-point semantic 
scale 
Full size lab SPD effect 
Han & Boyce, 2003 
3 x CCT 
(3000K, 4100K, 6500K) 
3 x Illuminance 
(100, 500, 1000 lux) 
Continues rating line 
(8.4 cm) 
Office mock-up 
With high CCT, high 
brightness 
Piper, 1981 
 
2 x lamps 
(CW fluorescent, HPS) 
1 x Illuminance 
(~540 lux) 
7-point semantic 
scale 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
No effect 
Vienot et al, 2009 
 
3 x CCT 
(2700K, 4000K, 6500K) 
3 x Illuminance 
(150, 300, 600 lux) 
7-point semantic 
scale 
Booth CCT effect 
Vrabel et al, 1998 
 
5 lamps 
(3 x fluorescents, MH, 
HPS) 
1 x illuminance 
(~538 lux) 
7-point semantic 
scale 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
SPD effect  
*Authors reported it as continuous rating line; however there were 7 boxes specified to evaluate the 
setting. 
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In the ten credible studies eight of them used odd numbered response categories; seven of 
them are 7-point scales and one was 5-point Likert scale (Boyce and Cuttle, 1990). All of the 7-
point scales used a semantic differential format (Boyce, 1977; Davis and Ginthner, 1990; Flynn 
and Spencer, 1977; Piper, 1981; Vienot, Durand and Mahler, 2009; Vrabel, Bernecker and 
Mistrick, 1998) except Boyce et al (2003), which used a Likert scale. In Akashi and Boyce 
(1990), two category formats were used as even and odd. Odd category had 5-point semantic 
scale and even category had 2-point Likert scale. As a result, a CCT effect was found with the 
2-point Likert scale, however no effects were determined with the 5-point semantic scale. This 
was the only difference specified on scale format from ten credible studies. Only study, which 
didn’t include any specific points in the response range, was Han and Boyce (2003). They used 
a continuous rating line in 8.4 cm and mentioned about CCT effect on brightness.  
 
Six of the ten studies mentioned SPD effects on spatial brightness (Akashi and Boyce, 2006; 
Boyce, 1977; Boyce and Cuttle, 1990; Han and Boyce, 2003; Vienot, Durand and Mahler, 2009; 
Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick, 1998). Four of these studies (Akashi & Boyce, 2006; Boyce & 
Cuttle, 1990; Han & Boyce, 2003; Vienot et.al. 2009) stated CCT effects on brightness 
perception. In all of these studies the environment was perceived brighter as the CCT 
increased. In Vienot, Durand and Mahler (2009) a trade-off was obtained by reducing the 
illuminance and increasing CCT. For instance, the perceived brightness with a light setting of 
4000K at 300 lux was similar to that with a setting of 6500K at 150lux; likewise the perceived 
brightness of 2700K at 600lux was similar with that of 4000K at 300lux. In Han and Boyce 
(2003) the perceived brightness difference depending on CCTs was getting more distinct as the 
light level increases. Similarly, in Boyce and Cuttle (1990) the room was perceived brighter 
under higher CCT levels with constant illuminance of 225 lux except 6300K, which appeared 
dimmer than 3500K and 4200K. There was some uncertainty with CCT effects on brightness in 
Akashi and Boyce (2006) in which two sets of experiments were conducted with different rating 
scales. The experiment carried out with 2-point rating scale indicated CCT effects. In this part of 
the experiment, perceived brightness for the participants was the same with 6500K when the 
light level reduced by 1/3 of the other condition with a 3500K lamp. However, in the second 
experiment that was using 5-point rating scale there were no CCT effects on perceived 
brightness. This might be referring to an impact of the number of response points as such an 
even or odd response range giving different results of perceived brightness.  
 
Other than CCT, in Boyce (1977) effect of CRI and GA on spatial brightness was indicated. 
Results of Boyce (1977) showed significant difference between lamps of Natural and Kolor-rite 
with White fluorescent. The light settings with Natural and Kolor-rite lamps were perceived more 
satisfactory than White lamp. Boyce pointed out that these results might be correlated with CRI 
or GA of the lamps. 
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 Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick (1998) mentioned a SPD effect on spatial brightness. In their 
study, T8 fluorescent and HGHP lamps were rated high on all the scales including brightness. 
These two had high CCT and CRI levels; however which metric of the SPD generated this result 
was not certain. 
 
In the study done by Flynn and Spencer (1977) brightness results were grouped under visual 
clarity with three more scaled features (stimulating, distinct and hazy) with factor analysis. 
According to the results, an effect of SPD was reported on visual clarity. As the category of 
visual clarity covers an overall evaluation of the features, it is not certain that if the mentioned 
effect was dependent on brightness or any other factor. Similarly, the results from Piper (1981) 
were not certain about the SPD effect. Piper reported that the HPS lighting was perceived to be 
slightly dimmer than the CW lighting according to the mean ratings. When an analysis using t-
test were done with the mean ratings and standard deviations provided by Piper (1981), this 
difference was not significant. 
 
In Boyce et al (2003), two age groups of subjects (ages between 18-28 and ages between 61-
78) participated in the experiment. When a 3000K lamp at 500 lux was compared with a 6500K 
lamp at 344 lux, there was no significant difference between mean pupil areas of young 
participants. This might be indicating a trade-off between CCT and illuminance as the light level 
decreased and the CCT increased and no difference was perceived. However, Boyce et al 
(2003) reported that these results were dominated by the illuminance rather than SPD of the 
lamp.  
 
The most precise statement asserting that lamp type does not affect brightness was mentioned 
only by Davis and Ginthner (1990), in which the two adjective pairs (bright/dim and 
stimulating/relaxing) were grouped under brightness category based on the Pearson correlation 
test. As the results were not directly related with bright-dim evaluations of the participants, Davis 
and Ginther’s statement might not be giving an answer on relationship of SPD with spatial 
brightness. Since the mean ratings and standard deviation values were not reported for the 
adjective pair bright/dim, no control tests were likely to be done.  
 
Twenty studies did not present reliable evidence of SPD and spatial brightness. These studies 
will not be taken into consideration in further analysis due to not following the specified essential 
requirements. The reasons for omitting these studies are presented in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Category rating studies found to provide insufficient data and reasons to be omitted. 
Missing requirements Studies found to be not credible 
failure to randomise, or report whether 
presentation sequence were randomised 
Fleischer, Krueger and Schierz, 2001; Ishida, Ikeyama 
and Toda, 2007; Ju, Chen & Lin, 2012; Lin et al, 2007; Oi 
and Takahashi, 2007; Oi and Takahashi, 2013 
having a large number of stimuli relative to 
the number of response options thus 
leading to a suspect grouping bias 
Boyce and Cuttle, 1990 (experiment 1); Ishida, Ikeyama 
and Toda, 2007; Lin et al, 2007; Oi and Takahashi, 2007; 
Oi and Takahashi, 2013, Rea, 1982; Takahashi et al, 
2013 
not reporting sufficient quantitative data or 
procedural design 
Baron, Rea and Daniels, 1992; Bartholomew, 1975; 
Cockram, Collins & Langdon, 1970; DeLaney et. al., 1978; 
Fleischer, Krueger and Schierz, 2001; Ishida, Ikeyama 
and Toda, 2007; Ju, Chen & Lin, 2012; Knez, 1995; Knez, 
2001; Lin et al, 2007; McNelis et. al., 1985; Oi and 
Takahashi, 2007; Oi and Takahashi, 2013; Rea, 1982; 
Rubinstein and Kirschbaum, 2003; Takahashi et al, 2013; 
Tiller and Rea, 1992; Wake et. al., 1977; Zhan et al, 2003 
and not reporting clearly the precise items 
for which ratings were sought 
Fleischer, Krueger and Schierz, 2001; Rubinstein and 
Kirschbaum, 2003; Zhan et al, 2003 
 
 
In conclusion, there is some evidence from studies using category rating that it is possible to 
reduce the illuminance and maintain brightness by choice of lamp spectrum. Some of the 
credible category rating studies presents significant SPD effects on spatial brightness. However, 
not all studies agree with this statement. On one hand some of these studies stated CCT and 
CRI effects on brightness. On the other hand, Boyce (1977) mentioned that CCT is not a good 
predictor of brightness. To understand this effect more precisely, studies using other 
experimental methods will be reviewed in the following sections 
 
3.4 Matching Studies 
In matching studies there are two stimuli to be compared. One of the stimuli is the reference 
and the other one is the adjusted stimulus. In this method, participants are given the reference 
brightness level and asked to adjust the amount of light of the second stimulus until it has the 
nearest possible brightness match with the reference. In some cases, the experimenter might 
make the adjustment according to commands from the subject. The visual scene that is defined 
as reference is lit with a constant luminance. When the brightness of the second visual scene is 
adjusted to match the reference, the final light levels are recorded. The output is the ratio of 
luminances of the two final visual scenes at perceived equal brightness. In some studies output 
ratios can be at equal clarity or equal appearance. Following Fotios & Gado (2005) it is 
assumed that these results are a suitable proxy for judgements of equal brightness. A detailed 
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investigation of terms and scales used in spatial brightness studies is going to be reviewed and 
presented in Chapter 4. 
 
Although most of the matching studies of photopic light levels were carried out side by side in 
the current review (Boyce, 1977; Fotios and Levermore, 1997; Fotios and Gado, 2005; Hu, 
Houser and Tiller, 2006), it can also be applied in sequential mode (Fotios and Cheal, 2010). 
According to Uchikawa and Ikeda (1986), simultaneous matching is more accurate since it 
avoids the biases that can occur because of memory limitation. In the experiment that was 
compared simultaneous and sequential matching test by Fotios and Cheal (2010), similar 
estimates of illuminances were required for equal spatial brightness. Therefore, they suggest 
that both modes for evaluation have equal validity. 
 
Five criteria for data collection and reporting in order to reduce bias in matching tasks proposed 
by Fotios et al (2008) is summarized:   
(1) Balanced stimulus position  
(2) Illuminance control applied to both stimuli 
(3) Starting illuminance balanced 
(4) Valid data analysis with precise data reporting  
(5) A null condition trial  
 
Fotios et al (2008) reported that in side-by-side matching experiments, both lamps must be 
used to illuminate left-hand side and right-hand side spaces for an equal number of trials in 
order to avoid positional bias. When the stimuli presented after each other and the same side of 
the visual field kept as reference all through the experiment, participants learn which stimulus of 
a pair is the standard. After a while they start to evaluate each stimulus against the range of 
stimuli presented and avoid comparing the stimulus with the reference (Poulton, 1977). 
 
Similarly, conservative adjustment bias occurs if dimming is applied to only one of the stimulus 
in a matched pair. In Houser et al (2003), side by side matching task was applied using identical 
lamps in both rooms. A significant difference found with the variable stimulus to be set at a 
higher illuminance than the reference. In contrast, Fotios and Gado (2005) reported that the 
participant set the illuminance of variable stimulus below that of the reference. In the study on 
linear measurements, LaBoeuf and Shafir (2006) also found that the participants tend to 
underestimate the target and were matched the shorter length stimulus to the original one. This 
might also be related with the initial length of the variable stimulus. When participants were 
asked to match a higher brightness level with the reference, variable stimulus tended to be 
adjusted to a higher value than the reference and when the dimming started from a lower level 
than the reference, the result tended to be the opposite because of the conservative 
adjustment. Therefore, the adjustment should be applied to both stimuli in each pair for an equal 
number of trials and a precaution can be taken by counterbalancing the initial illuminance of the 
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variable stimulus (Fotios et al 2008). As Fotios et al (2008) had contrary evidence on the 
application of starting illuminance; it was not possible to give conclusive direction, therefore this 
precaution grouped under desirable requirement for the current study.  
 
Reporting the quantitative data is one of the primary requirements of credible studies for all of 
the methods used in spatial brightness and in any research. In matching studies reporting the 
numeric data to show the central tendency like illuminance ratio at equal brightness, a measure 
of dispersion and sample size are important. To determine whether an apparent difference is 
real, statistical analysis is needed and sufficient data should be provided to enable such 
analysis. 
 
The other criterion is applying a null condition trial in the experiment. For category rating studies 
this criterion was kept in desirable requirements due to very few applications in the studies. 
Although, it is a desirable requirement all the credible studies except Hu, Houser and Tiller 
(2006) included null condition trial in their matching experiment to identify any biases that occur 
in the application of the experimental method. 
 
Twenty one studies using a matching method to explore the SPD effects on brightness at 
photopic light levels were reviewed in this section. Five requirements to avoid biases in 
matching studies that are mentioned above were applied to identify credible data. As shown in 
Table 3.6, four studies (Boyce, 1977; Fotios & Gado, 2005; Fotios & Levermore, 1997; Hu, 
Houser & Tiller, 2006) using matching procedure is suggested to provide credible estimates of 
the illuminance ratio for equal brightness (Fotios et al, 2013).  
 
Table 3.6 Four matching studies evaluated according to the credible data requirements 
Study 
Essential requirements Desirable requirements 
Stimulus 
position 
balanced 
Illuminance 
control applied 
to both stimuli 
Quantitative 
data 
Starting 
illuminance 
balanced 
Null-
condition trial 
Boyce, 1977 
   N.A*  
Fotios & 
Gado, 2005    N.R  
Fotios & 
Levermore, 
1997 
 **  X  
Hu, Houser 
& Tiller, 
2006 
    X 
*Both stimuli started from a constant reference illuminance. 
**Fotios and Levermore (1997) applied the dimming correction factor to offset the effect of conservative 
adjustment as found in their null condition trials. 
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Hu, Houser and Tiller (2006) and Fotios and Gado (2005) asked participants to match 
brightness. However, Fotios and Levermore (1997) and Boyce (1977) asked for visual equality 
and equal satisfaction respectively, in order to obtain evaluations of brightness of the 
environment. Fotios and Gado (2005) had five other visual objectives to match other than equal 
brightness, including equal satisfaction and visual equality. They obtained similar results in all of 
these visual objectives that were exploring the relation of SPD and brightness. Therefore, equal 
satisfaction and visual equality were referred as spatial brightness. 
 
Table 3.7 summarises the methods used in these credible studies. One of the four studies was 
full sized lab study (Hu, Houser and Tiller, 2006) and the other studies were conducted in 
adjacent booths (Boyce, 1977; Fotios & Gado, 2005; Fotios & Levermore, 1997). All three of 
these booth studies reported a spectrum effect on perceived brightness. The only study that 
couldn’t find an effect on brightness was Hu, Houser and Tiller (2006), this result might be 
originated from the environment of experiment being a full size lab. But also the metric 
examined in the experiment was CCT and this metric of lamp found not be a good predictor of 
brightness by Boyce (1977) as well. Instead of CCT or CRI, Boyce (1977) indicated that 
perceived brightness fits best with GA. Fotios and Levermore (1997) also reported an effect of 
different spectrum on visual equality dependent on colour quality. In their study, lower light 
levels were required with lamps of higher colour quality than the lamps of poorer colour quality 
for visual equality. According to this study, it was possible to have the same visual equality with 
full spectrum fluorescent lamp having approximately 20% less illuminance than warm white 
fluorescent. 
 
Table 3.7 Summary of methods used in matching studies considered to be credible. 
Study Stimuli Method Environment Results 
Boyce, 1977 
5 fluorescent lamps 
2 ref. illuminances  
(300 & 600 lux) 
Side-by-side 
matching 
Office mock-up 
SPD effect might be 
related with GA 
Fotios & Gado, 
2005 
2 x fluorescent  
(2950K, 52 CRI & 
6500K, 98 CRI) 
Ref. illuminance  
(320 lux) 
Side-by-side 
matching 
Booths with 
achromatic or 
chromatic combined 
environment 
SPD effect 
Fotios & 
Levermore, 1997 
5 fluorescent lamps 
3 x illuminance  
(filters with 70, 50 and 
25% transmission) 
Side-by-side 
matching 
Booths with 
achromatic or 
chromatic combined 
environment 
With high colour 
quality, high 
brightness 
Hu, Houser & Tiller, 
2006 
2 x CCT  
(3500K, 6500K) 
Ref. illuminance  
(538 lux) 
Side-by-side 
matching 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
No CCT effect 
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Sixteen studies did not present reliable evidence of SPD and spatial brightness. These studies 
will not be taken into consideration in further analysis due to not following the specified essential 
requirements. The reasons for omitting these studies are presented in Table 3.8. 
 
Table 3.8 Matching studies found to provide insufficient data and reasons to be omitted. 
Missing requirements Studies found to be not credible 
failure to balance stimulus position and 
application of dimming 
Alman, 1977; Alman, Breton & Barbour, 1983; Aston & 
Bellchambers, 1969; Bellchambers & Godby, 1972; Booker, 
1978; Hashimoto & Nayatani, 1994; Houser & Hu, 2004; Ju, 
Chen and Lin, 2012; Vidovsky-Németh and Schanda, 2012; 
Vandhal, Gudd and Schierz, 2009; Worthey, 1985; 
Zheleznikova & Myasoedova, 1995 
not reporting sufficient quantitative data or 
procedural design 
Chee, Yi & Cho, 2005; Harrington, 1954; Lemons & 
Robinson, 1976; Thornton, Chen, Morton & Rachko, 1980; 
Thornton & Chen, 1978 
 
In conclusion Hu, Houser & Tiller (2006) supported Boyce (1977) findings of CCT not being a 
good predictor of brightness. There was some evidence that a trade off with lamp spectrum and 
light level can be obtained. Features of colour quality and GA of the lamp were indicated as 
effective metrics on spatial brightness (Boyce, 1977; Fotios and Levermore, 1997). Next 
sections will continue to explore the SPD effects studied in other experimental methods.  
 
3.5 Discrimination Studies 
In discrimination studies, generally two stimuli are presented for participant to evaluate the 
spatial brightness of the visual scenes (booths, rooms or light patches). In this kind of tasks, 
spatial and temporal juxtaposition has been used for the stimuli presentations referring to 
simultaneous (side by side) and sequential or successive (after each other), respectively. The 
difference between two temporal juxtapositions is in the sequential mode each stimulus is 
alternated back and forth by refreshing the memory whereas in successive mode the judgement 
is made after only one presentation of the stimulus (Fotios and Houser, 2013). During the 
stimuli presentation the luminance of the lamps are kept constant and the participants are asked 
to report which scene is brighter. Mostly, they are not allowed to respond with ‘equally bright’ 
option, this is being forced choice procedure.  
 
Yeshurun et. al. (2008) suggested that two-interval forced choice procedure (i.e. temporal 
juxtaposition) needs to be applied with caution and testing for bias as it is potentially difficult to 
interpret. For instance, the cases like participants have no idea about their preference of the 
stimuli and they answer the questions just by guessing and/or choosing one of the intervals 
randomly. Similarly, most of the time interval bias occurs depending on either the presentation 
order or the duration. However, Yeshurun et al (2008) was not able to find a specific pattern to 
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explain the reason for this bias. Fotios and Houser (2013) also mentioned the biases that can 
occur in the application of forced choice discrimination tests. Four criteria for data collection and 
reporting in order to reduce bias in discrimination tests suggested by Fotios and Houser (2013) 
are summarized: 
(1) Counterbalance the spatial and/or temporal location of the stimuli 
(2) Compare all possible pairs 
(3) Randomized stimulus order 
(4) Valid data analysis with precise data reporting  
 
In simultaneous evaluations the scenes are juxtaposed either in left-right or top-bottom spatial 
locations, in order to avoid positional bias counterbalancing needed to be applied. In some 
studies even though the luminances are equal in both locations or a higher luminance exists in 
left-hand side, right side is judged brighter (Rea, Radetsky and Bullough, 2011, Stephens and 
Bolander, 2005). Accordingly, in sequential or successive presentation of stimuli an interval bias 
may occur if counterbalancing is not applied. In such cases, two or more stimuli are presented 
in temporal intervals (interval 1 and then interval 2 and so on) and the order of the stimuli 
presented may affect the brightness judgement. One reason is that the participant cannot 
record the sensory intensity of the first stimulus to compare with the next one and a memory 
limitation occurs. Thus a potential advantage of using successive presentation is that the stimuli 
displayed more than one by making back and forth in between the visual scenes (Fotios & 
Houser, 2013, Yeshurun et. al, 2008). In such cases how many times the repetition can be done 
is an important question. Berman et al (1990) applied 3 times alteration of two intervals of a 
pair. At least 72% of the participants evaluated second interval as brighter in two of the 
comparisons even though it had lower luminance than the first interval. There was a possible 
interval bias in their study and it might be related with the number of alteration between 
intervals. Hence, participants’ first reaction to the scene can still be guessing about which one 
appeared brighter or answering as having ‘no idea’ (Yeshurun et. al, 2008). Therefore, 
counterbalancing the spatial and/or temporal location of the stimuli can be a good prevention. A 
more detailed study on using forced choice evaluation is explained in Chapter 4.  
 
In some of the discrimination studies a reference stimulus is assigned to be compared with the 
rest of the stimuli (Fotios & Cheal, 2008; Uchikawa & Ikeda, 1986). To compare with the 
reference the experimenter specifies range of other stimuli and their distribution in the specific 
range. If the distribution of the magnitude of the test stimuli above and below than that of the 
reference are not equalized a frequency bias occurs.  Fotios and Houser (2013) explained this 
with the example of displaying 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 lux to compare with reference of 400 
lux. In which just one stimulus higher than and three stimuli lower than reference light condition 
are presented. Comparing all possible pairs of stimuli instead of identifying one reference 
stimulus may avoid this bias. Similarly, range bias arising from the selected range by 
experiment can be prevented by comparing all possible pairs.  Using just one range of 
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illuminance to compare the brightness may give misleading results if there were no alternative 
method that has been used to confirm the effect. Besides, the order of these stimulus pairs 
should be in randomized order (Poulton, 1977).  
 
Lastly, the method that is used in the study, the results with numeric data showing central 
tendency and statistical analysis must be reported clearly. The reporting must include sufficient 
information to enable statistical analysis to determine whether the apparent difference is 
significant or not. Besides, a null-condition trial will make it easier to find out if any possible 
biases occurred in the experiment. 
 
Eleven studies using discrimination method to explore the SPD effect on brightness at photopic 
light levels were reviewed in this section. Four requirements to avoid biases in discrimination 
studies that are mentioned above were applied to identify credible data. As shown in Table 3.9 
five studies (Berman et.al, 1990; Houser, Tiller & Hu, 2004; Houser, Fotios & Royer, 2009; 
Royer & Houser, 2012; Vrabel et. al., 1998) using discrimination procedure provide reliable 
estimates of the illuminance ratio for equal brightness (Fotios et al, 2013).  
 
Table 3.9 Five discrimination studies evaluated according to the credible data requirements 
 
Study 
Essential requirements 
Desirable 
requirement 
Stimulus 
position or 
order 
balanced 
All pairs 
compared 
Stimulus 
order 
randomised 
Quantitative 
data 
Null-
condition trial 
Houser, Tiller & 
Hu, 2004      
Royer & Houser, 
2012      
Houser, Fotios & 
Royer, 2009      
Vrabel, Bernecker 
& Mistrick, 1998     X 
Berman, 1990 *     
* Potential position bias was tested in null-condition in new experiment that was explained in 
Chapter 6. 
 
As shown in Table 3.10, four of the five credible studies were conducted in rooms (Houser, 
Tiller & Hu, 2004; Houser, Fotios & Royer, 2009; Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick, 1998; Berman 
et. al., 1990) and one of them was with booth (Royer & Houser, 2012). Three of them used 
sequential discrimination mode (Vrabel, Bernecker and Mistrick, 1998; Berman et. al., 1990; 
Royer & Houser, 2012), one used side-by-side mode (Houser, Tiller & Hu, 2004) and one used 
both of the modes (Houser, Fotios & Royer, 2009).  
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Table 3.10 Summary of methods used in discrimination studies considered to be credible. 
Study Stimuli Method Environment Results 
Houser, Tiller & 
Hu, 2004 
4 x fluorescent  
2 x CCT 
(3500K, 6500K) 
3 x peak 
wavelength 
(different levels at 450, 
545, 610 nm) 
1 x illuminances  
(538 lux) 
Side-by-side 
discrimination 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
Prime-colour 
theory 
Royer & Houser, 
2012 
8 x SPD  
(4 lamps different 
peaks at blue 
wavelength & 4 lamps 
different peaks at red 
wavelength) 
1 x illuminance  
(555 lux) 
Rapid sequential 
discrimination 
Booth 
Prime-colour 
theory 
Houser, Fotios & 
Royer, 2009 
2 x light setting 
(2900K, 1.7 S/P & 
7200K, 2.6 S/P) 
2 x luminance  
(24, 30 cd/m2) 
Rapid sequential 
and side-by-side 
discrimination 
Full size lab  No SPD effect 
Vrabel, Bernecker 
& Mistrick, 1998 
5 x lamps 
(3 x fluorescents, MH, 
HPS) 
1 x illuminance 
(~538 lux) 
Rapid sequential 
discrimination 
Full size lab with 
office environment 
SPD effect 
Berman, 1990 
2 x metamer 
fluorescent 
2 x S/P ratios 
(0.85, 2.43) 
2 x photopic 
luminance ratio 
(1.3, 2.2) 
Rapid sequential 
discrimination 
Room S/P ratio effect 
 
Two of these studies mentioned prime-colour theory to effect spatial brightness (Houser, Tiller & 
Hu, 2004; Houser, Fotios and Royer, 2009). In the study of Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009) 
two parameters of SPD; CCT and S/P ratio were reported to be unrelated with spatial 
brightness. CCT had already been reported as not being a good predictor of brightness 
perception with studies using other experimental methods (Boyce, 1977; Hu, Houser and Tiller, 
2006) and prime-colour theory proposed to be used in order to predict brightness. On the other 
hand, S/P ratio, which was determined as not affecting the perceived brightness by Houser, 
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Fotios and Royer (2009), reported as an effective metric by Berman et al (1990). The lamp 
having higher S/P ratio was perceived brighter even though it had lower luminance than the 
other lamp. Thereby, Berman et al (1990) interpreted SPD effect of S/P ratio on brightness 
perception. In Berman (1995) this effect of S/P mentioned to be related with the new 
photoreceptor of intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGC). Vrabel et. al (1998) 
also indicated SPD effect with different lamp types on brightness. The only study, which 
reported no SPD effect related with any of the metrics mentioned in previous studies, was 
Royer and Houser (2012). According to their results, they were suggesting to develop a new 
metric to predict spatial brightness.  
 
Six studies are considered as not providing appropriate evidence for lamp spectrum and spatial 
brightness due to not following the specified essential requirements. The reasons why they will 
not be taken into consideration in further analysis are presented in Table 3.11. 
 
Table 3.11 Discrimination studies found to provide insufficient data and reasons to be omitted 
Missing requirements Studies found to be not credible 
failure to balance stimulus position  Stephens & Bolander, 2005 
failure to compare all the possible pairs Pracejus, 1967 
not reporting sufficient quantitative data 
or procedural design 
Cockram, Collins & Langdon, 1970; Harper, 1974; Navaab, 
2001; Manav, 2007; Pracejus, 1967 
  
Similar with the results of two other experimental methods (category rating and matching) used 
in brightness tests; some effect of SPD is also found in discrimination studies. Different metrics 
like CCT, S/P ratio and prime-colour theory were suggested to be influential on perceived 
brightness. There were contrary results on S/P ratio effect in Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009) 
with Berman (1990) and prime-colour theory effect in Royer and Houser (2012) with Houser, 
Tiller and Hu (2004). As the main focus of this study is on S/P ratio, further analysis to define 
the effect of S/P ratio on spatial brightness was presented in Chapters 5 and 6.  
 
3.6 Adjustment Studies 
In adjustment studies there are no external references presented. Participants are instructed to 
adjust the amount of light either with direct control of the dimmer or by leading the experimenter 
to do it for them. In such cases, there are no specific scales for participants to evaluate the 
stimulus; however the stimuli range is limited with the experimenter’s choice. In this type of 
experiment, the stimuli are presented either in succession or separately. Accordingly, each 
visual stimulus is evaluated in isolation of any other stimuli. The output is the preferred or 
optimum light level according to the participant. 
 
There are not many studies using the adjustment method. Even though a couple of studies that 
are using adjustment method (Juslen, 2006; Logadottir et al, 2011; Qiao, 2007) did not directly 
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ask for evaluating the brightness of the stimulus, still they can be considered as a proxy for 
preferred or optimum brightness (Fotios & Gado, 2005). Four criteria for data collection and 
reporting in order to reduce bias in adjustment tests suggested by Logadottir et al (2011) and 
Fotios et al (2013) are summarized: 
(1) Take extra care to choose presented stimulus range 
(2) Randomised presentation order 
(3) Anchor the stimulus range 
(4) Valid data analysis with precise data reporting  
 
Stimulus range and anchoring biases were investigated in adjustment studies. In the studies, 
adjustments were available for participants in some illuminance ranges specified by 
experimenter. The reported mean of the preferred illuminances tended to fall near the centre of 
the available illuminance range. Therefore, different ranges of stimuli give different preferred 
light levels, creating a stimulus range bias (Fotios & Cheal, 2010). Another reason that we 
cannot be certain whether these studies provide reliable estimate of illuminance for equal 
brightness under lighting of different SPD is the anchor effect. In Logadottir et al (2011), it is 
demonstrated that low anchors lead to low estimates of preference and high anchors lead to 
high estimates. Such conservative bias was presented in the study done by LaBoeuf and Shafir 
(2006), in which the experiment is done with stimuli in different lengths. Similarly, target was 
estimated shorter in short anchored stimulus than the long anchored stimulus. As a result, there 
is some doubt as to whether the adjustment method provides reliable evidence to compare 
preferred brightness under lighting of different SPD. 
3.7 Summary 
A review of experimental methods used in spatial brightness and the studies using these 
methods was done. List of requirements defined in order to present an informative work using 
four experimental methods which avoids possible biases. The review focused more widely on 
category rating while existing reviews were used for other methods; matching, discrimination 
and adjustment. Credible data from past studies according to the identified essential and 
desirable requirements were investigated. 19 of the 65 reviewed studies on spatial brightness 
were found to be credible. 15 of the 19 credible studies reported SPD effect on spatial 
brightness. 
 
According to the results of the past credible data, it is possible to have lower levels of 
illuminance while maintaining brightness depending on the spectrum of the lamp. Most of the 
studies analysed CCT effects on spatial brightness and some of them present significant results 
(Han & Boyce, 2003; Vienot et.al. 2009). However, not all of the studies  agree on this particular 
effect (Boyce, 1977; Houser, Fotios and Royer 2009; Houser, Tiller and Hu, 2004). Although, an 
effect of CRI on brightness was indicated by Boyce (1977), there are not enough past 
experiments to discuss these effects of CRI on brightness. Contrary results on S/P ratio was 
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presented by Berman et al (1990) and Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009). There were no effects 
of S/P ratio on spatial brightness found in both side by side and sequential discrimination tests 
done by Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009). On the other hand, the setting, which had lower 
luminance with higher S/P ratio perceived brighter in the study of Berman et al (1990). Similarly, 
contrary findings presented on prime-colour theory using discrimination method in Houser, Tiller 
and Hu (2004) and Royer and Houser (2012). 
 
Even though the hints of an effect of SPD on spatial brightness exist in these past studies, it is 
still not possible to name the precise lamp characteristic that causes this effect. Some further 
work is done with a new experiment in Chapter 5 and with an analysis in Chapter 6 which is 
using the past credible data and the data from new experiment to explore the potential metrics 
that have an effect on brightness. Before that, Chapter 4 will include additional examination of 
methodology used in category rating tests of brightness. 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents two studies carried out to better understand the category rating method. 
These were an experiment exploring the number of response categories and a critical review of 
past studies to investigate definitions of spatial brightness and visual clarity. 
 
4.2 Detailed Investigations on Number of Response Categories in 
Rating Studies 
Many previous studies have used category rating to evaluate spatial brightness and other 
aspects of the visual environment in order to compare the effectiveness of different lighting 
conditions such as the spectral power distribution of the light source. There are suggestions in 
the literature stating that the number of response categories in a semantic differential rating 
scale can affect judgments. For example, whether or not the response range includes a neutral 
(or, middle) category (i.e. an odd or even number of response categories) affects the response 
recorded: there is evidence that the presence of neutral categories can enhance response 
contraction bias and this reduces the ability to discriminate between stimuli. Scale format has 
not been extensively examined for appraisals of the visual environment. 
 
The 7-point scale is commonly used to define the semantic differential rating task (Tiller & Rea, 
1992; Houser et al., 2002). Of 21 previous studies of SPD and spatial brightness using category 
rating, 12 used 7- point rating scales (Flynn & Spencer, 1977; Wake, Kikuchi, Takeichi, Kasama 
& Kamisasa, 1977; Piper, 1981; Rea, 1982; Davis & Ginthner, 1990; Tiller & Rea, 1992; Vrabel, 
Bernecker & Mistrick, 1998; Houser, Tiller, Bernecker & Mistrick, 2002; Boyce, Akashi, Hunter & 
Bullough, 2003; Ishida, Ikeyama & Toda, 2007; Oi & Takahashi, 2007; Vienot, Durand & Mahler, 
2009), for example a scale ranging from 1=dim to 7=bright. Other brightness studies have used 
different response ranges; 2-point (Akashi & Boyce, 2006), 5-point (Boyce & Cuttle, 1990; 
Akashi & Boyce, 2006; Bartholomew, 1975; Knez, 1995; Knez 2001), 8-point (Fotios & Cheal, 
2007), 9-point (Boray et al., 1989) and 10- point (Houser et al., 2002). In two other studies it is 
not clear what rating scales were used (Fleischer et al., 2001; Rubinstein & Kirschbaum, 2003). 
There is, however, a growing awareness that rating questions may be vulnerable to response 
style behaviours causing non-random response errors (Moors, 2008) which led Fotios and 
Houser (2009) to suggest that response range is one issue to be considered when screening 
previous studies of spatial brightness. 
 
A key question is whether there is an optimal number of response categories, from both 
cognitive and statistical considerations: what is needed is a sufficient number of response 
categories that optimizes reliability yet does not cause unnecessary burden upon a respondent 
(Moors, 2008). In their review of category rating Fotios and Houser (2009) suggested that a 
response scale of around seven points is about right. This was based largely on Miller (1956) 
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who stated that more than seven categories can lead to greater confusion for respondents. 
Alwin (1992) found the 2-point scale to measure attitude direction as reliably as other response 
scales, and thus, if the purpose of measurement is to assess only the direction of attitudes the 
2-point scale will do as well or better than other forms: longer response scales add information 
regarding intensity as well as direction but may also cause rating scale biases. 
Dawes (2008) presented previous work to demonstrate that changing the number of response 
categories can affect the relative mean rating and the distribution of judgements. His ratings of 
price consciousness with a Likert scale used three scale formats, 5-, 7- and 10-point response 
ranges, and even though the overall mean ratings had slight differences for three of the 
response ranges (6.9, 6.9, and 6.6, respectively) with 10-point response scale the evaluations 
were found to be significantly lower than 5 and 7-point response. There were no significant 
difference in the results of 5 and 7-point responses. In that case, although the distribution 
(skewness and kurtosis) of the assessments in three of the response scales was not different 
from each other, there occurred an effect of odd and even numbers of responses on the mean 
evaluations. In contrast Parducci and Perrett (1971) compared ratings of the physical size of 
squares using semantic differential rating (very large to very small) with either 6 or 9 categories 
and concluded there were no significant differences in the information gained. 
Response ranges may offer odd or even numbers of categories. A bi-polar response range with 
an odd number of categories allows respondents the option of choosing the middle (or neutral) 
category and not committing to a positive or negative response as they would with an even 
number of points. The presence or absence of the middle category in a survey question can 
make a significant difference in the conclusions that would be drawn about the distribution of 
public opinion on an issue, because such alternatives usually attract a substantial number of 
people who may be ambivalent about other alternatives offered to them (Bishop, 1987). Most of 
the literature discussing response range format refers to social issues (Bishop, 1987) so further 
data are needed to examine any effects of response range on lighting perception.  
In order to set up a valid and reliable research experiment the ambiguity about effects of 
different response ranges on lighting perception should be cleared out. For this reason an 
experiment is conducted to decide on which response range to employ in the further research 
which is subject to this thesis.  
4.2.1 Method 
Evaluations of a lecture theatre were sought using a questionnaire and this asked for ratings of 
four items, addressing loudness, thermal comfort, brightness and visual clarity (Figure 4.1). A 
written definition of the intended limits of the response scale was given for each question to 
anchor the response scale: for brightness this was ‘Assume the brightest is represented by the 
light level in an outdoor sports area (when all the floodlights are on) and the dimmest is the light 
level of an outdoor parking lot at night’ which was the definition used by Vrabel, Bernecker and 
Mistrick (1998, p.33) (See Appendix B for an example of the questionnaire). 
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Figure 4.1 The four survey questions. The upper limit (X) of each range was either 5, 6, 7 or 8, 
with the same upper limit for all four questions on the questionnaire. 
 
A group of 84 university students were asked to provide individual evaluations of environmental 
aspects of their lecture room. The questionnaire was administered on two separate days, 
approximately one month apart, to the same class of students. Although this was nominally the 
same sample it is likely that these were not identical groups, and questionnaires with different 
response scales were distributed randomly on both days. A warm air system provided heating 
and ventilation; the room had no daylight and was illuminated by electrical lighting, this being 
set to the dimmed level to enhance visibility of the projector screen. The lighting was switched 
to the same setting for both evaluation sessions. 
Four different versions of the questionnaire were used and these differed only in the number of 
response categories, i.e. either 5, 6, 7 or 8 categories. Each response scale thus ranged from 1 
to either 5, 6, 7 or 8. All four questions on a particular questionnaire used the same number of 
response points, and the questionnaires were distributed randomly. The 84 participants 
received and completed the questionnaire simultaneously; discussion was not permitted during 
this task and the lecturer did not receive any comments that different rating scales were used. 
The students were asked to do this as an example of environmental rating during a lecture on 
thermal comfort and were not informed about the objective of the study. 
It should be noted that this questionnaire was used specifically to compare results obtained with 
different response ranges. An alternative design would be used if the primary intention was to 
evaluate the environment, including reversing the polarity of some response ranges to counter 
repetitive response ticking, repeated questions addressing the same issue to provide alternate-
form reliability (Litwin, 1995), and, in the case of repeated measures, ensuring the number of 
response categories allowed the opportunity to distinguish between stimuli (Fotios & Houser, 
2009).  
4.2.2 Results 
Table 4.1 shows the median and mean responses, the standard deviations and sample size for 
the evaluations of environmental characteristics. 
 
Q1. Please evaluate the loudness of this room from 1 (very quiet) to X (very loud). 
 
Q2. Please evaluate the thermal comfort of this room from 1 (very cool) to X (very warm). 
 
Q3. Please evaluate the brightness of lighting in this room from 1 (very dim) to X (very bright). 
 
Q4. Please evaluate the clarity of lighting in this room from 1 (very hazy) to X (very clear). 
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Table 4.1 Results of environmental evaluations 
 
Response range 
Q1 
(loudness) 
Q2 
(thermal comfort) 
Q3 
(brightness) 
Q4 
(clarity) 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 
5- point 
Median rating 
IQR 
Mean rating 
Std Dev 
n 
2 
1 
2.41 
0.68 
29 
3 
1 
2.71 
0.71 
21 
3 
1 
2.65 
0.61 
29 
3 
1 
3.25 
0.85 
21 
2 
1 
2.51 
0.63 
29 
3 
1 
2.71 
0.84 
21 
3 
2 
3.03 
1.11 
29 
3 
1.5 
3.09 
0.88 
21 
6-point 
Median rating 
IQR 
Mean rating 
Std Dev 
n 
3 
1 
2.56 
0.78 
23 
3 
0.25 
2.86 
0.63 
22 
3 
1 
3.26 
0.68 
23 
3 
1 
3.40 
0.66 
22 
3 
0 
3.00 
0.60 
23 
3 
1 
3.13 
0.71 
22 
3 
1 
3.56 
1.19 
23 
3 
2 
3.81 
1.00 
23 
7- point 
Median rating 
IQR 
Mean rating 
Std Dev 
n 
3 
1 
3.22 
0.68 
22 
3 
1 
3.20 
0.76 
20 
4 
0.5 
3.76 
0.72 
22 
4 
1 
4.20 
0.69 
20 
3 
0 
2.95 
0.78 
22 
3 
0.75 
3.25 
0.78 
20 
4 
2 
4.04 
1.49 
22 
4 
2 
4.30 
1.34 
20 
8- point 
Median rating 
IQR 
Mean rating 
Std Dev 
n 
3.5 
1 
3.50 
0.84 
10 
3 
1 
3.71 
0.90 
21 
3.5 
2 
3.70 
1.05 
10 
5 
1.5 
4.71 
1.14 
21 
4 
1 
3.50 
0.70 
10 
4 
2 
4.00 
1.04 
21 
4.5 
3 
4.50 
1.50 
10 
4 
1 
4.42 
0.97 
21 
 
4.2.2.1 First and second evaluation sessions 
Initially, the results were analysed to determine whether there were differences between the first 
and second evaluation sessions (Day 1 vs. Day 2). Table 4.1 reveals that mean ratings on the 
second day were slightly higher than the first day in 13 of the 16 cases. Figure 4.2 shows the 
distribution of responses for ratings of the four environmental items using the 5-point response 
scale on the two evaluation days. 
The data were assumed to be independent samples as different participant groups evaluated 
the room in separate days. Thus the Mann- Whitney and the two-sample Kolmogorov- Smirnov 
tests were employed (Field, 2005). This analysis compared responses gained from the same 
scale types on both days e.g., comparing ratings of brightness using the 5-point scale on Day 1 
with ratings of brightness using the 5-point scale on Day 2, thus there were in total 16 analyses 
(4 questions x 4 rating scales). To reduce the incidence of capitalising on chance (increasing 
the probability to get low significant results than applying only one test) when carrying out 
multiple statistical analyses a decision was taken to adopt p0.01 as the critical value for 
determining significant differences. In that case, the chance to obtain a difference, where there 
is no actual difference, was decreased by searching a difference of 1% instead of 5%.  
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Figure 4.2 Results of evaluations of the four environmental items using the 5- and 6-point 
response scales on the two evaluation days. The 6-, 7- and 8-point scales suggested lesser 
differences between the evaluation days than did the 5-point scale. Graphs with 5- and 6-point 
response scales are presented here as the example. 
 
The Mann-Whitney test suggests differences between the two evaluation sessions only in two of 
the 16 cases, which are loudness (Q1; p=0.008) and thermal comfort (Q2; p=0.011) with the 5-
point scale. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does not suggest any differences to be significant. 
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Field (2005) suggests The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test tends to have better power than the Mann- 
Whitney test for sample sizes of less than 25 per group: Table 4.1 shows that all groups in the 
current data had samples of less than 25 except for 5-point ratings on Day 1. It was concluded 
that similar responses were gained on both evaluation sessions, thus it was decided to combine 
the results gained from the two sessions into a single data set for subsequent analyses. 
 
4.2.2.2 Graphical comparisons 
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of responses for the four rating scales across the four 
evaluation items. To assist direct comparison of the different rating scales these were converted 
to a common scale: a 10-point range was chosen so that all four original response ranges were 
subjected to transformation. Following Dawes (2008) the transformation was carried out such 
that the lowest rating (1) remained unchanged, the highest rating was set to 10, and middle 
categories were uniformly spaced in between these  two end points (see Table 4.2). 
Figure 4.3 Distribution of environmental evaluations. The original rating scales were converted 
to a 10-point range: numbers above the bars show the original category number. Percentage 
values show the distribution of responses to the polar positions, with judgements for the neutral 
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category in the odd scales equally divided. 
Table 4.2 Original response categories and re-scaled values when converted to a ten-point 
range 
Response 
scale 
Original response scales and values when rescaled to a 1-10 scale 
5-point 1 2 3 4 5 
1.0 3.25 5.50 7.75 10.0 
6-point 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.0 2.8 4.6 6.4 8.2 10.0 
7-point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1.0 2.5 4 5.5 7 8.5 10.0 
8-point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1.0 2.29 3.57 4.86 6.14 7.43 8.71 10.0 
 
Figure 4.3 does not suggest a strong tendency to choose the neutral value available in the odd 
ranges as the middle category is the mode response in only three of the eight cases of the 5-
point and 7-point ranges. For the eight cases with an even scale and for the five remaining odd 
cases the mode response is the category just below the middle of the range. 
 
Following Bishop (1987), one approach to comparison is to compare the percentage of 
judgements above and below neutral category after the division of opinion between the polar 
positions. These are shown in Figure 4.3; responses for the neutral category in the 5- and 7-
point ranges were divided equally between the two sides. Comparison of the percentages of 
judgements for the polar positions does not suggest any consistent trends. 
 
According to Figure 4.3, in questions 2 and 4 the middle value is the most evaluated point for 
odd categories 5 and 7. The tendency percentages with all four categories are close to 50 
except the response category 6 in question 2, this shows a high consistency in between even 
and odd numbers of response categories. For questions 1 and 3, even though the most 
frequently chosen response point is lower than the middle value for all four response categories, 
there is a high tendency to choose the middle value in odd categories. This trend might confirm 
the results of Dawes (2008) by implying that with even numbers of categories participants 
forced to apply their actual preferences, whereas they can be acting ambivalent in odd numbers 
of categories.  
 
4.2.2.3 Statistical analysis 
The data were considered to be independent samples and were not considered to be drawn 
from a normally distributed population using statistical analysis (Shapiro-Wilks, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov). According to both Shapiro-Wilks and Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis results of four 
questions were significantly non-normal at p<0.05 except thermal-comfort question with 8-point 
response categories p=0.09. 
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The Kruskal-Wallis test was applied to the results of each question to examine the effect of 
response range: this did not suggest any differences to be significant. Paired comparisons were 
also carried out. The Mann-Whitney test suggests the difference to be significant (p0.01) in 
only one of the 24 cases (4 evaluation items x 6 response scale pairs), and this was between 
ratings made using the 6-point and 7-point ranges for brightness (Q3). Parametric tests tend to 
be better at detecting differences than non-parametric tests (Coolican, 1994) and therefore the 
analysis was repeated using the t-test: this also did not suggest the effect of response range on 
ratings to be significant. 
 
What the Mann-Whitney test does is to determine whether there are differences in the location 
(i.e. central tendency) of two samples by using the difference between mean ranks of the two 
samples as the statistic. An alternative test for unrelated, non- parametric samples is the two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. The K-S test compares cumulative distributions 
(distribution of running total of the mean ratings): if the two samples have been drawn from the 
same population then these distributions may be expected to be fairly close to each other 
(Siegel & Castellan, 1988). If the two samples are too far apart at any point, which refers to the 
maximal distance between cumulative frequency distributions of the two samples, this suggests 
the samples come from different distributions. Thus the K-S test is sensitive to the dispersion of 
data (e.g. skewness) in the two samples as well as location. 
 
The K-S test suggests significant differences between rating scales as shown in Table 4.3. For 
ratings of loudness, thermal comfort and brightness, differences between response scales are 
significant in several cases, whereas for ratings of clarity, differences between ratings are not 
suggested to be significant. Where the differences between ratings are significant, these 
suggest differences mainly between the 6-point range and the rest three ranges. 
 
Table 4.3 Level of significance for differences between pairs of response scales as determined 
using the two- sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Differences considered to be significant 
(p<0.01) are highlighted in bold. 
Response 
scale pairs 
Q1 
(loudness) 
Q2 
(thermal comfort) 
Q3 
(brightness) 
Q 4 
(clarity) 
5-6 ≤ 0.001 0.004 0.015 0.144 
5-7 0.006 0.046 0.006 0.063 
5-8 ≤ 0.001 0.133 0.001 0.037 
6-7 0.016 ≤ 0.001 ≤ 0.001 0.026 
6-8 0.005 0.001 0.009 0.061 
7-8 0.019 0.036 0.001 0.447 
 
The difference in conclusions drawn from the Mann-Whitney test and the K-S test arise because 
the two samples (different response scales) yield the same central tendency of judgement (e.g. 
whether an item is considered to be too much or too little) but may affect the distribution profile 
(e.g. whether the response pattern indicates a pointy or heavy-tailed distribution; or the 
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responses building up towards positive values or negative values) (Dawes, 2008; Siegel & 
Castellan, 1988). 
 
That these data suggest response range affects the dispersion of data but not the central 
tendency is in contrast to Dawes (2008) findings using Likert scale ratings of price 
consciousness, which suggested significant effects on the mean rating but not on dispersion. 
There was agreement between the Mann-Whitney and K-S tests when analysing the Day 1 vs. 
Day 2 data, which implies that ratings made using the same response scale and evaluation item 
but on different days yield the same distribution of responses; the different distribution profiles in 
the results were caused by the response scale format and the evaluation item rather than being 
an effect of the respondents. 
 
4.2.2.4 Ignoring neutral ratings 
To compare ratings recorded using their 4- and 5-point scales, Nowlis et al (2002) used a 
procedure in which judgements awarded to the middle category of the 5-point scale were 
ignored and they compared the four remaining points directly with the points of the 4-point 
response scale. Ratings of 4 or 5 in the 5-point scale were thus shifted to ratings of 3 or 4 
respectively in the quasi 4- point scale. For the current data, this provides a means of 
comparing results accumulated from 6- and 7-point scales. To compare 5-point scale using this 
method would need data with 4-point scale and 8-point scale would need results from 9-point 
scale to ignore middle point for this type of comparison. Therefore, it was only possible to use 
this method with 6- and 7-point scales with current data. Following Nowlis et al (2002), all 
neutral responses in the 7-point scale (i.e. all judgements at category point 4) were ignored, and 
ratings of 5, 6 and 7 were shifted to ratings of 4, 5 and 6. Figure 4.4 shows ratings gained using 
the 6-point range and the transformed 7-point range. 
 
Figure 4.4 does not suggest that removal of the neutral ratings affects the distribution profile 
except for the ratings of thermal comfort (Q2) where the mode rating has moved from slightly 
below neutral with the 6-point range to slightly above neutral with the transformed 7-point range. 
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Figure 4.4 Evaluations of questions Q1-Q4 in 6-point and 7-point response ranges. These 
graphs show responses gained with the original 6-point scale and also the 7-point scale with the 
neutral responses omitted, the higher categories shifted, and the remaining frequencies 
normalised to 100%. 
 
For thermal comfort (Q2) the mode response with the 7- point range was the neutral category 
(4) but it was the category below neutral (3) for the other three questions. The neutral category 
of Q2 accounted for 57% of judgements and thus removal of these and normalisation of the 
remaining data to 100% forced more attention to be paid to the tails which were previously far 
less significant. 
 
Neither the Mann-Whitney test nor the K-S test suggest any significant difference between the 
6-point scale and the transformed 7-point scale. This finding is different to the findings of 
comparison of the original 7-point scale with the 6-point scale, where the Mann-Whitney test 
suggests a difference in Q3 and the K-S test suggests a difference in Q2 and Q3: the 
transformation has not affected the central tendency of the data but has reduced differences in 
data dispersion. Although, Presser and Schuman (1980) reviewed studies, which used ignoring 
the neutral ratings approach and concluded that there was not a significant change in 
distributions when the middle responses were excluded. The change between the results of 
original comparison and ignoring the neutral ratings was somehow expected as distribution of 
two point scales (6-point scale and 7-point scale) became similar when the neutral point is 
omitted in the 7-point scale.  
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These results suggest that omitting the neutral category in a semantic differential response 
scale does not affect the conclusion drawn from the data. Explicitly offering a middle position 
significantly increases the size of middle category, but tends not to affect univariate distributions 
(Presser & Shuman, 1980). 
 
4.2.3 Conclusion: Number of points in response range 
This study was carried out to determine whether the number of response categories in a 
semantic differential scale would affect conclusions drawn from the data about evaluations of 
acoustic, thermal and visual comfort of a room. In order to test this, an experiment using 5, 6, 7 
and 8 response points were conducted.  
 
It was concluded that: 
 
(1) The different scale formats did not lead to significant differences in central tendency. In other 
words the same conclusion as to population opinion about the environment would be drawn with 
either of these scales.  
 
The traditional view suggests that results between odd and even scales will be unaffected since 
if the respondents are truly neutral then they will randomly choose one or other side of the 
issue, so forcing them to choose should not bias the overall results (Nowlis et al, 2002). The 
current data support this opinion. 
 
(2) The different scales led to different distribution profiles, and this may be associated with 
whether or not scales offer a middle, neutral category. Whether this is of importance may 
depend on the questions to be asked of the data. 
 
Then, choosing whether or not a scale should allow a neutral opinion becomes a critical 
question. There is some advice from Payne (1951): if the direction in which people are leaning 
on an issue is the type of information wanted, it is better not to offer the middle category, but if it 
is desired to sort out those with more definite convictions on the issue then it is better to offer 
the middle category. Thereby, using even number of response points defined to be a desirable 
requirement in Chapter 3, in order to provide more information on how to apply category rating 
method in brightness studies.  
 
Besides, data of this experiment were collected from independent samples using a semantic 
differential rating scale. Further data are needed to examine whether evaluations of lighting 
using repeated measures judgements and Likert scales are affected by the response range. 
Besides sampling method, greater difference in scale ranges that are compared should also be 
taken into consideration for further research.  It may be that a greater difference in scale range 
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would lead to significant differences since large response ranges have not been used in 
previous studies of spatial brightness. 
 
4.3 Defining visual response in Category Rating Tests 
This section investigates definitions of spatial brightness and visual clarity by experts and also 
how these terms are understood by participants in the context of an experiment carried out to 
find out the SPD effects on visual preference using category rating method.  
 
The basis of the complication in psychophysical experiments lies under the fact that individuals 
mainly share information through spoken and written words and the information gained through 
visual patterns are mostly consist of cultural background, personal experience of vision and 
recognition (Flynn et. al., 1979). When the modes, patterns and colours of the lit environment 
altered the impression of the space differ unintentionally, depending on previously gained 
information through different means. Therefore, an adequate specification of the stimulus and 
how it is questioned is needed. When this is not done, inaccurate answers might be collected 
from the participants like Rea (1982) had: participants focusing on target brightness (contrast) 
instead of evaluating the overall brightness of the room in which getting answers on spatial 
brightness was the main purpose of the experiment. 
 
Tiller and Rea (1992) discovered that a few dimensions used in the category rating task would 
potentially refer to scalable aspects of the luminous environment: clear-hazy, visually warm-
visually cool, no eye discomfort-great eye discomfort, bright-dim, focused-unfocused, colourful-
colourless, nonspecular-specular, focused-blurred and glare-nonglare. Although, two of these 
aspects, clear-hazy (visual clarity) and bright-dim (spatial brightness) were interpreted 
separately, there are some intentions by the participants to use these two features in place of 
each other. In this section these two features of lit environment are going to be compared to 
address two questions: do lighting researchers think there is a difference between these two 
scales, and do naïve test participants indicate a difference through their judgments?  
 
4.3.1 Definitions from Lighting Researchers 
One way to determine whether lighting researchers consider spatial brightness and visual clarity 
to be different phenomena is to compare the definitions they report for these items.  
 
Brightness is defined as the attribute of a visual sensation according to which a given visual 
stimulus appears to be more or less intense; or, according to which the area in which the visual 
stimulus is presented appears to emit more or less light (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982). The current 
study is concerned with spatial brightness, a relatively new expression that relates to the 
perceived amount of light in a space; it is the ambient lighting of a space rather than lighting of a 
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task, object or surface (Fotios and Cheal, 2011). Previous expressions for spatial brightness 
have included general lighting and room brightness (SLL, 2002), building lighting (Loe, 1999) 
and environmental brightness (Oguichi, Ishida & Hokoi, 1999). A draft definition of spatial 
brightness was described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.  
 
Brightness and spatial brightness are two clearly defined terms. However, this is not the case 
for visual clarity. Although many previous studies claim to have investigated visual clarity (Aston 
and Bellchambers, 1969; Bellchambers and Godby, 1972; Thornton and Chen, 1978; Worthey, 
1985;  Hashimoto and Nayatani, 1994; Vrabel et al, 1998), it is not a well defined term, in fact 
the comments reported in this section and in Table 4.4 are the only ones that exist in the 
literature.  
 
Table 4.4 Definitions and explanations for visual clarity used in past studies. 
Study Meaning of Visual Clarity 
Aston and 
Bellchambers, 1969 
(p.260) 
“The satisfaction gained by you personally, discounting as far as possible 
any obvious differences in colour and brightness” 
DeLaney et al, 1978 
(p.74) 
“At present the meaning of visual clarity is not clear. There are no objective 
criteria for understanding the concept visual clarity.” 
Hashimoto et al, 2000 
One of the most important characteristics of the colour rendering properties 
of light sources, and that visual clarity is caused by the feeling of contrast 
between coloured objects under illumination 
IES Lighting 
Handbook, 1984 
(cited by Vrabel et al, 
1998) 
An abstract concept, usually defined as a combination of colour rendering, 
colour discrimination, colour preference, and border sharpness 
Lyness, 1996 (p.64) 
“…for a given illuminance, lamps having good colour rendering properties 
tend to make an interior look brighter…This effect is known as visual clarity.” 
Thornton and Chen, 
1978 (p.85-86) 
“Distinctness of detail” and 
 “The perceived brightness of an illuminated space … may be closely 
related to visual clarity.” 
Vrabel et al, 1998 
(p.33) 
“Clear can be thought of as how a distant mountain will look during a clear 
sunny day. Individual trees can be seen and small clearings in the forest are 
visible. On an overcast day, with some fog, individual trees might not be 
distinguishable, and the clearings are not as easily seen.” 
Worthey, 1985 
Suggests a link with the apparent contrast between colours, in particular 
red and green and for display screens 
 
Thus, according to reported comments, it appears that Aston and Bellchambers (1969) consider 
spatial brightness and visual clarity to be different phenomena. Also, Vrabel et al (1998) gives 
different definitions to visual clarity and brightness. The visual clarity definitions can be seen 
Table 4.4 and for brightness this definition was: 
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“Bright is represented by the light in an outdoor sports area (when all the floodlights are on). 
Dim is the level of an outdoor parking lot at night” (p.33). 
 
This is not, however, a universal opinion: Hashimoto and Nayatani (1994) suggested that the 
term brightness sensation has the same meaning as visual clarity; Flynn et. al. (1973) used 
factor analysis to group their rating data and suggested that their perceptual clarity factor could 
also have been named spatial brightness since it seemed to relate to variations in illuminance 
and the factor included ratings of clear-hazy and bright-dim; and, as noted in Table 4.4, 
Thornton and Chen (1978) suggested that the brightness of an illuminated space may be 
closely related to visual clarity. 
 
4.3.2 Participant Response to Visual Environment Questions 
4.3.2.1 Participant response to Open Questions 
Participant response to brightness and clarity questions can be estimated from the responses of 
naïve test participants when making judgements of spatial brightness and clarity. Firstly, 
consider that when Boyce and Cuttle (1990) asked test participants to describe the lighting in a 
room in their own words, they found out that participants used mainly terms of brightness and 
clarity. This suggests that clarity is not an unfamiliar percept when making visual judgments, or 
at least that the term is considered to be relevant for describing lighting. What is not known is 
whether individual respondents used only one or both of these terms. In order to find out 
participants’ usage of the terms, next section reviews tests which employ category rating 
method and in this procedure test participants are free to make separate evaluations of 
brightness and clarity. 
 
4.3.2.2 Participant Response in Category Rating  
In the following section previous studies, which used category rating to evaluate spatial 
brightness and visual clarity judgements were analysed. Note that in these previous studies the 
term brightness is used but the visual fields and test procedures suggest judgements of spatial 
brightness rather than object brightness (Boyce and Cuttle, 1990, Flynn and Spencer, 1977; 
Fotios and Cheal, 2007). In all of these studies, the lamps are presented either in full size rooms 
(Bartholomew, 1975; Boyce and Cuttle, 1990, Flynn and Spencer, 1977; Piper, 1981; Rea, 
1982; Vrabel, 1998) or as representations of room in smaller sizes (DeLaney et al, 1987; Fotios 
and Cheal, 2007; Vienot et al, 2009) aiming to have full field visual scenes.  
 
Three different approaches are used to compare spatial brightness and visual clarity 
judgements in these past studies according to the quality and quantity of data reported. Firstly, 
some studies reported a statistical analysis by which judgements were compared. Secondly, 
some studies report mean ratings and standard deviations which permits simple post-hoc 
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analysis using the t-test.  Lastly, some studies report only the mean (or median) rating and 
these data were used to draw graphs to enable visual comparison. These three approaches are 
listed in the order of robustness. There are some studies in which either the data is reported 
insufficiently to permit any of these approaches to comparison or the report reveals a weakness 
that suggests the results are not reliable. 
 
4.3.2.2.1 Studies reporting statistical analysis 
Table 4.5 shows previous studies, which presented statistical analysis to compare spatial 
brightness and visual clarity judgements. These studies were reporting correlation results of the 
two environmental judgements. 
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Table 4.5 Past studies using category rating to evaluate spatial brightness and visual clarity 
Comparison 
method 
Study Items rated Method of 
comparison by 
study author(s) 
Additional 
method of 
comparison 
Agreement between ratings 
of brightness and clarity?  
Studies 
reporting 
statistical 
analysis 
DeLaney et al 
1978 
14 items including 
bright/dim and 
clear/hazy using a 7-
point semantic 
differential scale 
Principal 
component factor 
analysis 
Graph of 
mean ratings 
The Principal Components 
Factor analysis suggests that 
brightness and clarity ratings 
are not similar but the factor 
groupings are not as expected. 
Comparison of their mean 
ratings suggests similarity. 
Flynn & 
Spencer, 
1977 
19 items including 
bright/dim, hazy/clear 
using a 7-point semantic 
differential scale. 
Principal 
component factor 
analysis 
Graph of 
mean ratings 
Yes 
Rea, 1982  8 items including 
bright/dim, hazy/clear 
using a 7-point semantic 
differential scale. 
 
Pearson product-
moment 
correlation 
coefficient (r) 
 
Graph of 
mean ratings 
It is not known whether or not 
the reported correlations are 
statistically significant. The 
mean ratings are almost 
identical in 3 of the 6 cases. 
Vrabel et al 
1998 
8 items including 
bright/dim and 
clear/hazy using a 7-
point semantic 
differential scale. 
Correlation Graph of 
mean ratings 
Reported to be not similar but 
there is no justification for the 
threshold value of correlation 
used. 
Study from 
Section 4.2 
4 items including 
bright/dim and 
clear/hazy using one of 
the 5, 6, 7 or 8-point 
semantic differential 
scale. 
Wilcoxon signed 
rank 
Graph of 
mean ratings 
Reported to be similar 
 
Flynn and Spencer (1977) used 7-point semantic differential scales to rate 19 items including 
bright-dim and clear-hazy. They analysed their data using principal component factor analysis 
and this suggested that observers tended to use clear-hazy and bright-dim scales in similar 
way. These two ratings scales were grouped along with distinct-vague and stimulating-subduing 
scales in their visual clarity factor. Similarly, Flynn et al (1979) found that clear-hazy, distinct-
vague, bright-dim and faces clear-faces obscure rating scales were used in similar ways and 
these were grouped in a visual clarity factor.  
 
Figure 4.5 shows the mean clarity and brightness ratings reported by Flynn and Spencer (1977) 
for their two experiments: It can be seen that brightness and clarity ratings tend to follow the 
same trend for different lamps. Flynn and Spencer (1977) did not report the standard deviations 
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for these ratings but they stated that the difference between mean ratings would be significant, 
and this was 0.47 in experiment 1 and 0.67 in experiment 2. Using these critical differences 
suggests that in at least 10 of the 13 cases the differences between brightness and clarity rating 
are not significant. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Mean ratings of brightness and clarity from Flynn and Spencer (1977); experiment 1 
(top) and experiment 2 (bottom). These data were taken from Table V (experiment 1) and Table 
VII (experiment 2) of Flynn and Spencer. The endpoints of the original scales were 1 (bright, 
hazy) and 7 (dim, clear): the brightness scale has been reversed in this Figure so that for both 
scales a rating of 7 represents bright and clear. The lamp types in each graph are arranged in 
order of descending brightness ratings.(Fotios and Atli, 2012)  
 
Vrabel et al (1998) used 7-point semantic differential scale to rate items including bright-dim and 
clear-hazy. Their initial analysis of variance revealed that rating scale had a significant effect, 
but that is unsurprising since ratings of items such as colourfulness, naturalness, visually 
warm/cool are likely to evoke different responses. Following a correlation analysis they reported 
that judgements of brightness and clarity were not similar because the correlation between 
these items (0.66) is less than their reported critical value (0.80). Significant correlation was 
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reported between brightness and colourfulness scales, and between clarity, likeness, 
pleasantness, naturalness and edge sharpness scales. Two items are not clear in this report; 
the method of correlation and determination of the critical value (0.80). Figure 4.6 shows the 
mean brightness and clarity ratings from Vrabel et al. It can be seen that the trends for 
brightness and clarity ratings show some difference. In the absence of variance data it is not 
possible to test whether the differences between lamp pairs are significant.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Mean ratings of brightness and clarity from Vrabel et al (1998). The lamp types are 
arranged in order of descending brightness ratings. These data were taken from Figure 8 of 
Vrabel et al. In the original data a rating of 1 identified the bright and clear ends of the scales: 
for consistency with other Figures in the current review, the polarities of both scales have been 
reversed and thus a rating of 7 identifies the bright and clear ends of the scales. (Fotios and Atli, 
2012) 
 
Delaney et al (1978) sought judgements of 14 evaluation items including clear and bright using 
7-point semantic differential rating scales. This study used side-by-side booths to present lamps 
to observers using either simultaneous, separate or sequential-haploscopic evaluations. This 
was an ambitious project to investigate the relationship between lamp type, illuminance method 
of stimulus presentation and visual scene on the visual assessment of illuminated interiors, 
however, the paper is confusing and only partial results are given. Too many comparisons are 
discussed with insufficient data for each. Only the few key comparisons reported by DeLaney et 
al are permitted, and these fail to completely describe the conditions under which the 
comparisons were made. There is no evidence of a balanced design and there is no null 
condition data reported to identify the size of differences other than lamp type. Two principal 
component factor analyses were reported. The first analysis concerned separate evaluations of 
a scene containing coloured rectangles. This suggested bright/dim ratings to be part of a factor 
labelled brightness/colour that contained also ratings of colourfulness and colour contrast. 
Ratings of clear/hazy were placed in the factor labelled coolness that contained also ratings of 
cool/hot: one factor was labelled as clarity and this factor contained ratings of edge sharpness, 
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distinctness and saturation but not clear/hazy. These groupings are not as might be expected 
from the rating scale labels, i.e. it might be expected that clear/hazy ratings would contribute to 
a clarity factor rather than a coolness factor. The second analysis was for observation of a cave 
scene; ratings of bright/dim were this time included in their clarity/brightness factor but ratings of 
clear/hazy were again in the coolness factor. Figure 4.7 shows mean ratings from Delaney et al 
(1978) in these seven lamp pairs, brightness and clarity judgements appear to have similar 
mean ratings other than for lamp pair 1.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Results of brightness and clarity ratings from DeLaney et al (1978). These data were 
taken from Figures 7 – 13 of DeLaney et al. In trials for these data test participants observed 
two stimuli simultaneously and used response scales to report whether the stimuli appeared to 
be equal in brightness and clarity, or to give ratings of 1-3 to the stimulus appearing brighter 
and/or clearer. For a given lamp pair, the mean brightness and clarity ratings were always in the 
same direction, i.e. suggested lighting from the same lamp in the pair to provide the greater 
brightness and visual clarity. (Fotios and Atli, 2012) 
 
Rea (1982) investigated the effects of viewing direction and polarisation (but not SPD) on room 
evaluation using semantic differential rating scales including hazy-clear and dim-bright. Tiller 
and Rea (1992) provided further analyses of these data. For the six combinations of viewing 
direction and polarisation the correlation (r) between the brightness and clarity ratings ranged 
from 0.102 to 0.521, but it is not reported whether these correlations are statistically significant 
or not. Figure 4.8 shows the mean ratings of brightness and clarity for each of the six lighting 
conditions (Rea, 1982). For last three conditions there are almost identical ratings, and the other 
three appear to be comparable, but it is not possible to perform a statistical test since the 
original paper did not report standard deviations. Lighting conditions 1-3 in Figure 4.8 suggest 
slightly higher ratings of brightness than clarity whereas in conditions 4-6 the mean ratings are 
almost identical. The environmental difference between these two groups is the direction of view 
of the test participant relative to the light source, being 0° for conditions 1-3 and 90° for 
conditions 4-6. 
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Figure 4.8 Mean ratings of brightness and clarity from Rea (1982). Note that the six different 
test conditions were variations in viewing direction and polarity. These data were taken from 
Table 1 of Rea. Following the original work, the end points of the rating scales are 1 (dim, hazy) 
and 7 (bright, clear). (Fotios and Atli, 2012)  
 
4.3.2.2.2 Results of response range study in section 4.2 
In the study explained in Section 4.2, judgements of a lecture room of 4 evaluation items 
including clarity and brightness were done using four different response ranges (5-, 6-, 7- and 8-
point response scale). Figure 4.9 shows the mean ratings of brightness and clarity for each 
response scale. Wilcoxon signed rank test suggests these ratings are not significantly different 
from each other for all four response ranges. 
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Figure 4.9 Mean ratings of brightness and clarity from response range study explained in 
Section 4.2. Note that the four different evaluations are variations in response scales. Following 
the original work, the end points of the rating scales are 1 (dim, hazy) and 5, 6, 7 or 8 (bright, 
clear).  
 
4.3.2.2.3 Post-hoc statistical analysis of studies not comparing brightness and clarity 
Table 4.6 shows the studies that didn’t present any statistical analysis to compare results 
gained from spatial brightness and visual clarity judgements. The reported mean ratings and 
standard deviations of these judgements were used to make comparisons with Post-hoc 
analysis. 
 
Table 4.6 Past studies using category rating to evaluate spatial brightness and visual clarity 
Comparison 
method 
Study Items rated 
Method of 
comparison by 
study author(s) 
Additional 
method of 
comparison 
Agreement between 
ratings of brightness 
and clarity? 
Post-hoc 
statistical 
analysis of 
difference 
Fotios & Cheal 
2007 
8 items including hazy, 
clear, dim, dark and bright 
using an 8-point response 
scale with end points 
labelled not-at-all-so and 
very-much-so. 
None 
Wilcoxon test and 
t-test applied to 
original data. 
Yes 
 
Piper 1981 
 
7 items including 
dim/bright and hazy/clear 
using a 7-point response 
scale 
None 
t-test applied to 
mean ratings 
Yes 
Vienot et al 2009 
9 items including 
dark/bright and 
crepuscular/clear using a 
7-point response scale 
None 
t-test applied to 
mean ratings 
Yes (7 of 9 cases 
suggest similar 
ratings) 
1!
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Piper (1981) sought observers’ responses to lighting in a small room lit alternately by high 
pressure sodium (HPS) and cool white fluorescent (CW) lamps using semantic differential rating 
scales with these sources giving an illuminance of 538 lux on the desk. Table 4.7 compares 
mean ratings of brightness and clarity: note that Piper reports ratings for the HPS lamp relative 
to the CW lamp, and for the red filtered HPS lamp relative to the standard HPS lamp, rather 
than giving separate ratings for each light source. The standard deviations are large compared 
with the difference between the mean ratings: the t-test does not suggest these differences to 
be significant (p>0.05).  
 
Table 4.7 Comparison of brightness and clarity ratings reported by Piper (1981).  
Rating scale  
HPS lamp 
relative to CW 
lamp 
HPS lamp with red 
filter relative to HPS 
lamp 
Bright/dim  Mean -1.7 -2.3 
 Std Dev 2.8 4.6 
 n 24 24 
Clear/hazy  Mean -2.0 -3.7 
 Std Dev 2.5 1.5 
 n 24 24 
Difference between clarity and 
brightness ratings (two-tailed t-test)  
n.s n.s 
Note: data taken from Figures 6 and 9 of Piper. 
 
Vienot et.al (2009) used semantic differential scales to evaluate nine combinations of three 
illuminances and three CCT. This study was carried out in French, and the translated ratings 
included dark-bright and crepuscular-clear.  Crepuscular relates to low light levels at dusk 
(Hornby, 2010) and does not provide the expected opposite of clear: it is assumed that this is an 
error of translation and the current analysis assumes the rating scale was hazy/clear. Vienot et 
al provide the means and standard deviations for all nine of their rating scales under each of the 
nine lighting conditions (Table 4.8). The two-tailed t-test does not suggest these ratings to be 
significantly different in seven of the nine cases; the difference is close to being significant at 
p=0.05 in one case (4000K, 300 lux) and is significant (p<0.05) in one case (2700K, 600 lx).  
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Table 4.8 Comparison of brightness and clarity ratings reported by Vienot et al (2009). Note; 
n=30 in all cases.  
Rating scale 2700K 
150 lx 
4000K 
150 lx 
6500K 
150lx 
2700K 
300lx 
4000K 
300lx 
6500K 
300lx 
2700K 
600lx 
4000K 
600lx 
6500K 
600lx 
Dark-Bright  Mean 3.85 3.50 5.25 4.35 5.20 5.60 5.05 5.95 6.16 
Std 
Dev 
1.27 1.10 1.52 1.04 1.28 1.10 1.05 0.83 0.69 
Crepuscular 
-Clear 
Mean 3.55 3.35 5.10 4.00 4.50 5.70 4.25 6.05 6.21 
Std 
Dev 
1.32 1.31 1.55 1.34 1.40 1.42 1.37 1.00 0.63 
Difference between 
brightness and 
crepuscular ratings 
(two tailed t-test) 
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. p≈0.05 n.s. p<0.05 n.s. n.s. 
Note: data taken from Table 4 of Vienot et al. 
 
Evaluations of spatial brightness and clarity using category rating were reported by Fotios and 
Cheal (2007) for lighting at mesopic levels. Eight items were rated (bright, dim, dark, clear, 
hazy, pleasant, warm and cool) along an 8-point scale with end points labelled very much so (1) 
and not at all so (8) and this was done under ten combinations of light source and illuminance 
by 47 test participants.  The original data for these tests are available in the thesis presented by 
Cheal, (2007) and the individual ratings were used for the current analyses. Table 4.9 shows 
the mean results.    
 
Table 4.9 Mean (and standard deviation) of brightness and clarity ratings as carried out by 
Fotios and Cheal (2007).  
Lamp  Rating scale 
  Bright Clear Dim Dark Hazy 
15 lux       
LPS  5.1 (1.96) 5.4 (1.92) 3.6 (2.03) 3.4 (1.79) 3.4 (1.99) 
HPS  6.4 (1.23) 6.3 (1.54) 2.4 (1.28) 2.1 (1.15) 2.7 (1.68) 
CFL  7.1 (0.98) 6.9 (1.27) 1.9 (1.29) 1.5 (0.85) 1.9 (1.23) 
MH1  7.1 (0.85) 7.0 (1.41) 1.9 (1.07) 1.6 (1.08) 1.9 (1.29) 
MH2  7.2 (1.32) 7.4 (0.79) 1.6 (0.92) 1.3 (0.63) 1.7 (0.95) 
2 lux       
LPS  1.8 (0.72) 2.4 (1.38) 6.7 (1.57) 6.3 (1.50) 6.0 (1.75) 
HPS  2.2 (1.20) 2.5 (1.07) 6.3 (1.64) 6.1 (1.54) 6.3 (1.34) 
CFL  2.8 (1.42) 3.1 (1.49) 5.7 (1.95) 5.3 (1.78) 5.8 (1.74) 
MH1  2.8 (1.70) 2.9 (1.62) 6.2 (1.66) 5.7 (1.76) 5.7 (1.89) 
MH2  3.2 (1.50) 3.8 (1.61) 5.6(1.48) 4.8 (1.84) 5.0 (1.96) 
Note: original data available from Cheal (2007). Note that the end points of the response ranges 
for these ratings were labelled very much so (1) and not at all so (8). 
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These data were analysed using the Wilcoxon test for each of the ten combinations of lamp 
type and illuminance separately. For each combination, the results of ratings were compared for 
four pairs: bright-clear, dim-hazy, dark-hazy and dim-dark. Ratings of clear-bright and dim-hazy 
were not suggested to be different except for ratings made under the LPS lamp at 2 lux 
(p=0.032 and p=0.012 respectively). In only one case were ratings of hazy and dark suggested 
to be different (CFL, 15 lux, p=0.043) and in no cases were ratings of dim and dark suggested 
to be different. According to two-sample t-test, clear-bright are again suggested to be different 
and hazy-dim are close to being considered different under the LPS lamp at 2 lux (p=0.007 and 
p=0.060 respectively). Ratings of hazy and dim are close to being different under the MH2 lamp 
at 2 lux (p=0.072). Hazy-dark are close to be different under HPS lamp and different under MH1 
and MH2 lamps under 15 lux (p=0.059, p=0.046 and p=0.045, respectively). 
 
Thus of the forty comparisons of ratings from the Fotios and Cheal data, the Wilcoxon test 
suggests only three to be statistically different and the t-test suggests five to be different with 
two further cases close to significant. 
 
4.3.2.2.4 Graphical analysis of studies not reporting variance data 
Table 4.10 shows the studies that didn’t present any statistical analysis and variance data 
(standard deviation) to statistically compare judgements of spatial brightness and visual clarity. 
The reported mean ratings of these judgements were used to draw graphs in order to 
investigate any trends between these judgements. 
 
Table 4.10 Past studies using category rating to evaluate spatial brightness and visual clarity 
Comparison 
method 
Study Items rated 
Method of 
comparison by 
study author(s) 
Additional 
method of 
comparison 
Agreement 
between ratings 
of brightness 
and clarity? 
Comparison of 
mean ratings 
Bartholomew, 
1975 
20 items including dull/bright, 
dark/light and blurry/clear using 
a 5 point response scale. 
None 
Graph of 
mean 
ratings 
Yes for lamp 1; 
not certain for 
lamp 2 
Boyce & Cuttle, 
1990 
 
19 items including bright, dim, 
hazy, and clear using a 5-point 
response scale with end points 
labelled not-at-all-so and very-
much-so. 
None 
Graph of 
mean 
ratings 
Inconclusive 
 
 
Some studies report the mean ratings for brightness and clarity and comparison of the trends 
enables similarity to be judged. In the absence of variance data such as standard deviations, 
comparison of mean results is an imprecise approach by which to draw conclusions.  
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Bartholomew (1975) evaluated two lamps using 5-point response scales. Figure 4.10 shows the 
mean ratings of dark-light, dull-bright and blurry-clear. For lamp 1 these ratings are almost 
identical, while for lamp 2 the blurry-clear and dark-light ratings are also almost identical but the 
dull-bright rating is slightly different.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Results of brightness and clarity ratings from Bartholomew (1975). These data were 
taken from Figure 1 of Bartholomew. In the original 5-point response ranges a rating of 5 
identified the bright, light and clear ends of the scales. (Fotios and Atli, 2012) 
 
Boyce and Cuttle (1990) used a 5-point response range of very much so (1) to not at all so (5) 
to evaluate room lighting using 19 items including bright, dim, clear and hazy. In the current 
review, the ratings of bright and clear have been reversed so that all scales have the same 
polarity. A stimulus considered to be bright would have a rating of 5 on both the bright and dim 
scales, and thus the two scales provide a measure of internal consistency. Similarly a rating of 5 
on the clear and hazy scales denotes a stimulus considered to have high visual clarity. Boyce 
and Cuttle presented mean ratings using a graph from which were estimated the data used 
below, but the report did not include standard deviations.  
 
Figure 4.11 shows mean ratings at the four different CCT used in experiment 1, and these are 
averaged across the four levels of illuminance. For the 2700K lamp the ratings of clear and 
hazy, and also dim and bright, are almost identical and this suggests good internal consistency. 
That these ratings coincide so precisely suggests that the difference between the bright/dim and 
clear/hazy ratings, being larger, may be significant; unfortunately there are insufficient data to 
test this. Ratings for the remaining three CCTs do not suggest such a separation. 
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Figure 4.11 Mean ratings at the four different CCT used in experiment 1: these are averaged 
across the four levels of illuminance (1990). These data were taken from Table 10 of Boyce and 
Cuttle. Mean ratings for the bright and clear scale were reversed so that a rating of 5 denotes a 
stimulus that appeared bright and clear using all four scales. (Fotios and Atli, 2012) 
 
Figure 4.12 shows mean ratings at the three different CCT used in experiment 2, and these 
were carried out at only one illuminance. Similarly to the 2700K lamp in Figure 4.11, the data for 
all three lamps on Figure 4.12 show good internal consistency for ratings along the clear and 
hazy scales, and also the bright and dim scales, and a clear difference between these two 
groups of ratings.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Mean ratings at the three different CCT used in experiment 2 (Boyce & Cuttle, 
1990). These data were taken from Table 17 of Boyce and Cuttle. Mean ratings for the bright 
and clear scale were reversed so that a rating of 5 denotes a stimulus that appeared bright and 
clear using all four scales. (Fotios and Atli, 2012) 
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Figure 4.13 shows mean ratings at the four different illuminances in experiment 1 from Boyce 
and Cuttle (1990): these ratings are averaged across the four levels of CCT. All four rating 
scales demonstrate that with an increase in illuminance there is a concomitant increase in both 
brightness and visual clarity. The differences between ratings of brightness and clarity appear to 
be smaller at high illuminances than at low illuminances. The Vienot et al (2009) and Fotios and 
Cheal (2007) studies also included ratings at more than one level of illuminance: while the 
Fotios and Cheal data (2.0 and 15.0 lux) suggest a very slight difference between bright and 
clear ratings at low illuminance than at high illuminance, the Vienot et al data (150, 300 and 600 
lux) do not. Similarly, the data reviewed in the current study do not suggest that CCT has a 
consistent effect on the relationship between ratings of brightness and clarity. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Mean ratings at the four illuminances used in experiment 1: these are averaged 
across the four levels of CCT (Boyce & Cuttle, 1990). These data were taken from Table 9 of 
Boyce and Cuttle. Mean ratings for the bright and clear scale were reversed so that a rating of 5 
denotes a stimulus that appeared bright and clear using all four scales. (Fotios and Atli, 2012) 
 
Thus the data presented by  Boyce and Cuttle do not provide a conclusive opinion to agreement 
between ratings of brightness and clarity, with some data suggesting similarity and other data 
suggesting they are not the same. The absence of mean ratings for individual stimuli (ratings in 
experiment 1 are averaged across four levels of CCT or illuminance) and the absence of 
variance indices hinder analyses of these data. 
 
Boyce (1977) used questions of “How satisfactory is the lighting level in the office?” and “How 
visually distinct are the details in the office?” to relate with brightness and clarity respectively in 
the category rating parts of his experiments. His study is of interest because a large number of 
stimuli were used in the two experiments. Experiment 1 used three types of lamps, two 
illuminances and three levels of interior colourfulness, giving 18 stimulus combinations. 
Experiment 2 used four types of lamps, two illuminances and either a coloured or achromatic 
environment, giving 16 stimulus combinations. The mean ratings are shown in Figure 4.14 and 
© 2012 The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 
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these were gained using 7-point response scales. For the satisfaction with light level question 
the scale ranged from 1 (very satisfactory) to 7 (very unsatisfactory), and for the distinct details 
question the scale ranged from 1 (very unclear) to 7 (very clear). In Figure 4.14 the rating scale 
for the satisfaction with light level question has been reversed so that a rating of 7 indicates a 
very satisfactory light level, and the scale polarity is therefore consistent with the previous 
figures. It can be seen that mean ratings tend to follow the same relationship for different stimuli 
– a stimulus which is considered to be satisfactory in light level would also be considered very 
clear in distinctness of details. Linear regression between the 34 mean ratings of satisfaction 
with light level and distinction of details has a correlation of R2=0.82.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Mean ratings from Boyce (1977) for How satisfactory is the lighting level in the 
office? and How visually distinct are the details in the office?. These are Boyce’s experiment 1 
(top) and experiment 2 (bottom) and the data were taken from Table 4 (experiment 1), Table 9 
(experiment 2, coloured) and Table 11 (experiment 2, achromatic) of Boyce. The original ratings 
of satisfaction with light level have been reversed so that a rating of 7 indicates lighting 
considered to be very satisfactory in light level and details are very clear. Note that the stimuli in 
© 2012 The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 
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each graph are arranged in order of descending ratings of satisfaction with light level. (Fotios 
and Atli, 2012) 
 
4.3.2.2.5 Overall Spatial Brightness and Visual Clarity Correlation 
Figure 4.15 shows the correlation between 43 pairs of mean clarity ratings and mean brightness 
ratings from five previous studies (Boyce, 1977; Flynn and Spencer, 1977; Fotios and Cheal, 
2007; Rea, 1982; Vienot et al, 2009; Vrabel et al 1998). These are studies in which both 
brightness and clarity scales were used and in which more than two stimuli were used to ensure 
meaningful correlation analysis: thus the results from Piper (1981) and Bartholomew (1975) are 
not included. Also excluded are the results from Boyce and Cuttle (1990) as these show mean 
ratings averaged across multiple levels of lamp type and illuminance but not for each 
combination of lamp type and illuminance separately. The brightness scales for Flynn and 
Spencer were reversed so that these had the same positive polarity as did their brightness 
ratings. For the Fotios and Cheal study Figure 4.15 uses their results for two ratings scales, 
bright and clear. Linear regression suggests a coefficient of linear determination R2= 0.86 for 
the complete set of 77 pairs of mean ratings which demonstrates a trend for stimuli receiving 
high ratings of brightness to also receive high ratings of clarity.  
 
 
Figure 4.15 Mean brightness ratings plotted against mean clarity ratings as reported in previous 
studies.  
 
4.3.3 Conclusion: Defining visual response 
In four studies, the data do not suggest that brightness and clarity ratings are different (Boyce, 
1977; Flynn & Spencer, 1977; Fotios & Cheal, 2007; Piper, 1981; Vienot et al, 2009). In the 
DeLaney et al (1978) study, it is reported that brightness and clarity lead to different ratings but 
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comparison of the mean ratings suggest otherwise. In the Rea (1992) and Bartholomew (1975) 
studies the ratings are almost identical for half of the stimuli examined and similarity for the 
remainder cannot be determined. Data from the Boyce and Cuttle (1990) study are inconclusive 
as to whether the ratings are different. Thus results from the majority of studies indicate that 
ratings of brightness and clarity lead to similar judgements.  
 
In one study (Vrabel et al, 1998) the ratings of brightness and clarity were reported be different. 
What is interesting about the Vrabel et al study is that they provided test participants with written 
definitions of brightness and clarity prior to trials. This gives rise to a possible explanation for the 
findings of this review: when naïve test participants are provided with definitions of brightness 
and clarity then this encourages different judgements, but they do not discern a difference when 
these terms are undefined. Note however that Fotios and Cheal (2007), who used illuminances 
in the mesopic region, also provided definitions of their rating items to test participants at the 
commencement of each test session: this was a visual demonstration of brightness and written 
definition of clarity (and as reported by Cheal (2007) this written definition was taken from 
Vrabel et al.) and their results suggest a high degree of correlation between ratings of 
brightness and clarity. It should also be noted that further clarification is required as to the 
statistical basis for the decision made by Vrabel et al and hence that the reported differences 
may in fact be by chance.  
 
A further caveat is that while the results from these tests do not tend to suggest a difference 
between spatial brightness and visual clarity, this does not mean that individual test participants 
did not perceive and intend to convey a difference. It may be that there is a difference in their 
judgements but that this is lost in the variance. It is unfortunate that many studies did not report 
the standard deviations or other measures of variance. 
 
In many cases this review concludes that there is no difference between brightness and clarity 
ratings for a particular stimulus; “no difference” is almost always a weak conclusion. Further 
work is required to provide a higher standard of evidence to demonstrate that the existing 
indifference between clarity and brightness phenomena is not due to weaknesses in the way the 
experimental questions were asked, the interpretation of the experimental questions by the test 
participants, and/or the methods of analysis. 
 
4.3.4 Summary 
For the design of future experiments involving evaluations of the visual environment this review 
suggests that experimenters need to take further effort to define to test participants the nature of 
their rating items, as has previously been recommended (Houser and Tiller, 2003; Tiller and 
Rea, 1992). The items rated should be something that can be defined (e.g. spatial brightness) 
rather than asking about a fuzzy concept such as visual clarity. There is also a need for caution 
when interpreting the results of such tests: just because the test instructions requested 
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judgement of a certain parameter it does not mean that the results gained from test participants 
are for the same visual phenomena as the experimenter assumed. 
 
Besides the definitions of the rating items, number of response categories might also affect the 
answer of the participants. Even though the mean rating of the stimuli wouldn’t change, 
providing a middle response might result in different distributions than an even response 
category. Therefore, the tendency to choose the middle response may show an increase. 
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5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes an experiment conducted to investigate spatial brightness at photopic 
levels under lighting of different S/P ratio and gamut area. This was done to provide additional 
examination of S/P ratio and GA. Two experimental methods were used, from studies by 
Berman et al (1990) and Fotios and Cheal (2011). Berman et al (1990) considered S/P effects 
on spatial brightness at photopic light levels and used rapid sequential discrimination method. 
Fotios and Cheal (2011) conducted an experiment with both discrimination and matching 
methods to examine the relation of different lamp SPDs with spatial brightness at mesopic light 
levels. These two procedures (matching and discrimination) were adopted following review of 
methodology (chapters 3 and 4) which suggested that the adjustment and category rating methods 
were not sufficiently unbiased or not appropriate for gaining information about the magnitude and 
direction of the SPD-illuminance relationship for spatial brightness. 
 
Two different methods of experiment used to understand if two methodologies used to test the 
same features give similar answers and can be used to validate the gained results. Besides, 
questions rose about if three alterations of two stimuli to discriminate between their brightness 
in sequential task are sufficient and if colour surfaces in the space effects spatial brightness 
were investigated.  
 
As the study utilised human participants, steps were taken to ensure the treatment of each 
person met an approved ethical standard. This approach was a requirement within the 
University which gave general guidelines to protect the rights and interests of participants. The 
main principle accepted for this type of research can be summarized as not to harm, keep the 
confidentiality of personal information and to have informed consent. Copies of the participant 
information sheet and consent form (see Appendix D) were approved by the ethics committee at 
the University before the experiments were conducted. Participants were accommodated by 
word-of-mouth and they attended the experiment voluntarily.  
 
5.2 Lamps 
Three SPDs were generated for these trials using an LED array as shown in Figure 5.1. This 
comprised two identical, linear arrays of LEDs, with each array containing six clusters of four 
types of LED having different chromaticities (Table 5.1). The control system allowed the 
intensity of each type of LED to be independently modulated, thus allowing a wide range of 
unique spectra to be set. Of particular note for the current work, the four-LED system allowed 
for S/P ratio to be varied whilst maintaining a constant chromaticity. The LED arrays were fitted 
to the test booth above the position of the observer’s head, and thus there was no direct sight of 
the source. 
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Figure 5.1 One of the LED arrays with six clusters of four types of LED. 
 
Table 5.1 Chromaticities (CIE 2°) of the LEDs used in the array. 
Primary LED x y 
Red 0.698 0.302 
Green 0.154 0.666 
Blue 0.146 0.036 
Amber 0.592 0.407 
These were supplied by John Barbur and colleagues at City University London. 
 
The current work required three different SPDs, following Berman et al two having identical 
chromaticity but different S/P ratios (SPDs A and B), and a third (SPD C) having similar S/P 
ratio but different chromaticity to SPD B. While choosing SPDs A and B to have chromaticities 
similar to that of Berman et al, main criterion was to seek the highest and lowest S/P ratios 
possible with the LED array. For SPDs B and C, the highest difference for GA of the two SPDs 
were searched while keeping S/P ratios as similar as possible. These three SPDs are identified 
in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2 displays their chromaticity, S/P ratio and gamut area. The values in 
Table 5.2 were derived from spectral power distributions measured from the observers’ 
viewpoint, and are thus the lamp SPDs as modified by internal reflection in the test apparatus. 
Measurements were recorded using a Konika-Minolta CS1000 spectroradiometer, calibrated 
immediately prior to this experiment. In Berman et al chromaticities were reported in CIE 10° 
and this study tried to obtain similar chromaticities with Berman et al, therefore the values were 
reported in CIE 10° in Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2 Spectral power distributions of the SPDs. These were measured from the observers 
view point and hence include modification by the test apparatus, and are normalised for a peak 
response of 1.0.  
 
 
Table 5.2 Description of the LED spectra and blended fluorescent lamps used in brightness 
assessments in Berman et al (1990). 
Light setting 
10° chromaticity 
S/P Gamut Area 
x10 y10 
SPD used in current work 
A 0.49 0.40 1.02 0.0017 
B 0.49 0.40 1.77 0.0041 
C 0.44 0.36 1.81 0.0069 
Lamps used by Berman et al, 1990 
R213 0.46 0.42 2.40 N.R 
WWG 0.48 0.41 0.85 N.R 
For the current work, all properties were derived from SPD measured from observer’s view of 
test apparatus. Note: Berman et al did not report S/P ratios: these were determined from 
photopic and scotopic luminances reported in their Table 2. N.R = Not Reported. 
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5.3 Apparatus 
This experiment was carried out using the single booth shown in Figure 5.3, a similar apparatus 
to that used by Royer and Houser (2012). The viewing chamber of the booth was of 
approximate dimensions 900 mm deep, 1000 mm wide and 1150 mm high. Test participants sat 
at the front of this booth, a distance approximately 700 mm from the rear wall and thus the sides 
extended behind their head, giving full field stimulation of the retina. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Drawing (not to scale) of the test apparatus. Dimensions are in mm. 
 
 
 
The interior surfaces were painted with a matt white paint having a reflectance of approximately 
0.8, this being uniform across the visible spectrum as shown in Figure 5.4. This environment 
was purposefully neutral, following Berman et al. Colour was introduced for some trials using a 
Mondrian array covering the back wall of the booth as presented in Figure 5.5. This array 
contained three colours (red, yellow and blue) of approximately equal proportions. Similarly, 
coloured areas and achromatic areas were arranged to have approximately equal proportions. 
Table 5.3 shows chromaticity coordinates of the coloured papers under Lamp A at 67 cd/m2.  
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Figure 5.4 Spectral reflectance of interior of cabinet (measurements done at 83 cd/m2 with x,y of 
0.312, 0.324 and S/P of 2.8) Note: The deviation away from a spectral ratio of 1.0 occurs at the 
shortest wavelengths where the relative power of the SPD was low (tending towards zero). This 
is not considered as a problem since it is associated with a very low luminances. 
 
 
            
Figure 5.5 Photography of the test booth and Mondrian pattern. Note: for clarity in this 
photograph the test lighting is switched off and the laboratory lighting is switched on. 
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Table 5.3 Chromaticity coordinates of coloured papers used in Mondrian like pattern. 
Colour 
2° chromaticity 
x2 y2 
Black 0.319 0.334 
Blue 0.248 0.253 
Red 0.501 0.323 
Yellow 0.448 0.436 
White booth 0.321 0.341 
 
Past results of Fotios and Cheal (2011) suggest that the degree of colourfulness does not 
significantly affect the results of spatial brightness judgements according to the brightness 
assessments completed with four field designs and four lamp pairs using matching procedures. 
One of the four conditions was an achromatic interior of the side-by-side booths; two of the 
chromatic fields included either coloured objects or coloured surface. The last condition was a 
uniform field covering the front opening of the achromatic booths with a neutral and uniform 
sheet.  Their results suggested negligible difference between these four fields. Thus, there was 
no a-priori reason for the selection of these particular colours.  
 
5.3.1 Luminance distribution 
It was important for the distribution of surface luminances to be stable under changes of SPD 
and luminance, i.e. that luminances measured at various points around the cabinet interiors 
varied proportionally. Differences were not expected since all SPDs examined were provided by 
the same LED array. To assess the stability of the relative luminance distribution between 
different SPDs and luminance settings, luminances were measured at a grid of 26 points across 
the rear and side walls and floor of the booth, with the luminance meter (Konica-Minolta LS100 
calibrated prior to this experiment) aimed from the participant’s viewpoint (Figure 5.6). With all 
SPDs and luminances, the luminance distribution was approximately constant along the 
horizontal direction and varied 20% from ceiling to floor. 
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Figure 5.6 Luminance measurement points (1-26 in red font) in booth. Measurements were 
done with angles of 20° and 45° with top and bottom LED arrays, respectively. Distances of 
reference points from the edges were shown with arrows in centimetres. 
 
5.4 Test Procedure 
Tests with each participant were completed in a single two-hour session. Lighting for the initial 
test session was provided by SPD A set to 67 cd/m2. In this time the participant was given 
instructions for the test procedure and completed a distraction test of attempting to place FM-
100 colour chips into correct order, each participant finished this session in their own timing 
which was at least 10 min. The first lighting condition for the experiment was presented 
following this adaptation.  
 
For a given SPD pair, six steps were carried out (three of them with achromatic and the other 
three with chromatic environment): 
 
Achromatic environment Chromatic environment 
Berman et al discrimination task Berman et al discrimination task 
Fotios & Cheal discrimination task Fotios & Cheal discrimination task 
Fotios & Cheal matching task Fotios & Cheal matching task 
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Table 5.4 Presentation order of the six steps for first three participants 
Participant 1 Berman (Ach.) | Berman (Ch.) | F&C Disc. (Ch.) | F&C Disc. (Ach.) 
F&C Matching (Ach.) | F&C Matching (Ch.) 
 
Participant 2 F&C Matching (Ach.) | F&C Matching (Ch.) 
Berman (Ch.) | F&C Disc. (Ch.) | Berman (Ach.) | F&C Disc. (Ach.) 
 
Participant 3 
etc. 
Berman (Ch.) | F&C Disc. (Ch.) | Berman (Ach.) | F&C Disc. (Ach.) 
F&C Matching (Ach.) | F&C Matching (Ch.) 
 
Note: F&C Disc. refers to Fotios and Cheal Discrimination method.  
         Ch:Chromatic Ach: Achromatic 
 
As shown in Table 5.4 the order of the six steps was counterbalanced between test participants. 
Within a test session, the matching and discrimination trials were carried out as separate 
blocks, the order of these being balanced. Within the discrimination block, the Berman et al 
procedure and Fotios and Cheal procedure were carried out in a balanced order. The three 
procedures were used with both achromatic and coloured interior surfaces, the order of which 
being balanced. SPD pairs were presented in an order that was randomised between 
participants. 
 
The Berman et al task was carried out using two SPDs (A and B), the aim being to replicate 
their work while testing the S/P ratio effect on spatial brightness, which was one of the metrics 
found to correlate well with brightness both in linear and stepwise regression tests (see Chapter 
5). For the Fotios and Cheal task the third SPD was introduced (C) and the three SPDs were 
presented in all three possible pairs (i.e. A/B, A/C and B/C). This set of SPD pairs was selected 
to test S/P ratio and GA effect on spatial brightness.  
 
Luminance was adjusted using two mechanisms. For the experimenter, this was done by using 
the control software to set a previously determined luminance. For test participants during the 
matching task, adjustment was carried out using a rotary dial, this having three 360° turns from 
minimum to maximum to reduce the chance of a positional cue.  
 
5.4.1 Participants 
28 test participants were used and were confirmed as having colour-normal vision using the 
Ishihara test were used. Fourteen were male and 14 were female of 28 samples, and their ages 
were in the range of 22 to 42 years. 
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The results of Fotios and Cheal (2011) mesopic brightness matching data suggested an effect 
size of 0.79. The calculation of the effect size was done by Equation 5.1 using the mean ratings 
(0.89) and standard deviations (0.14) of Fotios & Cheal (2011) results: 
 
effect size= (µ1 - µ2) / σ   (Faul et al, 2007)   Equation 5.1 
µ1=population mean (0.89)    
µ2=no effect of spectrum (1.00) 
σ=standard deviation in population (0.14) 
effect size= 0.79  
 
An effect of 0.8 was suggested to be a large effect by Cohen (1992) for which a sample size of 
28 is sufficient to detect the standard level of probability of mistakenly rejecting the null 
hypothesis (α=0.05) with a common assumption of power of 0.80 (Field, 2005). When these 
values of effect size, α-level, and statistical power applied in G*Power, which was 
recommended by Field (2005) to be a powerful tool to calculate sample size, required sample 
size was found to be 21 (Faul et. al, 2007). Besides, the demands of the variance stable rank 
sums method for analysing data from the Fotios and Cheal discrimination procedure and 
judgements, which will be used to analyse the data collected from current study, required 17 
test participants to insure the possibility of the three SPD being significantly different at an alpha 
level of 0.01 (Dunn-Rankin et al, 2004). This is a slightly larger sample than used in previous 
works of Berman et al (n=12) and Fotios and Cheal (n=21).   
 
5.4.2 Procedure I: Berman et al 
This part of the experiment used the Berman et al (1990) procedure to compare the brightness 
of two sources of identical chromaticity using full field stimulation. Berman et al conducted a 
rapid sequential discrimination test using four comparisons of two SPDs in a room. They 
selected two SPDs with identical chromaticity but different S/P ratios. Three of the comparisons 
had same luminance ratios: two with different SPD, one with the same SPD and fourth 
comparison had higher luminance ratio than the other three comparisons. In their study, 
comparisons 1 and 2 used to have two different typical interior light levels. Three comparisons 
with two SPDs were used to test brightness lumens model (Equation 2.3). The comparison with 
the same SPD was a null condition. 
 
The task used by Berman et al (1990) was followed as near as possible. The key differences 
were: 
• In Berman et al test participants were located inside a small room (2 m deep, 2 m wide and 
2.3 m high). The LED array available did not offer sufficient power to light this environment 
to the same luminance and uniformity as in Berman et al and hence a smaller space was 
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used, as shown in Figure 5.3. This allowed full field stimulation, the critical requirement of 
Berman et al. 
• An LED array was used rather than blended fluorescents lamps. 
• The LED array did not enable the identical chromaticity to that used by Berman et al, but it 
is close (see Table 5.2). What was done was to ensure that the two SPDs used (A and B) 
were of the same chromaticity.  
• The LED array did not permit as great a difference in S/P ratio between the two sources as 
did Berman et al. This was accounted for by using Brightness Lumens (see Equation 5.2) to 
predict the luminances required for equal brightness and resulted in a smaller luminance 
difference being used in trials than were used by Berman et al. 
• A null condition with comparison between settings of the same SPD and luminance was 
added in order to better validate the procedure. In particular, whether the three successive 
presentations of each SPD was sufficient to offset interval bias (Fotios & Houser, 2013).  
 
Berman et al used a sequential discrimination procedure to compare two SPDs. These were not 
compared on an equal luminance basis but with the luminances presented in four specific 
conditions (Table 5.5). In comparison 1, SPD B (high S/P ratio) was presented at a lower 
luminance (40 cd/m2) than was SPD A (low S/P ratio: 47 cd/m2) to demonstrate that test 
participants would tend to report SPD B as brighter than A despite the lower luminance. 
Comparison 2 repeated comparison 1, using the same ratio of photopic luminances, but at a 
higher absolute luminance (67 and 57 cd/m2 for A and B respectively), thus to examine spatial 
brightness at two typical interior light levels. Note that luminances reported here were as 
measured on the rear wall of the booth, at the centre point 700 mm above the floor, 
approximately the observer’s view point if looking straight ahead. 
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Table 5.5 Lighting conditions examined in the stages of experiment repeating Berman et al 
(1990) and additional null condition (comparison 5). 
 
Comparison 
1 
 
Comparison 
2 
 
Comparison 
3 
 
Comparison 
4 
Control 
Comparison 
5 
Null 
A / B A / B A / B B / B A / A 
Photopic 
luminances 
(cd/m2) 
47 / 40 67 / 57 67 / 40 67 / 57 47 / 47 
Scotopic 
luminances 
(cd/m2) 
48 / 71 68 / 101 68 / 71 119 / 101 48 / 48 
Luminance ratio 
(higher /lower) 
1.18 1.18 1.68 1.18 1.00 
Predicted brighter 
setting 
B B A 
Higher 
luminance 
Equal 
 
The luminances at which SPDs A and B would appear equally bright were predicted using 
Brightness Lumens (Equation 2.3, Chapter 2), a tentative metric for the effect of lamp spectrum 
on spatial brightness (Berman, 1995). Spaces lit by two different lamps of equal brightness 
lumens would appear equally bright.  
 
SPD A with a photopic luminance of 67 cd/m2 was chosen as the reference, this being the 
luminance as used by Berman et al for their low S/P source in comparison 2. According to 
brightness lumens, SPD B requires a photopic luminance of 51 cd/m2 for equal brightness (a 
photopic luminance ratio of 67/51 = 1.31): 
   
Brightness Lumens  = PA (S/P)A0.5 = PB (S/P)B0.5   Equation 5.2  
                   =   67 (1)0.5      =   x (1.77)0.5 
Accordingly,        x    = 51 
 
To promote a tendency for SPD B to be identified as brighter, this was presented in comparison 
2 at a luminance of 57 cd/m2, slightly above that was needed for equal brightness but still a 
lower photopic luminance than SPD A. 
 
In comparison 3 SPD B (high S/P ratio) was presented at a much lower luminance (40 cd/m2) 
than was SPD A (low S/P ratio: 67 cd/m2), a luminance ratio of 1.68 compared with the ratio of 
1.18 used in comparisons 1 and 2. In this situation it was expected that test participants would 
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tend to identify SPD A as brighter, the higher luminance of SPD A now outweighing the higher 
S/P ratio of SPD B. In comparison 4 the two stimuli compared were identical in spectra (SPD B) 
but of different luminances, the ratio (1.18) being similar to that as used in comparisons 1 and 2. 
This is a control comparison which examines whether the luminance differences used in 
comparisons 1 and 2 are discriminable. For this study an additional comparison was added, 
comparison 5, a null condition in which both settings had identical SPD and luminance.  
 
Table 5.6 An example of presentation order of the paired lighting conditions in Berman 
discrimination task. 
Order Comparison 1 
*A47 / B40 
1 A47  presented for 5 sec 
2 dark  presented for 100 millisec 
3 A40  presented for 5 sec 
4 dark  presented for 100 millisec 
5 A47  presented for 5 sec 
6 dark  presented for 100 millisec 
7 A40  presented for 5 sec 
8 dark  presented for 100 millisec 
9 A47  presented for 5 sec 
10 dark  presented for 100 millisec 
11 A40  presented for 5 sec 
12 participant asked to choose the brighter lamp 
* A47 denotes SPD A with a luminance of 47 cd/m2. 
 
A rapid sequential evaluation mode was applied during the experiment. As shown in Table 5.6, 
in a trial, each source was presented for 5 s, with three presentations of each source separated 
by a 100 ms dark interval. For each of the five comparisons, the two stimuli were compared ten 
times. Presentation order was counterbalanced, with each SPD presented first for five of the ten 
evaluations. Hence this required a test participant to provide 50 evaluations each for the 
chromatic and achromatic conditions. The five comparisons were carried out randomly within 
the block of 50 evaluations. 
 
Following Berman et al, the two sources being compared were identified by the experimenter to 
the test participant by giving each source a random number (from within the range 1 to 9) and 
test participants were informed of each source using this number, e.g. ‘Here is number 3, here 
is number 7’ repeated three times. The question was then asked ‘Which one appeared 
brighter?’ Responses were recorded by the experimenter with bespoke software to display the 
stimuli and record the answers. The last presentation remained on while the question was 
asked and until the next sequence began, approximately 6-7 seconds later. The instructions 
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were clarified as follows: ‘By brightness we mean the amount of light in the booth, ignoring any 
colour differences between lights and surfaces. The two different number labels for the lights in 
each pair are taken randomly from the range 1 to 9. When a number comes up again it does not 
mean the same light as in a previous pair; judge the current lights only; try to avoid being 
influenced by memory of previous lights.’  
 
5.4.3 Procedure II: Fotios & Cheal matching 
The second procedure follows that used by Fotios and Cheal (2011) who examined spatial 
brightness at mesopic levels of adaptation. Fotios and Cheal (2011) compared five different 
SPDs, for each comparison one SPD was defined as reference and the other one was adjusted 
by the participant to have the same spatial brightness with the reference in side-by-side booths. 
For validation of the matching results, discrimination task with both booths at reference 
illuminance lit by different SPDs were conducted with forced choice procedure. Same 
experimental methods applied in this study at photopic levels of adaptation with sequential 
mode in one booth instead of simultaneous presentation in side-by-side booths. Since, 
experiments conducted by Fotios and Cheal (2010) using both matching and discrimination 
tasks with side-by-side and sequential modes presented same results at mesopic light levels, it 
was not expected that this difference would significantly affect the results. For concurrent 
validation of the matching results a brightness discrimination task was also included within the 
procedure, this being the third procedure of the current study. 
 
Light settings were seen in pairs, presented sequentially. Each source was presented for 5 s, 
with at least three presentations of each source separated by a 100 ms dark interval. 
Participants were able to see the stimuli as many times as they need, before the experimenter 
recorded the final evaluation. The first presented SPD was always at the reference luminance 
(50 cd/m2) and the participant adjusted the luminance of the second SPD until the two 
appeared, as near as possible, equally bright. As above, brightness was described as the 
amount of light in the whole scene, which could be judged independently from any other visual 
differences such as colour.   
 
Table 5.7 Fourteen lamp pairs presented in Fotios and Cheal Matching task. 
A/B B/C A/C A/A 
Null-condition 
*A50 / B75 
A50 / B25 
B50 / C75 
B50 / C25 
A50 / C75 
A50 / C25 
A50 / C75 
A50 / C25 
B50 / A75 
B50 / A75 
C50 / B75 
C50 / B75 
C50 / A75 
C50 / A75 
 
*A50 denotes SPD A with a luminance of 50 cd/m2. 
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Table 5.7 shows that each test participant provided four brightness matches for each of the 
three SPD pairs and two matches for the null condition of SPD A at 50 cd/m2, counterbalancing 
both the initial luminance of the variable stimulus (set by the experimenter to a level clearly 
higher or lower than the reference, luminances of 75 cd/m2 and 25 cd/m2 respectively) and 
application of dimming to both sources. These trials were carried out in a random order and all 
14 pairs were evaluated in both chromatic and achromatic environment by each participant, 
which was making a total of 28 lamp pairs.  
 
5.4.4 Procedure III: Fotios & Cheal discrimination 
For discrimination judgements, two SPDs were presented sequentially and test participants 
instructed to state which was the brighter, a forced-choice procedure with the equally bright 
response option not permitted. Each source was presented for 5 s, with three presentations of 
each source separated by a 100 ms dark interval. Both SPDs provided the same luminance, 50 
cd/m2. The SPD sequence (first or second) was random within the eight evaluations in each of 
the achromatic and chromatic environments. The null condition trial was with SPD A at 50 
cd/m2. 
   
5.5 Results and Analysis 
5.5.1 Procedure I: Berman et al  
The results of trials carried out using the Berman et al procedure are shown in Table 5.8 as 
achromatic and Table 5.9 as chromatic. These data presents the number of times the 
participant chose the given condition as brighter. In total, 280 trials (28 subjects x 10 repeats) 
were evaluated. Thus, 140 votes per SPD in a given pair would indicate equal brightness. This 
is the result found with one of the null condition trials (comparison 5), which was having the 
luminance and SPD the same with each other, suggesting negligible interval bias. These data 
are repeated measures and are not drawn from a normally distributed population. Analysis 
using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test did not suggest differences between the first and second 
intervals to be significant, for trials with either the chromatic or achromatic environments.  
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Table 5.8 Results of achromatic discrimination trials following the Berman et al procedure. 
Test 
Participant 
Comparison 1 Comparison 2 Comparison 3 Comparison 4 
Control 
Comparison 5 
Null 
A47* B40 A67 B57 A67 B40 B67 B57 A47 
(1st) 
A47 
(2nd) 
1 5 5 6 4 10 0 10 0 4 6 
2 3 7 3 7 10 0 6 4 3 7 
3 4 6 2 8 10 0 10 0 6 4 
4 4 6 2 8 10 0 10 0 3 7 
5 7 3 7 3 10 0 10 0 6 4 
6 1 9 1 9 10 0 10 0 4 6 
7 9 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 
8 10 0 4 6 10 0 10 0 10 0 
9 6 4 5 5 6 4 4 6 6 4 
10 8 2 6 4 10 0 10 0 3 7 
11 3 7 0 10 10 0 10 0 6 4 
12 3 7 1 9 10 0 9 1 4 6 
13 4 6 1 9 10 0 10 0 6 4 
14 0 10 1 9 10 0 10 0 4 6 
15 7 3 4 6 9 1 10 0 5 5 
16 7 3 2 8 9 1 10 0 6 4 
17 2 8 4 6 10 0 10 0 5 5 
18 7 3 6 4 10 0 10 0 5 5 
19 1 9 0 10 10 0 10 0 8 2 
20 0 10 0 10 10 0 10 0 5 5 
21 8 2 5 5 10 0 10 0 1 9 
22 8 2 3 7 10 0 10 0 3 7 
23 5 5 6 4 10 0 10 0 6 4 
24 9 1 4 6 10 0 10 0 6 4 
25 0 10 0 10 1 9 10 0 4 6 
26 6 4 4 6 10 0 10 0 6 4 
27 2 8 3 7 10 0 10 0 6 4 
28 6 4 8 2 10 0 10 0 6 4 
TOTAL 135 145 97 183 264 16 268 12 146 134 
Mean 4.8 5.2 3.5 6.5 9.5 0.6 9.6 0.4 5.2 4.8 
Std Dev 2.96 2.99 2.55 2.55 1.83 1.83 1.35 1.35 1.89 1.89 
Median 5 5 3.5 6.5 10 0 10 0 5.5 4.5 
These data are the frequencies by which each of a pair of stimuli was considered to be brighter. 
*A47 denotes SPD A with a luminance of 47 cd/m2. 
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Table 5.9 Results of chromatic discrimination trials following the Berman et al procedure. 
Test 
Participant 
Comparison 1 Comparison 2 Comparison 3 Comparison 4 
Control 
Comparison 5 
Null 
A47* B40 A67 B57 A67 B40 B67 B57 A47 
(1st) 
A47 
(2nd) 
1 7 3 6 4 10 0 10 0 5 5 
2 6 4 4 6 10 0 10 0 4 6 
3 5 5 3 6 10 0 10 0 5 5 
4 10 0 7 3 10 0 10 0 7 3 
5 9 1 6 4 10 0 10 0 5 5 
6 0 10 1 9 10 0 9 1 6 4 
7 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 4 6 
8 1 9 0 10 8 2 10 0 6 4 
9 8 2 4 6 10 0 9 1 4 6 
10 10 0 8 2 10 0 10 0 6 4 
11 4 6 6 4 9 1 8 2 6 4 
12 4 6 3 7 9 1 10 0 5 5 
13 2 8 2 8 9 1 10 0 6 4 
14 3 7 1 9 10 0 10 0 3 7 
15 8 2 9 1 10 0 10 0 5 5 
16 8 2 4 6 10 0 10 0 7 3 
17 4 6 1 9 7 3 9 1 4 6 
18 9 1 10 0 10 0 10 0 5 5 
19 10 0 3 7 10 0 10 0 6 4 
20 0 10 1 9 0 10 10 0 4 6 
21 6 4 7 3 10 0 10 0 5 5 
22 9 1 9 1 10 0 10 0 2 8 
23 7 3 9 1 10 0 10 0 5 5 
24 3 7 1 9 10 0 10 0 3 7 
25 0 10 0 10 8 2 10 0 9 1 
26 7 3 4 6 10 0 10 0 4 6 
27 6 4 4 6 10 0 10 0 4 6 
28 3 7 4 6 7 3 10 0 6 4 
TOTAL 159 121 127 152 257 23 275 5 141 139 
Mean 5.68 4.32 4.54 5.43 9.18 0.82 9.82 0.18 5.04 4.96 
Std Dev 3.29 3.29 3.16 3.14 2.02 2.02 0.48 0.48 1.43 1.43 
Median 6 4 4 6 10 0 10 0 5 5 
These data are the frequencies by which each of a pair of stimuli was considered to be brighter. 
* A47 denotes SPD A with a luminance of 47 cd/m2. 
 
In the control condition trial (comparison 4), one of the stimuli was at higher luminance than the 
other and the SPDs were equal. Almost 100% of the participants evaluated the stimulus with 
higher luminance to be brighter than the other interval. This difference was confirmed to be 
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significant for both the chromatic and achromatic environments using the Wilcoxon test 
(p<0.01). The result of comparison 4 is of interest because the luminance ratio presented is 
identical to that used in comparisons 1 and 2 where the SPDs of the two settings were different, 
with the SPD of higher S/P ratio (B) being presented at the lower luminance.  
 
For three of the cases (comparisons 1 with achromatic and comparison 2 both with chromatic 
and achromatic settings), SPD B was voted to have brighter environment. However, in 
chromatic comparison 1, SPD A was considered to be brighter. Even though there was small 
difference between SPD A and B in achromatic comparison 1, the results were close to indicate 
equal brightness. Comparisons 1 and 2 provided the same ratio (higher/lower) of photopic 
luminances and the same SPD pairs, but comparison 2 was carried out at a higher absolute 
luminance than comparison 1. For both the achromatic and chromatic data, at the higher 
luminance (comparison 2) there was a higher frequency of reports that the high S/P ratio setting 
(B) was brighter: at the lower luminance, the two settings were of near equal brightness in the 
achromatic environment and the high S/P ratio source was considered to be the dimmer in the 
chromatic environment. Differences between comparison 1 and comparison 2 are suggested to 
be significant (p<0.01) using the Wilcoxon test.  
 
These data suggest that the relative luminances required for equal brightness varies with 
absolute luminance. Although, this finding disagrees with past studies (Fotios and Levermore, 
1997; Boyce, 1977), there are some recent publications suggesting that spectral sensitivity for 
spatial brightness might differ for different light levels (Rea et al, 2011). 
 
Following Berman et al, the Wilcoxon test was applied to comparison 1 with comparison 4 and 
similarly to comparison 2 with comparison 4 in order to investigate an SPD effect. The 
differences were confirmed to be significant for both the chromatic and achromatic 
environments for all four cases (p<0.01). For comparisons 1, 2 and 4 the luminance ratios were 
the same, the difference was in the compared SPDs. In comparisons 1 and 2 SPD A was 
compared with SPD B, however in comparison 4 SPD B was compared with itself. Therefore, 
significant difference of these comparisons demonstrate a SPD effect, showing that the higher 
S/P ratio of setting B led to fewer reports that setting A was the brighter.  
 
In comparison 3, the SPD of higher S/P ratio (B) was again presented at the lower luminance, 
but the difference was much larger than in comparisons 1 and 2. The results demonstrate a 
near 100% frequency for the SPD of higher luminance to be brighter. What comparison 3 shows 
is that if higher S/P ratio does lead to higher spatial brightness, there is a limit to the effect, as at 
some point the majority of responses are for the setting of higher luminance regardless of the 
S/P ratio. Figure 5.7 shows the proportion of votes for a particular source to be brighter plotted 
against the ratio of photopic luminances, and these six points are for comparisons 1, 2 and 3 for 
the achromatic and chromatic environments. A response proportion of 0.5 indicates the two 
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SPDs were considered equally bright, and in Figure 5.7 this would be a ratio of photopic 
luminances of A/B = 1.22. If the two environments were considered separately then this ratio 
would be 1.26 for the achromatic environment and 1.16 for the chromatic environment.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 The proportion of votes for SPD A to be brighter than SPD B plotted against the ratio 
of photopic luminances. Note: “1C” indicates comparison 1 with the chromatic environment. 
 
Brightness Lumens (Equation 5.2) predicted that these two sources would be equally bright with 
a luminance ratio of 1.31, a slightly higher ratio than found in these results. For these data, 
changing the index in Equation 5.2 from 0.5 to 0.36 (i.e. Brightness lumens=P(S/P)0.36) provides 
the prediction of luminances for equal brightness. It is not claimed that 0.36 is the more correct 
value, and when fitting brightness lumens to the results of past studies found that 0.56 was the 
optimum value (See Chapter 6, Table 6.12. Instead, this difference indicates the variability 
found in brightness responses and that S/P ratio alone may be insufficient to predict relative 
spatial brightness.  
 
5.5.2 Procedure II: Fotios & Cheal Matching  
5.5.2.1 Null Condition Results 
Within the matching procedure there were four null condition trials. Two identical SPDs (A) were 
matched with the variable SPD starting from either a higher (75 cd/m2) or lower (25 cd/m2) 
luminance than the reference (50 cd/m2), and this with the achromatic and chromatic 
environments. As shown in Table 5.10, the mean illuminance ratios (fixed/variable) ranged from 
0.98 to 1.02 in these four cases.  
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Table 5.10 Results of null condition trials in the matching procedure. Note: n.s. = not statistically 
significant, p>0.05. 
 Achromatic Chromatic 
 *Start high **Start low Start high Start low 
Mean luminance ratio 0.98 1.02 1.00 1.01 
Std. Dev 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10 
N 28 28 28 28 
Difference from unity 
(t-test) 
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
* Lamp A dimmed from 75cd/m2 to have same brightness with Lamp A at 50cd/m2. 
** Lamp A dimmed from 25cd/m2 to have same brightness with Lamp A at 50cd/m2. 
 
These data were considered to be normally distributed following analysis using measures of 
central tendency, dispersion, graphical presentation and statistical analysis (Shapiro-Wilks, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov). Normality checking process is demonstrated in Appendix E. Application 
of the t-test does not suggest these mean illuminance ratios to depart significantly from unity in 
any of the four conditions and thus that interval bias was negligible. 
 
The results demonstrate an anchor effect: when the variable source started from a low 
luminance the equal brightness luminance is lower than that found when starting from a high 
luminance. While a similar anchoring effect has been found in some past studies (Fotios & 
Cheal, 2007; Fotios & Levermore, 1997), a significant effect in the opposite effect has also been 
found (Houser, Tiller & Hu, 2003). The t-test suggests the anchor effect is near significant 
(p=0.064) for the achromatic environment but for the chromatic environment did not suggest the 
difference to be significant (p=0.63). The initial luminances were balanced in trials to offset the 
effect of anchoring.  
 
5.5.2.2 Mixed-SPD Results 
In trials, each of the three SPD pairs (A/B, A/C and B/C) was matched four times by each test 
participant, in order to balance which of the pair was the variable source and whether this 
started from a higher or lower luminance than that of the reference. This was repeated for the 
achromatic and chromatic environments. The results of these trials are shown in Table 5.11, 
these data being the mean illuminance ratio at equal brightness.  
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Table 5.11 Results of the brightness matching tests: mean illuminance ratios at equal 
brightness. (n=28, all cases).  
Test 
condition 
 Achromatic Chromatic 
  A/B A/C B/C A/B A/C B/C 
1st dimmed, 
start high 
Mean illuminance 
ratio 
1.17 1.44 1.11 1.21 1.42 1.17 
 Std. Dev. 0.21 0.24 0.17 0.23 0.25 0.21 
1st dimmed, 
start low 
Mean illuminance 
ratio 
1.18 1.32 1.11 1.16 1.40 1.13 
 Std. Dev. 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.18 
2nd dimmed, 
start high 
Mean illuminance 
ratio 
1.19 1.23 1.14 1.18 1.39 1.19 
 Std. Dev. 0.14 0.15 1.20 0.17 0.22 0.25 
2nd dimmed, 
start low 
Mean illuminance 
ratio 
1.19 1.30 1.16 1.22 1.45 1.20 
 Std. Dev. 0.12 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.30 0.29 
 
Analyses of these distributions revealed 10 outlier values from within the 672 data points. These 
being: Achromatic: A/B #4; B/C #3, 12, 17: Chromatic: A/B #8, 10, 13, 21; B/C #6, 8, 9; A/C, #8, 
8. Note: underlined lamp is the one which was dimmed during trials. Analysis of the distributions 
with outlying values omitted suggested they were drawn from normally distributed populations. 
Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was applied to examine the effect of SPD order (e.g. 
whether A of the pair A/B was the first or second to be presented in the sequence) and the 
effect of initial luminance (i.e. luminance of the variable SPD set to a high or low level prior to 
the trial) with the outlier values omitted and treated as missing values. ANOVA does not 
suggest that starting luminance (high or low) led to significant differences in luminance ratio at 
equal brightness. In only two of the six cases, ANOVA suggests SPD order (1st or 2nd in the 
sequence) to be significant (A/B chromatic and A/C achromatic). In any case, starting luminance 
and SPD presentation order were counterbalanced within trials to offset the effects of any such 
bias.  
 
For each test participant, the mean of these four trials was therefore used as the best estimate 
of their luminance ratio at equal brightness for each combination of SPD pair and interior colour. 
These data are shown in Table 5.12. Analysis of these merged distributions suggested they 
were drawn from a normally distributed population, the one outlier found in this set being 
retained. According to the one-sample t-test, these illuminance ratios depart significantly from 
unity in all 6 cases (p<0.01), thus demonstrating that SPD has a significant effect on spatial 
brightness.  
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Table 5.12 Results of the brightness matching test: after all four conditions of balanced position 
and starting illuminance were combined. 
Test 
condition 
 Achromatic Chromatic 
  A/B A/C B/C A/B A/C B/C 
Overall 
Mean illuminance 
ratio 
1.18 1.32 1.13 1.19 1.41 1.17 
Std. Dev. 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.14 
Difference from 
unity (t-test) 
p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 
 
5.5.3 Procedure III: Fotios & Cheal Discrimination  
Results of the brightness discrimination trials are shown in Table 5.13. These show the 
frequency of responses in which one lamp in the pair was considered to be brighter.  
 
Table 5.13 Results of brightness discrimination tests: judgements of brighter SPD when 
presented at equal illuminance. 
 Frequency for first SPD in each pair to be judged as brighter 
 Achromatic Chromatic 
 A/B A/C B/C Null A/B A/C B/C Null 
Forward order 
(n=28) 
4 1 6 13 6 0 2 14 
Reverse order 
(n=28) 
2 3 6 14 7 1 3 17 
Overall (n=56) 
Frequency 
6 4 12 27 13 1 5 31 
Percentage 10.7% 7.3% 21.4% 49.1% 23.2% 1.8% 8.9% 55.4% 
Brighter lamp B C C = B C C = 
Difference 
(Dunn Rankin) 
p<0.01 p<0.001 p<0.05 n.s. p<0.05 p<0.001 p<0.001 n.s. 
Note: (1) There was one missing value each in the A/C and null pairs for the achromatic environment. 
(2) Forward order means SPD order (1st interval/2nd interval) was A/B, A/C and B/C; reverse order 
means this was B/A, C/A and C/B.  
 
In null condition trials, identical SPDs were compared at equal luminance, and test participants 
responded whether the first or second interval was the brighter. The results indicate almost 
equal frequencies for the first and second intervals (the first interval was reported to be brighter 
in 49.1% and 55.4% of trials for the achromatic and chromatic tests respectively) and thus that 
interval bias was negligible. The binomial test did not suggest interval bias to be significant in 
either case.  
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It can be seen in Table 5.13 that the frequency of votes for SPD A in the pair A/B is similar for 
both presentation orders (i.e. A/B and B/A), and this is also the case for pairs A/C and B/C. Of 
the 335 discrimination trials (i.e. 336 trials with one missing case) test participants gave different 
responses in their two trials per SPD pair (i.e. A/B and B/A) on only 22 occasions. This suggests 
that presentation order had negligible effect and in any case this was balanced.  
 
Differences between SPDs were examined using Dunn-Rankin Variance Stable Rank Sums 
(Dunn-Rankin et al, 2004). This analysis suggests that SPD B is brighter than SPD A (p<0.01, 
achromatic; p<0.05 chromatic); SPD C is also brighter than SPD A (p<0.001, achromatic and 
chromatic); SPD C is brighter than SPD B (p<0.001 chromatic, p<0.05 achromatic).  
 
5.5.4 Results of Chromatic Environment 
In Berman et al discrimination task, Table 5.10 shows that the proportions of test participants 
considering SPD A to be the brighter are similar for the achromatic and chromatic environments 
in comparison 3 with a larger difference for comparisons 1 and 2. The Wilcoxon test suggested 
differences between the chromatic and achromatic environments to be near significant for 
comparison 1 (p=0.059) and significant for comparison 2 (p=0.05) but did not suggest 
differences in comparisons 3, 4 or 5 to be significant (p≈0.50). This pattern may be as expected: 
when the settings are of identical SPD (comparisons 4 and 5) or when the difference in 
luminance is large (comparisons 3 and 4) then addition of the coloured Mondrian pattern made 
little difference, but when the judgement was made more difficult by using settings of different 
SPD and little difference in brightness, then the coloured surface had an effect.  
 
As shown in Figure 5.5, the trials carried out with the coloured surfaces inside the booth in 
matching task led to illuminance ratios, which depart further from unity and with a higher 
variance than trials with the achromatic surfaces. The effect of adding the coloured surface was 
examined using the paired samples t-test. For SPD pair A/B the t-test did not suggest a 
significant difference (p=0.64). The differences were significant for SPD pairs B/C (p<0.05) and 
A/C (p<0.01), with the coloured environment leading to illuminance ratios that depart further 
from unity than with the achromatic surface.  
 
As shown in Figure 5.8 proportions of votes for SPD B and C to be brighter were slightly differed 
for two environments in Fotios & Cheal discrimination test. However, the lamps preferred to be 
brighter in paired comparisons for chromatic and achromatic environments were same. When 
SPD A compared with SPD B, SPD B voted to be brighter. SPD C was the brightest in between 
these three lamps for both achromatic and chromatic environments.  
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Figure 5.8 The proportion of votes for SPDs A, B and C to be brighter in Fotios and Cheal 
discrimination test. 
 
5.6 Discussion 
This experiment was carried out to identify whether the effect of SPD on spatial brightness is 
predicted by S/P ratio and GA, and to compare different experimental procedures.  
 
The results are summarised in Table 5.14. It can be seen that the three procedures concur as to 
which of a pair of SPDs would be considered the brighter at equal luminance. For the A/B pair, 
luminance ratios for equal brightness were determined using either the matching procedure or 
interpolated from the Berman et al discrimination procedure. According to the one sample t-test 
these are significantly different (p<0.01) for the achromatic environment but are not suggested 
to be different for the chromatic environment. Further evidence is needed to compare these 
methods and to determine which provides the more accurate response. What we can confirm is 
that the matching procedure can be completed in less time, which is why in the current study we 
did not use the Berman et al procedure for the remaining two lamp pairs.  
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Table 5.14 Comparison of the results gained from different test procedures. 
Procedure Finding Achromatic Chromatic 
  A/B A/C B/C A/B A/C B/C 
Berman et al 
discrimination 
Brighter SPD B - - B - - 
Luminance 
ratio for equal 
brightness 
1.26 - - 1.16 - - 
Fotios & Cheal, 
matching 
Brighter SPD B C C B C C 
Luminance 
ratio for equal 
brightness 
1.18 1.32 1.13 1.19 1.41 1.17 
 Std. dev. 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.14 
Fotios & Cheal, 
discrimination 
Brighter SPD B C C B C C 
 
This study aimed to repeat, as near as possible, the experiment reported by Berman et al 
(1990). One reason for this replication was that Berman et al did not include a null condition trial 
sufficient to evaluate interval bias associated with sequential evaluations – the potential 
tendency for test participants to consistently report one interval (e.g. the second) as being the 
brighter regardless of the stimuli observed. As reported in Chapter 3, this is particularly 
expected in procedures where two stimuli are observed only once each, with the judgement 
made during observation of the second: there is a tendency for memory to recall the first interval 
as being darker than it was (LaBoeuf and Shafir, 2006; Uchikawa and Ikeda, 1986) thus 
enhancing the frequency by which the second interval is reported to be brighter. Berman et al 
used a sequential evaluation where each stimulus was presented three times, and review 
(Fotios & Houser, 2013) of these data asked whether this repeated sequential presentation was 
sufficient to counter interval bias. In the current study, comparison 5 was included to examine 
this, being a null condition where both settings were of equal luminance and SPD. Analysis of 
these data did not find a difference between the two intervals which suggests that three 
sequential observations of each SPD in alternation is sufficient to offset the interval bias 
associated with successive evaluation.  
 
SPD pair A/B were of equal chromaticity but different S/P ratio. Interpolation of the results 
suggest significant difference in spatial brightness at equal luminance, thus confirming that in 
this case the higher S/P ratio led to higher spatial brightness. SPD pair B/C were of similar S/P 
ratio but different gamut area, and the results demonstrate that the source of higher gamut area 
was significantly brighter at equal luminance.  
 
For sources of equal chromaticity, the S/P ratio matters, confirming the conclusion drawn by 
Berman et al (1990). If instead the S/P ratio is held constant, then gamut area matters. SPD pair 
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A/C presented differences in S/P ratio and gamut area, and here the source of higher S/P ratio 
and gamut area was found to be significantly brighter. Pair A/C indicates that both S/P ratio and 
gamut area matter when neither is held constant, and thus that better prediction of relative 
spatial brightness would be found by considering both metrics simultaneously. What is 
interesting here is that transitivity holds: within the achromatic and chromatic results individually, 
the product of A/B and B/C provides good agreement for the finding of A/C. If one effect (i.e. 
S/P ratio or gamut area) were dominant, then assumption of transitivity from A/B and B/C would 
tend to over-estimate the result for A/C.  
 
Clearly these results are not confirmation that S/P ratio and gamut area are the optimum 
metrics. It may be found that the s-cone or ipRGC response is more appropriate than the 
scotopic component of the S/P ratio, and current activity regarding colour rendering may 
establish a better metric than gamut area.  
 
The results suggest some differences between brightness evaluations made in the chromatic 
and achromatic environments. According to the matching test, the difference is significant for 
SPD pairs A/C and B/C, these having different chromaticities, but not for A/B which had similar 
chromaticity. This disagrees with the findings of past experiments that the colour of surfaces in 
an environment did not affect evaluations of spatial brightness (Fotios & Cheal, 2011; Boyce, 
1977; Boyce & Cuttle, 1990; Han and Boyce, 2003). One reason may be that in the current 
study the test participant was placed a relatively short distance from the booth surfaces and this 
may have led to evaluations of the surface rather than of the illuminated volume. For future 
work, this study can be repeated with an experiment using a larger test environment.  
 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter describes an experiment carried out to investigate the influence of lamp SPD on 
spatial brightness using three different procedures.  
 
The discrimination procedure used by Berman et al (1990) was validated through inclusion of an 
additional null condition to evaluate interval bias and through parallel use of alternate 
procedures, the matching and discrimination procedures used by Fotios and Cheal (2011). 
These different procedures provided converging evidence as to which of a pair of SPDs is the 
brighter, and provided similar estimates as to the magnitude of the effect.  
 
This study provides further support for the conclusion reported by Berman et al that for two 
lights of equal chromaticity and equal luminance, the one of higher S/P ratio will appear brighter. 
Berman et al used only two SPDs to test this proposal. In the current work a third SPD was 
added in order to evaluate the impact of a chromatic contribution to spatial brightness for two 
lights of equal S/P ratio. The results suggest that both the S/P ratio and chromatic contribution 
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are important and that considering both metrics simultaneously enables a better prediction of 
spatial brightness under different SPDs. In other words, the results suggest that consideration of 
either S/P ratio or gamut area alone would be insufficient. 
 
Further analysis is done with credible past data and data from new experiment to investigate 
more on S/P ratio and GA effect on brightness. Regression test is applied to this data set in 
order to predict a brightness model with two metrics (S/P ratio and GA).
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6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an investigation of potential metrics (S/P and GA for the current study) for 
spatial brightness by using the results of studies considered to provide credible evidence (as 
explained in Chapter 3) and data from new experiment to test predictions. A similar method was 
used in Cowan and Ware (1983) with 29 studies supplying brightness matching data being used 
to develop a model of predict equal brightness. The aim of this chapter was also to develop a 
model that is understandable and easy to use for both researchers and designer following 
Cowan and Ware’s method; therefore correlation and stepwise regression analysis were applied 
to data collected from past studies. This analysis requires three stages of work: 
(1) Establishing reliable and appropriate evidence of SPD and spatial brightness. 
(2) Identifying the SPD for these lamps hence to establish their characteristics. 
(3) Comparing predictions made using these metrics with correlation and stepwise regression 
analysis. 
 
6.2 Past Studies of Spatial Brightness 
Empirical evidence of the relationship between lamp SPD and spatial brightness were reviewed 
from over sixty studies in Chapters 3. Each study used different combinations of independent 
variables and experimental procedures such as lamp SPD, response task, stimulus size, 
illuminance and evaluation mode. The first step in interpreting these data was exploration of 
research methodologies to identify how these differences in methodology matter and hence 
those studies giving credible estimates of lamp SPD effects on brightness. Credible used in 
here is intended to mean that the data used in the experimental procedure, is unbiased or at 
least the direction and magnitude of bias is reasonably well known. A list of the credible 
evidence determined according to analysis in Chapter 3 is presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Summary of studies considered to provide credible evidence of lamp spectrum and 
spatial brightness by using procedures that meet suggested recommendations for best practise. 
St
ud
y 
Method1 
SPD characterisation in original report2 
Conclusion: 
does SPD 
affect 
brightness? 
Reported metric for 
spatial brightness (if 
any) 3 D
at
a 
G
ra
ph
 
C
C
T 
C
R
I 
C
hr
om
at
ic
ity
 
S/
P 
G
A
 
 Studies using a matching procedure 
B
oy
ce
, 1
97
7 Simultaneous 
evaluation in side-by-
side booths; 3 levels 
of surface 
colourfulness 
X X   X X X Yes Gamut area 
Fo
tio
s 
&
 G
ad
o,
 
20
05
; Simultaneous 
evaluation in side-by-
side booths; 
achromatic surfaces 
X    X X X Yes Lamp type
4 
Fo
tio
s 
&
 
Le
ve
rm
or
e,
 
19
97
 
Simultaneous 
evaluation in side-by-
side booths; 
achromatic surfaces 
with coloured objects 
X  X
5 X5   X
5 Yes 
Cone surface area (3D 
colour gamut) and S-
cone contribution.5 
H
u 
et
 a
l, 
20
06
 Simultaneous 
evaluation of side-by-
side full scale rooms; 
achromatic surfaces. 
Parallel trials also 
using discrimination 
task. 
X X     X 
No 
 
None provided. 
Suggested that any 
derived measures, such 
as CCT, are inadequate 
to predict relative 
brightness perception. 
A
tli
 (N
ew
 
ex
pe
rim
en
t) Rapid sequential 
evaluation in booth, 
using both chromatic 
and achromatic 
environment. 
       Yes 
S/P ratio and Gamut 
area 
 Studies using a discrimination procedure 
B
er
m
an
 e
t a
l, 
19
90
 Sequential evaluation 
of two intervals in 
single room; 
achromatic surfaces 
X X X X  X X Yes 
S/P ratio (as a proxy for 
the ipRGC). 6 
H
ou
se
r e
t a
l, 
20
04
 
Simultaneous 
evaluations of side-by-
side full scale rooms. 
Rooms were furnished 
as private offices and 
contained a range of 
colourful objects. 
X      X 
Yes 
 
Prime colour theory 
supported. CCT and S/P 
ratio theories not 
supported. 
H
ou
se
r e
t a
l, 
20
09
 Study 1: Simultaneous 
evaluation when 
facing two side-by-
side rooms. Study 2: 
Rapid-sequential 
evaluations when 
immersed in one 
room. The rooms were 
empty and achromatic. 
X   X X  X Yes None provided.
7 
R
oy
er
 &
 
H
ou
se
r, 
20
12
 Sequential evaluation 
of a single booth that 
enveloped participants 
to give a full field; the 
booth was empty and 
achromatic. 
X       Yes 
Prime colour theory 
supported. CCT and S/P 
ratio theories not 
supported. 
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V
ra
be
l e
t a
l, 
19
98
 Sequential evaluations 
in a room; achromatic 
surfaces (white walls 
and ceiling, grey floor) 
X    X X X Yes Lamp type 
 Studies using a category rating procedure 
A
ka
sh
i &
 
B
oy
ce
, 2
00
6 Separate evaluations 
in workplace offices; 
achromatic room 
surfaces, greyish-blue 
furnishing, coloured 
desk-top objects 
X X  X X X X Yes CCT 
B
oy
ce
 e
t a
l, 
20
03
 
Separate evaluations 
in a room; white 
surfaces and desks 
but one unpainted 
brick wall; diffuse 
lighting 
X X   X  X No 
3 
A trend mentioned about 
CCT, S/P ratio, but not 
supported 
B
oy
ce
, 1
97
7 
Separate evaluations 
in in side-by-side 
booths; 3 levels of 
surface colourfulness 
X X   X X X Yes Gamut area 
B
oy
ce
 &
 C
ut
tle
, 
19
90
 
(e
xp
er
im
en
t 2
) 
Separate evaluations 
in a room; 2 types of 
surface colour and 
presence/absence of 
coloured objects. 
X    X X X Yes CCT 
D
av
is
 &
 
G
in
th
er
, 1
99
0 Separate evaluations 
in a room; room 
surface colours not 
stated; artwork on wall 
and coloured fruit on 
table. 
X    X X X No
8 - 
Fl
yn
n 
&
 
S
pe
nc
er
, 1
97
7 Separate evaluations 
in a room; removed 
coloured objects and 
displays to surfaces of 
light beige or natural 
wood. 
X X  X X X X Yes Lamp type 
H
an
 &
 B
oy
ce
, 
20
03
 Separate evaluations 
in a booth; 3 levels of 
surface colourfulness. 
X X   X X X Yes CCT 
P
ip
er
, 1
98
1 
Separate evaluations 
in a room; surface 
colours not reported. 
X  X X X X X No
9 
A trend mentioned about 
CCT, S/P ratio, but not 
significant 
V
ie
no
t e
t a
l, 
20
09
 Separate evaluations 
in a booth, surface 
colours. 
X    X X X Yes CCT 
V
ra
be
l e
t a
l, 
19
98
 Separate evaluations 
in a room; achromatic 
surfaces (white walls 
ceiling, grey floor). 
X    X X X Yes Lamp type 
Notes: 
1  All studies supplied diffused lighting except Vienot et al (2009) in which the distribution of light was 
uncertain. All studies were done by evaluating whole environment except Berman et al (1990) had 
flat surface (wall) in front of the participant, Vrabel et al (1998) used head rests looking towards wall 
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and desk surfaces ahead (this may have restricted observation of whole environment) and in Piper 
(1981) the task was looking at a sheet and reading the letters (this may have restricted observation of 
whole environment). 
2 Some additional information for SPD characterization was mentioned in Flynn and Spencer (1977) 
and Boyce (1977) as lamp names, Boyce (1977) also mentioned GA of two lamps out of six of them. 
3 Boyce et al (2003) report a trend but the effect is not significant: they suggest it to be “an effect 
masked by noise”. 
4 In some studies stimuli were different types of lamps having different SPDs without any certain metric 
specified or controlled. 
5 Fotios and Levermore (1997) reported evaluation of metrics in subsequent articles (Fotios and 
Levermore, 1998a, 1998b) and his thesis (Fotios, 1997). 
6 Berman et al (1990) originally promoted a rod contribution to spatial brightness, and hence the S/P 
(scotopic to photopic) ratio. Following new findings in vision this was amended to a contribution from 
the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGC) (Berman, 2008). 
7 Results of Royer & Houser (2012) showed that S/P, prime-colour theory, CCT, V(λ), colour quality 
metrics, linear brightness models, and colour appearance models could all fail to predict or correctly 
order perceptions of brightness. 
8 Davis and Ginther (1990) reported not significant differences between lamps, however the analysis 
was including stimulating/relaxing ratings with bright/dim. 
9 Piper (1981) reported a trend but the effect was not significant according to the post-hoc analysis 
done with t-test using mean ratings and standard deviation reported in original article. 
 
6.3 Establishing Mean Illuminance Ratios 
The current study intends to screen metrics for predicting the illuminance ratio needed for equal 
brightness, and thus required results gained using either a brightness matching procedure or a 
two-sample brightness discrimination procedure carried out at multiple levels of illuminance. 
Results from matching and discrimination studies will be used as these give the magnitude and 
direction of relative spatial brightness. List of the studies providing this data is in Table 6.2. After 
the metric results screened from matching and discrimination studies, it was compared with 
data from rating studies as these were providing only the direction, not the magnitude. 
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Table 6.2 Results from past studies of spatial brightness which used matching and 
discrimination procedures. These values were used to screen metrics of spatial brightness. 
Study 
Reference 
light level(s) 
Lamp pair (A/B) 
Mean 
illuminance 
ratio (A/B) 
Std. 
Dev. 
Included 
in 
Data Set 
Studies using a matching procedure  
Boyce, 1977 
350 lx and  
600 lx 
Natural/ White 0.75 0.13 
A & B 
  Kolor-rite/ White 0.76 0.14 A & B 
  Kolor-rite/ Natural 1.05 0.13 A & B 
  Northlight/ Kolor-rite 1.09 0.30 A & B 
  Northlight/ Daylight 0.85 0.24 A & B 
  Kolor-rite/ Daylight 1.07 0.29 A & B 
  Natural/Grolux 1.46 0.22 Only A 
Fotios & 
Gado, 2005 
320 lx VeriVide/WW 0.89 0.38 
A & B 
Fotios & 
Levermore, 
1997 
approx. 100 to 
800 lx (3 
reference 
levels gained 
using neutral 
density filters 
of 25%, 50% 
and 75% 
transmittance) 
LPS/ WW 2.27 1.54 Only A 
HPS/ WW 2.11 0.96 Only A 
CW/ WW 0.94 0.19 A & B 
FS/ WW 0.80 0.25 A & B 
BG/GLS 0.75 0.27 
 
 
A & B 
Hu et al, 2006 
538 lx CV35/ CV65 1.00 * A & B 
 VT35/ VT65 0.98  A & B 
Atli (new 
experiment) 
50 cd/m2 A/B 
A/C 
B/C 
1.19 
1.37 
1.15 
0.12 
0.16 
0.12 
A & B 
A & B 
A & B 
Studies using a discrimination procedure  
Berman et. al., 
1990 
30–67cd/m2 R213/WWG 0.61 * A & B 
Houser et. al., 
2009 
24 cd/m2 
and 30 cd/m2 
2900K/7200K 1.08 * A & B 
* standard deviation of illuminance ratio at equal brightness not known for these studies. 
 
Some of the studies reported the illuminance ratios of the lamp pairs in their articles (Boyce, 
1977; Fotios and Gado, 2005; Fotios and Levermore, 1997; Hu, Houser and Tiller, 2006) and 
average illuminance ratios were calculated using the reported values. For two other studies 
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(Berman et al, 1990; Houser, Fotios and Royer, 2009) illuminance ratios were calculated using 
reported luminance values in the original articles. Table 6.3 shows from which values the 
illuminance ratios of the lamps for Boyce (1977), Fotios and Gado (2005), Fotios and 
Levermore (1997) and Hu, Houser and Tiller (2006) studies were calculated. 
Table 6.3 References of mean illuminance ratios calculations. 
Study Lamp pair Reference 
Berman, 1990 R213/ WWG 
Reported in captions of the 
original study (ratio of the 
reported luminance levels of 
the lamps at equal 
brightness) (p.40) 
Boyce, 1977 
Natural/ White 
Kolor-rite/ Natural 
Table 3 of the original study 
(average of all 6 illuminance 
ratios of low, medium and 
high colourfulness at both 
350 and 600 lux) (p.13) 
Northlight/ Kolor-rite 
Northlight/ Daylight 
Kolor-rite/ Daylight 
Table 8 of the original study 
(average of all 4 illuminance 
ratios of achromatic and 
chromatic at both 300 and 
600 lux) (p.18) 
Kolor-rite/ White 
Table 3 and 8 of the original 
study (average of 10 
illuminance ratios) (p.13, 18) 
Natural/ Grolux 
Reported on p.16 of the 
original article 
Fotios & Gado, 2005 Verivide/ WW 
Table 5 of the original study 
(average of two experiment 
results of overall mean 
illuminance ratio for equal 
brightness) (p.128) 
Fotios & Levermore, 1997 
LPS/ WW 
HPS/ WW 
CW/ WW 
FS/ WW 
Table 4 of the original study 
(p.167) 
BG/GLS 
Table 8.1 of Fotios (1997) 
PhD thesis (p.227) 
Houser et al, 2009 Lamp A/ Lamp B 
Table 6 of the original study 
(calculated with the pooled 
percentage of side-by-side 
and rapid sequential results) 
(p.131)* 
Hu et al, 2006 
CV35/ CV65 
VT35/ VT65 
Figure 2 of the original study 
(ratio of the reported mean 
illuminances of the lamps) 
(p.78) 
Atli (new experiment) 
A/B 
A/C 
B/C 
Table 5.14 of this thesis 
(average of chromatic and 
achromatic results) 
*Explained in details below. 
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Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009) compared two CCTs with each other at 24 and 30 cd/m2 in 
both side-by-side and rapid sequential discrimination test with two participant groups (expert 
and naïve). In the results, they reported how many times a lamp evaluated brighter in 
percentages. In order to calculate mean illuminance ratio for the lamp pair A/B the combined 
results from two participants group were used. The main idea of these calculations was to find 
out what would be the luminance levels when two lamps were at equal brightness. Calculations 
were done for each lamp both at 24 and 30 cd/m2 and using both of the percentages results 
from side-by-side and rapid sequential tests. An example of the calculations with Lamp B 
(7200K) at 24 cd/m2 can be explained. Two lamp pairs which had Lamp B at 24 cd/m2 
(comparison 1 done by Lamp A at 24cd/m2 with Lamp B at 24cd/m2 and  comparison 2 was 
done with Lamp A at 30cd/m2 and Lamp B at 24cd/m2) were included in the calculations as 
shown in Table 6.4. As shown in Figure 6.1 luminance levels for 2900K lamp were plotted in the 
graph and luminance levels for 50% were determined by calculating x when y=50.  
 
Table 6.4 Brightness results from Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009) for lamp pairs of 
2900K/24cd/m2, 7200K/24cd/m2 and 2900K/30cd/m2, 7200K/24cd/m2  
Side by side 
(%) 
Lamp B 24cd/m2 
Rapid sequential 
(%) 
Lamp B 24cd/m2 
Lamp A 
24cd/m2 
 
Lamp A 
30cd/m2 
 
Calculated 
luminance 
for 50% 
Lamp A 
24cd/m2 
 
Lamp A 
30cd/m2 
 
Calculated 
luminance 
for 50% 
30 77 26.6 41 96 25 
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Figure 6.1 Results of side by side and rapid sequential brightness discrimination tests from 
(Houser, 2009) to show interpretation of luminance for equal brightness. Data for Lamp B at 24 
cd/m2. 
 
Using the calculated luminance levels for 50%, two luminance ratios for Lamp A and Lamp B 
were found as 1 and 1.1. Same calculations were repeated for Lamp B at 30cd/m2 and Lamp A 
at both 24 and 30cd/m2. Final luminance ratios used in current study were the average of 8 
calculated luminance levels for 50%.  
 
6.4 Establishing Lamp SPD 
For some studies, the S/P ratio and gamut area of test lamps were not reported. The spectral 
power distributions of lamps used in these studies are therefore required in order to calculate 
the S/P ratio and GA. However, none of the studies in Table 6.2 presented their lamp SPD in 
numeric form. This section is a discussion of how lamp SPD were obtained and validated.  
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SPD were determined for the range between 380nm to 780 nm as is recommended by CIE 
(2005). Whilst intervals of 5nm are considered to be acceptable (CIE, 2005) the current study 
used 1nm intervals. Where data were provided at 5 nm intervals, it was interpolated to an 
interval of 1nm.  
 
Two studies were carried out by Houser and his colleagues. Hu, Houser and Tiller (2006) 
reported the CCT, CRI, S/P ratios and x,y chromaticity of their four lamps custom-made 
fluorescent lamps, VT35, VT65, CV35 and CV65. The second experiment reported them is the 
side by side test which is included in the current analysis. Houser, Fotios and Royer (2009) 
presented graphs of the SPDs of their lamps, and reported the CCT and the S/P ratio of their 
lamps, these being LED lamps of two different CCTs and S/P ratios. The SPDs for the lamps 
used in both studies were supplied by Kevin Houser to the author in spread sheet format 
(personal communication to D Atli, 15/02/2012).  
 
For the Hu et al (2006) study these were provided at 0.25 nm intervals and were reduced to 
1nm intervals for the current analysis. As shown in Figure 6.2 comparison graphs of these two 
SPDs were drawn using 0.25nm and 1nm data do not suggest any differences. As shown in 
Table 6.5 values of chromaticity, CCT and Ra calculated using the 1nm data show reasonable 
agreement with the values presented in the original publication (Hu, Houser and Tiller, 2006).  
 
 
Figure 6.2 An example for lamp SPD graphs of Hu, Houser and Tiller (2006) in 0.25 nm and 1 
nm intervals. Note: SPD values arranged to have highest value as 1 and for 1 nm interval 
wavelength 1 added to those values to present both SPDs separately. 
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Table 6.5 Comparison of reported and calculated CCT, CRI and chromaticity of light sources 
used by Hu et al. (2006). 
Lamp 
Values reported in Hu et al. 
(2006) 
Values calculated using 
provided SPD 
CCT CRI x y CCT CRI x y 
VT35 3244 81.8 0.4151 0.3863 3221 81.2 0.417 0.386 
VT65 6361 82.5 0.3143 0.3369 6583 82.4 0.311 0.332 
CV35 3276 84.1 0.4157 0.3910 3349 83.8 0.413 0.392 
CV65 6149 74.0 0.3177 0.3425 6393 73.8 0.314 0.339 
 
For the Houser et al (2009) study the SPDs were provided at 1 nm intervals. Graphs drawn 
using these data match those presented by Houser et al: As shown in Table 6.6, S/P ratios and 
CCT calculated using these data are similar to those reported by Houser et al. (2009). 
 
Table 6.6 Comparison of reported and calculated CCT and S/P ratios of light sources used by 
Houser et al. (2009). 
Lamp 
Values reported in Houser 
et al. (2009). 
Values calculated using 
provided SPD 
 CCT S/P CCT S/P 
A 2900 1.7 2890 1.7 
B 7200 2.6 7453 2.6 
 
Two studies were carried out by Fotios and his colleagues. Fotios and Levermore (1997) 
provide the graphs of SPD for their lamps. They used seven lamps: LPS, HPS, WW fluorescent, 
CW fluorescent, FS fluorescent, blue-glass and GLS tungsten. The SPD were presented in 
Fotios’ PhD thesis (Fotios 1997) at 4nm intervals and subsequently interpolated to 1nm 
intervals. Values of CCT, CRI, x,y chromaticity and the S/P ratio calculated using the 1nm data 
are similar to those reported in Fotios PhD thesis (1997,p.167, 232, 233, 239, 246). Graphs of 
SPD drawn using the 1nm and 4nm data appear to match precisely. In Fotios’s second study, 
Fotios and Gado (2005) presented graphs of the SPDs of the two lamps they used, which are 
warm white and Verivide D65 fluorescent lamps, and reported their CCT and Ra. These lamps 
were available in the laboratory where the author of the current study is working. To measure 
the SPDs, these lamps were placed in the apparatus used in the experimental work (side-by-
side booths) reported by Fotios and Gado and their SPD measured at 1nm intervals using a 
KonicaMinolta CS1000a spectroradiometer focused on a reference white in the floor of the 
booths. Graphs drawn using these data, and calculated values of CCT and Ra matched the data 
presented by Fotios and Gado (2005). Table 6.7 presents these values. 
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Table 6.7 Comparison of reported and calculated CCT and CRI values of light sources used by 
Fotios and Gado (2005). 
Lamp 
Values reported in Fotios 
and Gado (2005) 
Values calculated using 
measured SPD 
 CCT CRI CCT CRI 
A 2950 52 3034 51 
B 6500 98 6423 98 
 
For two studies (Berman et al, 1990; Boyce, 1977) the SPDs were not available from the 
original authors, these being older studies. Berman et al (1990) used two light sources, named 
R213 and WWG, and these were each combinations of two types of fluorescent lamps. The 
WWG lamp comprised a blend of light from a warm white and a gold fluorescent lamp, and the 
R213 lamp comprised a blend of light from a red fluorescent lamp and a fluorescent lamp using 
phosphor 213. The x,y chromaticity (10 degree observer) were reported, and there were data 
(Table 2 of Berman et al, 1990) to enable calculation of the S/P ratios, but the article did not 
include the SPD. Berman provided graphs of the SPD of the four lamps (personal 
communication to Fotios, 12th October 2000). These graphs were digitised and the SPD 
estimated at 1nm intervals. To check the accuracy of these estimates of SPD the x,y 
chromaticities (10 degree) were compared with the values reported by Berman et al (Table 6.8). 
These appear to be reasonably similar and thus it was concluded that the digitised spectra were 
reasonable estimates. 
 
Table 6.8 Chromaticity (10 degree) of individual lamps used by Berman et al (1990): 
comparison of values reported by Berman with values calculated using SPD digitised from 
graphs supplied by Berman. 
Lamp 
Chromaticities reported 
by Berman et al 
(“visually matched”) 
Chromaticities calculated 
using digitised estimate of 
SPD 
x10 y10 x10 y10 
WW 0.457 0.387 0.470 0.389 
G 0.541 0.457 0.554 0.435 
R 0.686 0.314 0.669 0.309 
213 0.133 0.571 0.136 0.568 
 
The spectra of the combination lamps used by Berman et al were estimated by adding weighted 
combinations of the two constituent lamps in order to match their S/P ratios. For the R213 
source, Table 2 of Berman et al 1990 shows that this source had a scotopic luminance of 73 
cd/m2 and a photopic luminance of 30 cd/m2, giving an S/P ratio of 2.4. This was achieved using 
a blend of 57% lamp R and 43% lamp 213. For the WWG source, Table 2 of Berman et al 1990 
shows that this source had a scotopic luminance of 34 cd/m2 and a photopic luminance of 40 
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cd/m2, giving an S/P ratio of 0.85. This was achieved using a blend of 78% WW and 22% G. 
Table 6.9 shows the values of chromaticity and S/P ratio for these estimated SPD compared 
with the values reported by Berman et al. These values are in reasonably close agreement. 
Figure 6.3 shows the spectra of these two lamps. 
 
Table 6.9 Comparison of reported and calculated chromaticities and S/P ratios of light sources 
used by Berman et al (1990). 
 
Values reported by Berman et 
al 1990 
Values calculated using 
estimated SPD 
 R213 WWG R213 WWG 
x10 0.460 0.479 0.446 0.492 
y10 0.419 0.406 0.418 0.401 
S/P ratio 2.4 0.85 2.4 0.85 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Estimated SPD of the R213 and WWG blended light sources used by Berman et al 
(1990). SPD values arranged to have highest value as 1 and for R213 lamp 1 added to those 
values to present both SPDs separately. 
 
Boyce (1977) used six different fluorescent lamps: Natural, White, Kolor-rite, Daylight, Northlight 
and Grolux. He reported the CCT, Ra and gamut area (calculated using the 1960 CIE-UCS 
chromaticity diagram) but did not report the SPDs. Boyce’s article was published in 1977: 
estimates of SPD were obtained by matching the lamp name and CCT with the typical 
fluorescent lamps described in the 1972 edition of Lamps and Lighting (Henderson and 
Marsden, 1972) which provided graphs of SPDs (Figure 12.8 and 12.12 of their book). These 
graphs were digitised and the SPD estimated at 1nm intervals. CCT and Ra determined using 
these estimated SPD appear to be reasonably close to the values reported by Boyce for five of 
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the lamps, therefore it was considered that the estimated SPDs are reasonable to be used (see 
Table 6.10).  
 
Table 6.10 Comparison of CCT and Ra for lamps used by Boyce: comparison of values reported 
by Boyce with values calculated using estimated SPD. 
Lamp Values reported in Boyce 
(1977) 
Values calculated using 
estimated SPD 
 CCT CRI CCT CRI 
Natural 4000 85 3980 84 
White 3500 56 3380 56 
Kolorite 4000 92 3970 97 
Daylight 4300 65 4320 65 
Northlight 6500 95 6620 91 
Grolux 5400 9 19970 36 
 
For the Grolux lamp the CCT and Ra do not match those reported by Boyce. In subsequent 
analyses the CCT and Ra reported by Boyce were used and the estimated SPD used to 
determine S/P ratios, gamut area, and x,y chromaticity. Due to the uncertainty this lamp was 
placed in the category of uncertain data. 
 
Similar to Boyce’s Grolux lamp, there was some uncertainty with LPS and HPS lamps reported 
by Fotios and Levermore, (1997). Their LPS/WW and HPS/WW lamp pairs had relatively high 
standard deviations as presented in Table 6.2 and thus the mean illuminance ratio reported 
(median for the LPS/WW) is not a precise estimate. Furthermore, because of the narrow SPDs 
of LPS and HPS lamps, their spectral properties can be extreme relative to the other sources, 
leading to a strong anchor on regression.  
 
Table 6.2 shows the twenty data points available from the seven studies considered to give 
reliable estimates of illuminance ratio at equal brightness. As, three of these were considered to 
be uncertain (the LPS/WW, HPS/WW and Natural/Grolux), all analyses were carried out for two 
sets of data: one set contained all 20 data points (Data set A), and a second set omitted the 
three lamp pairs leaving 17 data points (Data set B).  
 
Using the numeric values of SPDs as established above, S/P ratio and GA calculations were 
carried out for the range 380nm to 780 nm at 1nm intervals. SPD values for all the lamps were 
presented in Appendix C. GA values of the lamps were calculated by using Equation 2.5 in 
Chapter 2. S/P ratios is the scotopic luminance/photopic luminance of the lamps as already 
been explained in Chapter 2. Table 6.11 shows the values of the S/P ratio and GA for the lamps 
identified in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.11 Summary of lamp characteristics explored as metrics for spatial brightness. 
Study Lamp GA S/P 
Hu, Houser & Tiller, 2006 VT35 0.005958 *1.23 
 VT65 0.007951 *2.01 
 CV35 0.005211 *1.16 
 CV65 0.006602 *1.89 
Fotios & Gado, 2005 WW (measured) 0.003086 1.02 
 Verivide (measured) 0.007103 2.44 
Houser et al, 2009 3000K 0.005768 *1.71 
 7500K 0.010573 *2.62 
Boyce, 1977 Grolux 0.012442 3.18 
 Natural 0.006043 1.67 
 White 0.003577 1.18 
 Kolorite 0.006276 1.73 
 Daylight 0.004660 1.59 
 Northlight 0.007099 2.35 
Fotios & Levermore, 1997 WW *0.002860 *0.99 
 FS *0.006950 *2.30 
 CW *0.006540 *2.07 
 LPS *0.000004 *0.24 
 HPS *0.000390 *0.44 
 GLS *0.003190 *1.28 
 BG *0.004080 *1.55 
Berman et al, 1990 WWG 0.002480 0.85 
 R213 0.004569 2.40 
Atli (new experiment) A 
B 
C 
*0.0017 
*0.0041 
*0.0069 
*1.02 
*1.77 
*1.81 
* These values of S/P and/or GA were reported in the original studies: all other values were 
calculated from estimated SPD. 
 
6.5 Potential metrics of Spatial Brightness 
The main focus of the calculations included in this chapter is on S/P and GA which were 
proposed previously to provide improvements on brightness perception by Berman et al (1990) 
and Boyce (1977). These two metrics are main interest to the current study because they have 
their bases in physiology. S/P embodies the receptive property of human eye and GA can be 
related to chromatic activity and may thus offer a simple proxy for chromatic contribution to 
brightness.  
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Firstly, it was questioned whether these two metrics are independent of each other. When the 
linear regression of each pair of the two metrics for the 26 lamps identified in Table 6.11 was 
calculated, there is a strong correlation between GA and S/P ratio (r2=0.81, n=26, p<0.0001) 
(See Figure 6.4). This was indicating that high S/P lamp also had high GA. Therefore, one 
would not expect the current analysis to discriminate between GA and S/P ratio.  
 
 
Figure 6.4 Linear regression between GA and S/P ratio for lamps in Table 6.11. 
 
Most of the past studies considered only one metric in their studies and the findings were 
related with the values and effects of this single metric (Berman et al, 1990; Boyce and Cuttle, 
1990; Davis and Ginther, 1990; Han and Boyce, 2003; Piper, 1981; Vienot et al, 2009). For 
example, Vienot et al (2009) tested CCT effect on brightness and they did not consider whether 
CRI or some other metric was also highly correlated with brightness. However, if more than one 
metric would be used it would be possible to make a comparison in between and may be that 
one metric found to be influencing the results previously wouldn’t be the actual reason. Hence, 
false support for a metric may occur. In order to avoid this limitation, the analyses are carried 
out with both metrics by focusing on do they work for predicting brightness.  
 
6.6 Predicting Illuminance Ratios 
Values of S/P ratio and GA for the credible data were then manipulated to seek a precise and 
accurate prediction for illuminance ratios at equal brightness. In order to do the predictions, 
functions were designated and regression tests were applied to the data set, which was 
generated by using data from credible past studies and the new experiment. 
 
The two basic functions are ratios and differences. Two lamps identified as Lamp 1 and Lamp 2, 
for which the mean illuminance ratio at equal brightness is E1/E2. For metric ratios, correlations 
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were sought with GA2/GA1 and (S/P2)/(S/P1), and for the difference correlations they were 
sought with GA1-GA2 and (S/P1)-(S/P2).  
 
Berman et al (1990) suggested that the S/P ratio provides an estimate of brightness, proposing 
the metric Brightness Lumens which uses the square-root of the S/P ratio, i.e. (S/P)0.5. This 
leads to the question as to whether the prediction ability of other potential metrics would be 
improved if raised to a non-unity power. Optimum powers were determined for each metric, and 
for both data sets of A and B to reduce to a minimum total of square root of difference between 
illuminance ratios and the value predicted by the metric for all lamp pairs. For example, [(E1/E2)-
(GA2/GA1)x]2 for all 20 lamp pairs calculated and an optimum power (x) was computed in order 
to obtain minimum total of all lamp pairs for data set A (it was a total of 17 lamp pairs for data 
set B). These optimum powers are shown in Table 6.12. The main reason of using the 
difference of illuminance ratio and the predicted metric was to get these two values as close as 
possible to each other. For S/P ratio with the data set A, the optimum index was found to be 
0.56: this was reduced to 0.50 partly to match the value proposed by Berman et al and partly 
because the square-root function provides a more elegant solution. Similar application is also 
done for couple other values as shown in Table 6.12. 
 
Table 6.12 Optimised power index for S/P and GA for data sets A and B. 
Metric 
Optimised Power 
(Data set A) 
Optimised Power 
(Data set B) 
 Lamp2x/Lamp1x Lamp1x-Lamp2x Lamp2x/Lamp1x Lamp1x-Lamp2x 
S/P 0.56* -0.79 0.24 0.51* 
GA 0.14 -0.12 0.25 0.18 
*values were rounded up to 0.50 for the further analysis 
 
In addition to ratio and differences of S/P ratios and GAs, this study also considered differences 
and ratios of logarithmic values. Logarithmic values were determined because previous work 
(Boyce, 1977) suggested log (gamut area ratio) as in Equation 6.1 to provide a good model for 
lamp spectrum effects. Boyce (1977) was suggesting: 
 
Illuminance ratio = 1.06-1.08 log10 (Gamut Area ratio)   Equation 6.1 
 
Following Boyce (1977), simpler log equations of ratio and difference were also added to model 
predictions such as Log lamp2 /Log lamp1 and Log lamp1 – Log lamp2. The reason to keep 
both of the ratio function as Lamp2/Lamp1 was assumed that metric ratios were inversely 
proportional with luminance ratio of two lamps. This is meaning, if a Lamp 1 has higher S/P ratio 
than Lamp 2, the equal brightness will be obtained with lower light levels of Lamp 1 than Lamp 
2.  
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Table 6.13 shows the results of linear regression between illuminance ratios at equal brightness 
as found in experiments and values predicted by S/P ratio and GA. These data are the 
regression coefficient (r2) and the slope and intercept of the regression equation. Ideally, r2 is 
high: for ratio functions the slope and intercept of the equation should approach unity and zero 
respectively, (and zero and unity for difference equations). 
 
If two lamps of identical GA (or other metric) are compared then it is expected that an 
illuminance ratio of unity would be found for equal spatial brightness. An appropriate equation 
would also predict an illuminance ratio of unity when lamps of identical GA are input, and this is 
shown by the null value column in Table 6.13. 
 
Table 6.13 Regression coefficients (r2) between illuminance ratios at equal brightness and functions of 
the proposed metrics. 
Metric Function r2 
Equation 
slope intercept null value 
Analysis with data set A 
S/P20.5 / S/P10.5 0.765 0.914 0.130 1.044 
S/P1-0.79 - S/P2-0.79 0.821 0.650 1.054 1.704 
LogS/P1 - LogS/P2 0.670 -1.238 1.104 -0.134 
LogS/P2 / LogS/P1 0.022 0.007 1.083 1.090 
GA20.14 / GA10.14 0.686 1.002 0.017 1.019 
GA1-0.12 - GA2-0.12 0.694 0.625 1.023 1.648 
Log GA1 - Log GA2 0.777 -0.527 1.020 0.493 
LogGA2 / LogGA1 0.807 -2.197 3.247 1.052 
Analysis with data set B 
S/P20.24 / S/P10.24 0.534 1.181 -0.183 0.998 
S/P10.5 - S/P20.5 0.507 -0.421 1.005 0.584 
LogS/P1 - LogS/P2 0.531 -0.629 1.005 0.376 
LogS/P2 / LogS/P1 0.461 0.014 0.901 0.915 
GA20.25 / GA10.25 0.694 0.966 0.004 0.970 
GA10.18 - GA20.18 0.664 -3.696 0.984 -2.712 
Log GA1 - Log GA2 0.680 -0.578 0.984 0.406 
LogGA2 / LogGA1 0.646 -1.357 2.350 0.993 
 
 
Observations about which metrics and functions appeared to correlate well with illuminance 
ratios for equal brightness were drawn with regard to the limitations of these data. These 
limitations include the small sample size (n=20), that some metrics were determined using 
estimates of lamp SPD, and that metrics reported in original articles may have been 
manufacturers reported values and did not account for modification by reflectances in the test 
apparatus. According to Table 6.13 the ratio function (Lamp2x/Lamp1x) provides the slopes 
close to ‘1’, intercept close to ‘0’ and the null value close to ‘1’ for both S/P ratio and GA in both 
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sets. For data set A, r2 for S/P ratio and GA are 0.765, 0.686, respectively. This r2 value is 
smaller for S/P ratio in data set B as being 0.534 however it is even higher for GA  0.694. 
Hence, ratio of the metrics seems to provide better prediction of brightness than does the 
difference or log functions. Figure 6.5 shows a high and a low correlation graph of S/P ratio with 
illuminance ratio. The top graph of Figure 6.5 with the equation of ratio of S/P presents a more 
proportionate trend than the bottom graph of log ratio equation with S/P in which mean 
illuminance ratio changes only slightly with the log ratio equation meaning that not well 
correlated with each other.  
 
Figure 6.5 Examples of correlations of illuminance ratio at equal brightness and ratios and log 
ratio functions of S/P. a) example of high correlation with data set A. b) example of low 
correlation with data set A. 
 
6.7 Stepwise Regression  
Stepwise regression was employed to determine whether a model comprising both S/P ratio 
and GA would be of benefit when predicting spatial brightness. There is some reason to suspect 
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this. Although, they were testing S/P ratio in Berman et al (1990), they also stated that if their 
light conditions would differ in chromaticity, it would introduce a brighter result with the condition 
having greater chromaticity relative to achromatic white. Therefore, adding a second term 
characterising differences in chromatic properties might be useful. It has been suggested that 
two metrics are required to give a more complete characterisation of the colour rendering 
properties of a lamp and at mesopic levels it has been proposed that the relationship between 
lamp type and illuminance is characterised by S/P ratio and Ra (Fotios & Goodman, 2012). 
 
Rules of thumb suggest that 10-15 data points are required per term in an equation determined 
by regression (Field, 2005). There are only 20 data points in data set A and 17 data points for 
set B, and thus it was determined to explore models with at most two-terms. At first each metric 
and function were used to predict a model. Then, a systematic approach was used in which 
each combination of metric and function was paired with every other combination, and this was 
repeated for both data sets individually. 
 
In only two cases it was found that adding the second term increased the correlation (r2), and 
these two cases are shown in Table 6.14. For data set A, correlation (r2) increased slightly from 
a value of approximately 0.69 as found for the individual metric to approximately 0.79 for the 
models with two metrics. For data set B, no advantage of adding the second metric was found.  
 
Table 6.14 Results of stepwise regression analysis with two metrics for data set A.  
Model Equation r2 
r2 
change 
Null 
value 
1  E1/E2 =0.017 + (GA20.14/GA10.14) 0.69 ─ ─ 
2 E1/E2 =0.466 + 0.604(GA20.14/GA10.14) – 0.682(logS/P1–logS/P2) 0.78 0.09 0.388 
3 E1/E2 =1.021 + 0.624(GA1-0.12-GA2-0.12) 0.70 ─ ─ 
4 E1/E2 =1.052 + 0.382(GA1-0.12-GA2-0.12) – 0.668(logS/P1-logS/P2) 0.79 0.09 0.766 
 
 
Except the equation presented in Table 6.14, the calculations done with two metrics in stepwise 
regression analysis always determined a model only with one of the metrics which was giving 
the same values of slope and intercept as presented in Table 6.13. According to these 
regression results, the single metrics of difference of S/P ratio and log ratio of GA were 
providing higher correlations than the models presented in Table 6.14. As shown in Figure 6.6, 
it was possible to have better predictions of brightness with only one metric instead of using 
both of the metrics in a model. 
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Figure 6.6 Graphs of models using one metric for data set A. a) difference of S/P ratio model. b) 
log ratio of Gamut area model. Data points from new experiment are shown in red 
 
Therefore, for data set A it was concluded that the results were best modelled using these two s 
of difference of S/P and log ratio of GA: 
 
E1/E2 =1.052 + 0.648(S/P1-0.79 - S/P2-0.79)  Equation 6.2 
    
E1/E2 =3.23 – 2.182(logGA2 / logGA1)   Equation 6.3 
    
 
Equation 6.3 with log ratio of GA was aiming to use a similar function with what Boyce (1977) 
proposed. The correlation of 0.81 obtained from this equation showed that Boyce (1977) 
proposal can result to a good prediction. 
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None of the equations were providing a model with both metrics when the data set B was used. 
For this data set, most of the correlations appeared to be lower than data set A except the ratio 
of GA. According to the results of data set B GA had better predictions than S/P ratio.  
 
For data set B, it was concluded that the results were best modelled using this equation with the 
ratio of GA (r2=0.69):  
 
E1/E2 =0.034 + 0.934(GA20.25 / GA10.25)   Equation 6.4 
     
As a result, the best fits of the potential metrics with mean illuminance ratio were obtained with 
difference of S/P ratio (r2=0.82) and log ratio of GA (r2=0.81) with 20 data points (Figure 6.6). 
Accordingly, both metrics were equally plausible to predict spatial brightness. Both metrics had 
similar correlation with Fotios and Levermore (1998) (r2=0.80) model of log ratio of GA. Besides, 
these were higher correlation values than Boyce (1977) which was presenting an ‘r’ value of 
0.80 (r2=0.64) with GA (Equation 6.1) in Figure 2 of the original article. According to this figure, 
12 data points were used, in the current study a larger sample size was used. This was 
indicating a better fit of the model with spatial brightness.  
 
6.8 Category Rating Studies  
A further test of the potential brightness models was to compare predictions of brighter light 
source with those gained using a category rating procedure. Past studies using category rating 
have tended to use only a single reference illuminance, and thus the results identify the 
direction of difference in brightness (which is brighter) but there is no estimate as to the 
magnitude of the difference. 
 
Requirements for reliable data when using a category rating procedure include that the stimuli 
are presented in a random order and that the number of stimuli do not greatly exceed the 
number of rating points; it is also desirable that stimulus ranges and response ranges are 
anchored but few studies have done this as explained in Chapter 3. In Table 6.15 credible 
studies which tested three or more SPDs (i.e. for discrimination when testing predictions) were 
identified to continue analysing. Two studies meeting these criteria and the ones likely to get the 
SPDs are those by Vrabel et al (1998) and the second experiment reported by Boyce & Cuttle 
(1990). Firstly, it was required that the SPD of lamps used in these studies were established in 
order to calculate values of S/P and GA.  
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Table 6.15 Summary of credible rating studies and the ones using 3 or more SPDs. 
Study Variables SEEKING 3 OR MORE SPD 
If yes, likelihood of 
getting SPD 
Akashi & Boyce, 
2006 
 
Field study in 4 open plan offices 
2 x illuminance; 
3 x SPD 
Y X 
Boyce, Akashi, 
Hunter & 
Bullough, 2003 
Lab study 
2 x illuminance 
2 x SPD 
X -- 
Boyce, 1977 
Lab study 
2 x illuminance 
3 x SPD (exp1) 
4 x SPD (exp2) 
Y 
Y 
(ALREADY USED 
SAME AS BRIGHTNESS 
MATCHING) 
Boyce & Cuttle, 
1990 
(experiment 2) 
Lab. study 
1 x illuminance 
4 x SPD 
(8 cases with object and wall colour 
variations) 
Y 
Y 
(ESTIMATED SPD DID 
NOT GIVE SAME CCT, CRI 
AS THE ORIGINAL 
ARTICLE) 
Davis & Ginther, 
1990 
Lab. study 
3 x illuminance 
2 x SPD 
X -- 
Flynn & 
Spencer, 1977 
Lab. study 
1 x illuminance 
8 cases incl. 4 x SPD) 
Y X 
Han & Boyce, 
2003 
Lab study 
3 x illuminance 
3 x SPD 
3 x décor 
Y X 
Piper, 1981 
Lab study 
1 x illuminance 
2 x SPD 
X -- 
Vienot, Durand & 
Mahler, 2009 
Lab study 
3 x illuminance 
3 x SPD 
Y X 
Vrabel, 
Bernecker & 
Mistrick, 1998 
Lab study 
1 x illuminance 
5 x SPD 
Y Y 
 
Graphs of the SPD for the lamps used by Boyce and Cuttle (1990) were presented in Figure 3 
of their article and these were digitised to get SPD values. Values of CCT and CRI obtained 
using these estimated SPD do not compare well with the values reported by Boyce and Cuttle 
(1990) as shown in Table 6.16 which suggests the estimated SPD are not reasonable and 
therefore these data were not used in analysis. 
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Table 6.16 Comparison of CCT and CRI calculated using estimated SPD with values reported 
by Boyce & Cuttle (1990).  
Lamp 
Values reported in Boyce 
and Cuttle (1990) 
Values calculated using 
estimated SPD 
CCT CRI CCT CRI 
Lamp A 2700 82 2225 56 
Lamp B 3500 85 3224 69 
Lamp C 4200 85 2817 76 
Lamp D 6300 85 5514 83 
 
Graphs of the SPD for the lamps used by Vrabel et al (1993) were obtained from Vrabel’s thesis 
(Vrabel, 1993) and digitised. Values of CCT and CRI obtained using these estimated SPD 
compare well with the values reported by Vrabel et al (1998) as shown in Table 6.17 which 
suggests the estimated SPD are reasonable. Table 6.18 shows the values of S/P and GA as 
calculated for these lamps. 
 
Table 6.17 Comparison of CCT and CRI calculated using estimated SPD with values reported 
by Vrabel et al (1998). 
Lamp 
Values reported in Vrabel 
(1998) 
Values calculated using 
estimated SPD 
CCT CRI CCT CRI 
CW 4100 62 4189 66 
HGHP 5000 91 4826 89 
MH 4200 60 4085 61 
T8 4100 82 3921 81 
WHPS 2700 80 2765 85 
 
 
Table 6.18 Characteristics of lamps used by Vrabel et al (1998) as determined from estimated 
SPD. 
Lamp S/P GA 
CW 1.558 0.00476 
HGHP 1.946 0.00640 
MH 1.570 0.00409 
T8 1.584 0.00572 
WHPS 1.183 0.00363 
 
Table 6.19 compares the results from Vrabel et al (1998) with predictions made using S/P and 
GA. Vrabel et al reported differences in brightness ratings (their Figure 8) with an apparent 
significance level of p=0.10, although this is not clear. Vrabel et al also used a discrimination 
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task, and in two cases the results were different to that found using the rating task according to 
Table 3 in their report. In Table 6.19 the identification of brightest lamp is guided by the 
discrimination results for these two lamp pairs: for the WHPS-CW lamp pair the rating 
conclusion of WHPS being brighter was changed to no difference and for the WHPS-MH lamp 
pair, the rating conclusion that WHPS was brighter was changed to no difference. 
 
Table 6.19 Testing predictions of the brightness ratings of Vrabel et al (1998). 
Test results 
Prediction of 
brighter lamp 
Predictions match 
results? 
(1 = yes, 0 = no) 
Lamps 
Mean brightness 
rating 
Brighter 
lamp 
S/P GA S/P GA 
1 2 1 2      
MH T8 3.2 4.8 T8 T8 T8 1 1 
T8 CW 4.8 3.8 T8 T8 T8 1 1 
MH HGHP 3.2 4.6 HGHP HGHP HGHP 1 1 
CW HGHP 3.8 4.6 HGHP HGHP HGHP 1 1 
WHPS T8 4.5 4.8 T8 T8 T8 1 1 
MH CW 3.2 3.8 CW MH CW 0 1 
WHPS CW 4.5 3.8 ns CW CW 0 0 
WHPS HGHP 4.5 4.6 ns HGHP HGHP 0 0 
T8 HGHP 4.8 4.6 ns HGHP HGHP 0 0 
WHPS MH 4.5 3.2 ns MH MH 0 0 
 Total (Yes) 5 6 
Mean brightness ratings that originally reported as bright (1) / dim (7) converted to dim (1) / 
bright (7) in this table. ns = difference is not significant. Prediction of brighter lamp was chosen 
according to the metric values in Table 6.18. 
 
In Table 6.19, the predictions of brighter lamp were established by comparison of the 
differences in values of S/P and GA as presented in Table 6.18 for each lamp. A zero difference 
would suggest no difference in brightness. In Table 6.19 the six lamp pairs for the test results 
suggesting a difference are grouped: for these, S/P ratio and GA tend to identify the differences 
but there is little difference between GA and S/P. Neither of the two models is able to 
consistently predict the results of the four lamp pairs for which the test results do not suggest 
differences in brightness to be significant. 
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6.9 Summary  
Two metrics for spatial brightness, S/P ratio and GA, were examined in this chapter using data 
from past studies. They both appeared to give equally good predictions according to stepwise 
regression test; however it was not possible to conclude that any one model is better than the 
others. Analysis done by using rating results of Vrabel et al (1998) also seemed not to indicate 
that neither of the two metrics tended to predict any difference.   
 
There were some limitations for the model predictions that were conducted by using data from 
past studies. The most definite one was the data points that were used to predict the models. 
Due to a small amount of availability of credible data, the set including all the lamps had 20 data 
points and for data set B, it was even smaller with 17 illuminance ratios. This might be the main 
reason of not being able to achieve any models consisting two of the metrics with data set B 
and similarly, obtaining higher correlations with models of one metric instead of two metric 
models with data set A. Another limitation of this data set was, the SPD information was not 
provided in all the studies. Even with the studies presenting SPD graphs or the metric 
information, it was not certain that the measurements were taken from actual experiment set up 
or just reporting the information of what the manufacturer provides. 
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7.1 Work carried out for this study 
This research investigates the spatial brightness response to lighting from lamps of different 
spectral power distribution (SPD) at photopic levels of illumination. There were three stages of 
work. First, past experimental studies were reviewed in the search for credible data of the 
relationship between SPD and illuminance. This review used consideration of methodology to 
determine which studies were credible, and these requirements were shown in Table 7.1. As 
part of this process, further study was carried out of the response range and test instructions in 
the category rating procedure. The main requirements for credible data include a balanced or 
randomised stimulus presentation order and clear reporting of the study and the analysis used. 
Of the 65 studies reviewed it was concluded that 19 provided credible data. Desirable 
requirements like having a null-condition trial in the experiment were also specified, however 
they were not included in the essential requirements to identify the credible studies as very few 
of them included these requirements, like Akashi & Boyce (2006), Boyce (1977), Fotios & Gado 
(2005) and Houser, Tiller & Hu (2004). 
 
Table 7.1 Essential requirements for each experimental method. 
 
 
Another stage was to conduct a new experiment to evaluate different brightness under lamps of 
different SPDs, with lighting specifically chosen to compare S/P ratio and GA. The results 
suggested the visual mechanism underlying these responses may have an additive effect. 
Requirement 
Procedure 
Category rating Matching Discrimination Adjustment 
Randomised or 
counterbalanced stimulus 
order     
Appropriate data analysis 
and informative reporting     
The number of points in the 
response range and the 
number of stimulus 
magnitudes are 
approximately equal 
    
Counterbalance the spatial 
and/or temporal location of 
the stimuli 
    
Compare all possible pairs 
of the test stimuli     
Illuminance control applied 
to both stimuli     
Choose stimulus ranges 
and starting points with 
consideration to range bias 
and anchor bias 
    
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These new data were added to the set of credible data from past studies and the brightness 
modelling applied with S/P ratio, GA.  
 
This set of data used to screen potential metrics for spatial brightness, an approach similar to 
that used by Cowan and Ware (1983) who established a metric for the chromatic contribution to 
small field (2 degree) brightness. This thesis reports examination of two metrics, S/P ratio and 
gamut area (GA), following evidence in previous studies (Berman et al, 1990; Boyce, 1977) that 
these might be suitable. Of the 19 credible studies, this analysis used only those providing a 
quantitative relationship between illuminance and SPD, i.e matching and discrimination studies. 
To use this set of studies required that the SPD were estimated, this being rarely reported. It 
was found that, for these data, S/P ratio and GA were not independent – for a particular lamp, 
S/P and GA would both be high or both be low and this meant it was not possible to 
discriminate between them. 
 
Finally, as a guide to future work two new metrics, intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion 
cell (ipRGC) and Bullough (in press 2014) were also analysed in regression tests with this set of 
data.  
 
7.2 Research Methodology 
7.2.1 Number of response categories 
26 past studies of brightness perception out of 30 were using odd numbers of response 
categories and more specifically 17 of them had 7 point range. Accordingly, review of past 
studies using the category rating procedure required further consideration of two issues: (i) does 
the response range matter, and (ii) do evaluations of brightness and visual clarity give the same 
or different results? 
 
Further tests on category rating task applied to evaluate environmental condition including 
brightness and visual clarity of lighting in the room was carried out with semantic differential 
scale and independent samples. Main idea while conducting this experiment was to compare 
even and odd numbers of response categories in order to investigate the recommendation done 
by Fotios and Houser (2009) suggesting to use even rating scales in brightness rating tasks. 
According to the results, there was no significant difference in mean ratings between 5-, 6-, 7- 
and 8- point ranges. However, the distribution of the brightness evaluation suggested significant 
differences depending on the response categories used for all the point ranges except 5- and 6- 
point ranges. There were no significant differences between number of response categories 
used to evaluate visual clarity. Accordingly, the traditional view might be followed with the idea 
that truly neutral respondents will randomly choose one or the other side of the issue when 
there was no neutral point provided (Nowlis et al, 2002); therefore forcing them to choose 
shouldn’t bias the overall results. 
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The findings of the current study were the opposite of study done by Dawes (2008) on cost of 
items in a store and money saving. In Dawes (2008) 5-, 7- and 10- point ranges were compared 
and there were little difference between mean ratings of 5- and 7- point ranges found. When the 
combined results of 5- and 7- point ranges were compared with 10-point range the difference 
between mean ratings were significant. However, when the distribution of the evaluations 
depending on the response scale was tested no significant differences were obtained both for 
skewness and kurtosis. These different findings between different evaluation items raised the 
question of the results of rating studies being related with the topic that was asked to the 
participants. There were other examples of different results of even and odd response 
categories depending on the topic, like studies done on education, social security and consumer 
attitude (Bishop, 1987; Nowlis et al, 2002; Moors, 2008). In that case, Payne (1951) suggested 
using even number of categories is better if the purpose is to understand which direction people 
are leaning on an issue. Otherwise, offering a middle category may give more definite 
convictions on the issue. Accordingly in this study, using even number of response categories 
were classified under desirable requirements. It was suggested that using even numbers of 
response categories in the future may provide more information to understand how it affects the 
results of brightness studies.   
 
7.2.2 Defining visual response 
There were different visual objectives being used to evaluate lit environment. Some visual 
objectives were used in place of each other in category rating studies which lead the 
participants to give similar responses to different visual objectives. Therefore, this part of the 
study focused on the visual objectives that were evaluated by the participants in the lighting 
experiments. Visual clarity and brightness were two visual objectives that were widely used in 
the lighting studies. Although, brightness had more defined explanations, visual clarity had 
varying descriptions. Some researchers identify visual clarity as different objective than 
brightness (Aston and Belchambers, 1969). Especially, Vrabel et al (1998) gave two different 
definitions for brightness and visual clarity. There were other researchers who provide 
definitions of visual clarity relating with brightness and metrics that affect brightness like CRI. 
When the responses of the participants to brightness and visual clarity in the past studies were 
analysed, it was demonstrated that the two objectives were similar to the participants. The most 
explicit difference between the results of these two visual objectives was in Vrabel et al (1998) 
study, which was giving separate verbal definitions for both brightness and visual clarity. In this 
study, it was concluded that there was no difference between brightness and clarity ratings.  
 
According to this information, explaining the features of the experiment in detail and provide 
clear instructions about rating items to the participants carry an important role on their decision 
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making. Therefore, instructions given to the participants need to be considered carefully for 
future research.  
 
 
7.2.3 Procedures 
Most of the past studies that do not meet the criteria for credible data were having missing 
information; thus they were not clear about the procedural design and generally the results were 
included the trends of the participant evaluations without sufficient quantitative data. In such 
cases, the studies lost their reliability. One of the purposes in this thesis was to apply these 
requirements in a new experiment and compare if different procedures give different or similar 
results. Therefore, two experimental methods were used in the new experiment. 
 
Matching and discrimination methods were applied with both chromatic and achromatic 
environments in order to test S/P ratio and GA effects on spatial brightness. Discrimination task 
applied in two different ways, one of them used brightness lumens (Equation 2.3) approach 
suggested by Berman et al (1990), which was focusing on S/P ratio differences of two SPDs. 
The second approach had the main purpose to validate matching test using similar procedure 
as Fotios and Cheal (2011) in sequential form instead of side-by-side. To apply these 
experimental methods, a booth set to provide fulfilled vision and lamps, which had different 
SPDs were presented sequentially.  
 
When the results of Berman et al discrimination and Fotios and Cheal matching compared, the 
trends were in the same direction. The effect of S/P ratio was bigger in Berman et al 
discrimination procedure in achromatic environment than the matching test. However, there was 
no significant difference between two procedures in chromatic environment. The findings of 
Fotios and Cheal discrimination task also confirmed the results gained in both Berman et al 
discrimination and Fotios and Cheal matching tests. According to the results, the lamps with 
higher S/P ratio and GA in the compared pairs perceived brighter which was indicating an SPD 
effect on spatial brightness. 
 
Besides, the doubt about Berman et al method of sequential discrimination was tested. 
According to null condition results, presenting 2 stimuli with 3 alterations in order to compare 
their brightness was found to be a valid application for this method.  
7.3 Does SPD affect spatial brightness? 
15 of the 19 credible studies supported the SPD of the interior lighting effect on spatial 
brightness. Similar with the results of Berman et al (1990), S/P ratio effect on spatial brightness 
was investigated in the new experiment. In this experiment higher spatial brightness were 
reported by the participants with achromatic environment under lamp SPD having high S/P 
ratio, even though it had lower luminance, same as Berman et al (1990). In contrast with the 
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results of Berman et al (1990), this difference between SPDs was increased when the 
luminance levels increased, which was indicating an effect of absolute luminance on equal 
brightness. The same effect also existed in chromatic environment evaluations. When colour 
added with a Mondrian like surface to the visual environment, lamp SPD, which had low S/P 
ratio and high luminance perceived brighter in one of the comparisons. In the second 
comparison, the difference between SPDs was smaller than achromatic environment, however, 
lamp having high S/P ratio at lower luminance was still perceived brighter. The discrimination 
method was applied to chromatic environment as an additional approach to Berman et al (1990) 
and a significant difference between chromatic and achromatic environment was investigated.   
 
In the second part of the experiment three SPDs were included; one SPD had lower S/P ratio 
and same chromaticity with second SPD, third SPD had higher GA and similar S/P ratio with 
second SPD. Hence, it was possible to investigate S/P ratio and GA effects both separately and 
together by evaluating different SPD pairs.  
 
In the matching test each of the three SPDs were compared with each other to examine S/P 
ratio and GA effect on spatial brightness. Each pair found to be significantly different from each 
other, indicating a SPD effect. Lamps A and B had S/P ratio difference with similar chromaticity 
and Lamp B, which had higher S/P ratio was evaluated to be brighter. Lamps B and C had GA 
difference with similar S/P ratio, Lamp C, which had higher GA was perceived brighter. 
According to these results, both S/P ratio and GA are good predictors of spatial brightness 
individually. In the last comparison of Lamps A and C, Lamp C had both higher S/P ratio and 
GA than Lamp A and it was evaluated to be brighter. This result demonstrated that their effects 
were additive.  
 
7.4 Model analysis 
The effect of SPD on spatial brightness was supported with the new experiment in the previous 
section. Stepwise regression tests were done to predict this effect using data from previous 
studies and the new experiment. Past studies providing either illuminance ratio at equal 
brightness or multiple levels of illuminance in two-sample discrimination tests were specified to 
test S/P ratio and gamut area (GA). Two groups of data set were arranged to do stepwise 
regression tests to predict a model of illuminance ratio with S/P ratio and GA; one set of data 
had 20 (data set A) and the other one had 17 (data set B) data points.  
 
With data set A, two models for spatial brightness including both of the metrics were obtained 
using log difference of S/P ratio together either with ratio of GA (r2=0.78) or difference of GA 
(r2=0.79). However, these models didn’t provide higher correlations than the models using only 
one metric. According to the results, both of the metrics provided high correlations with 
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illuminance ratio individually (e.i correlation with ratio of log GA, r2=0.81), indicating reliable 
predictions of spatial brightness (Equation 7.1).  
 
E1/E2 =3.23 – 2.182(logGA2 / logGA1)   Equation 7.1 
 
In data set B, there were no models calculated with using two metrics. However, for this set of 
data models with GA had explicitly higher correlations than S/P ratio. The best prediction was 
obtained using the ratio of GA (r2=0.69) (Equation 7.2).  
 
E1/E2 =0.034 + 0.934(GA20.25 / GA10.25)   Equation 7.2 
 
According to these results, GA seemed to predict better brightness models by itself than using it 
in combination with S/P ratio. This finding was contrary to the results in new experiment 
(Chapter 5). The reason for this difference could be arising from the data set that was used in 
model analysis. The data points used for this type of analysis were too small and in data set B it 
got even smaller. This might be the reason not to predict a model with two metrics in 
regressions test using data set B. Another limitation was with the SPD establishing. Since none 
of the studies provided the exact SPD values, which were measured in the actual experiment 
environment, the metric values used to run regression tests accommodate some uncertainty.  
 
Therefore, GA and S/P ratio can be used together to predict spatial brightness, however, past 
data didn’t provide the conditions to find out this effect, as GA and S/P ratio values of the lamps 
were not independent. In order to develop a model with GA and S/P ratio, more experiments 
needs to be done with lighting sources which have independent values of GA and S/P ratio. 
 
7.5 Analysis for Future Work 
As it was mentioned in Chapter 2, Berman (1995) indicated the rod photoreceptors’ effect on 
spatial brightness with brightness lumens, which included an equation of square root of S/P 
ratio. Then, a new photoreceptor named as intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells 
(ipRGC) was discovered having peak sensitivity around 480 nm. Therefore, Berman (2008) 
found this metric to be applicable to predict spatial brightness and highly correlated with S/P 
ratio. As ipRGC is related with spectral response of circadian system, it was also found to have 
effect on alertness and hence on task performance (Boyce, 2014). Therefore, further correlation 
analysis were done with ipRGC/P using data set B which didn’t include the comparisons using 
lamps of Grolux, HPS and LPS.  
 
Similarly, Bullough (in press 2014) demonstrated an equation to predict brightness including 
ipRGC and short-wavelength sensitivity (Equation 7.3).  
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B(λ) = V(λ) + 0.5 Mel(λ) + 1.5 S(λ)    Equation 7.3 
B(λ) = predicted brightness 
Mel(λ) = spectral distribution of ipRGC 
S(λ) = spectral distribution of S-cone 
Table 7.2 shows the results of the correlations of ipRGC/P and Bullough brightness model with 
illuminance ratios of data set B.  
 
Table 7.2 Regression coefficients (r2) between illuminance ratios at equal brightness and functions of the 
proposed metrics. 
Metric Function r2 
Equation 
slope intercept null value 
Analysis with data set B 
ipRGC/P20.53 / ipRGC/P10.53 0.441 -0.546 0.996 0.450 
ipRGC/P10.18 - ipRGC/P20.18 0.511 1.262 -0.269 0.993 
Log(ipRGC/P1) – Log(ipRGC/P2) 0.020 0.006 0.882 0.888 
Log(ipRGC/P2) / Log(ipRGC/P1) 0.508 -0.509 1.001 0.492 
Bullough2-0.10 / Bullough 1-0.10 0.161 5.235 0.928 6.163 
Bullough 10.18 - Bullough 20.18 0.164 2.654 -1.724 0.930 
Log Bullough 1 - Log Bullough 2 0.161 1.868 -0.941 0.927 
Log Bullough 2 / Log Bullough 1 0.164 -0.436 0.930 0.494 
Powers for difference and ratio equations were optimised. 
 
According to Table 7.2 correlations of Bullough brightness model with illuminance ratio of data B 
were too low. However, difference of ipRGC/P and log ratio of ipRGC/P provided closer 
correlation indexes to S/P ratio and GA results of data set B as in Equation 7.2. According to 
these results, it will be a good proposal to consider ipRGC/P as brightness metric for future 
work.  
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8.1 General conclusions 
The aim of this study was to identify a metric for predicting spatial brightness. The first approach 
was to use the results of past studies testing potential metrics following the method used by 
Cowan and Ware (1983). 65 past studies investigating SPD effects on spatial brightness were 
reviewed; a limitation of drawing conclusions from these data is that they tended to use different 
experimental methods. Experimental investigations of the effects of lighting spectrum on the 
perception of spatial brightness are susceptible to misleading results owing to the methods 
used. A significant number of past studies cannot be considered credible owing to systematic 
bias in experiments, poor explanation of methods, or lack of quantitative data. The spectral 
power distribution (SPD) of interior lighting influences the level of spatial brightness for 
occupants. This conclusion is supported by 15 of 19 previous studies that are considered 
credible, together with the results of experiments carried out for the current study.  
 
Review of the methods included an experiment focusing on even and odd numbers of response 
scales used in category rating tests and a meta-analysis comparing results of brightness and 
clarity rating judgements. It was concluded that using response ranges having 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-
points resulted in the same mean ratings (when converted to a common scale) of brightness 
while leading to different distribution profiles (section 4.2.2). Past researchers have mixed 
opinions as to whether spatial brightness and visual clarity describe the same, or different, 
visual responses. While brightness is reasonably well defined, visual clarity has varying 
descriptions, some suggesting similarities with brightness and some identified differences 
between brightness and clarity. An analysis was carried out using data from past category rating 
studies to compared judgements of brightness and clarity: it was found that they lead to very 
similar responses to a given lighting condition (section 4.3.2.2). This study provides evidence for 
judgements of spatial brightness and visual clarity made by naïve test participants can lead to 
the same outcome even the researchers define these terms differently. 
 
One approach was to carry out a new experiment to test these metrics. This experiment 
designed with three SPDs chosen carefully to isolate and identify the effects of S/P and GA on 
spatial brightness. The experiment enabled full field vision and applied with sequential 
evaluations of stimulus pairs with matching and discrimination methods. The two methods 
(matching and discrimination) lead to similar results. Null-condition trials assured that three 
times alteration between the stimuli in a pair was sufficient to discriminate their brightness 
difference. Besides, the doubt about interval bias in Berman et al (1990) was unwarranted. The 
results comparing different SPDs show that higher S/P and higher GA enhanced spatial 
brightness. When the chromaticities of the lamps were same, higher S/P improved spatial 
brightness. When the S/P of the lamps was same, higher GA improved spatial brightness. 
Moreover, when both S/P and GA of the lamps were different, lamp having higher S/P and 
higher GA provided higher spatial brightness, showing that their effect was additive. Same 
experiment was conducted with chromatic environment. Spatial brightness enhanced with 
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addition of chromatic Mondrian like surface except for the lighting conditions having similar 
chromaticity.  
 
The focus of this study was to investigate two potential metrics for spatial brightness, S/P ratio 
and gamut area (GA). Results from the past studies considered to be credible were used to test 
these models. Both of the metrics provided high correlations with illuminance ratio individually, 
indicating reliable predictions of spatial brightness, as might be used in studies considering only 
one metric to demonstrate success of that metric. However, they were found not to be 
independent for this data set and thus it was not possible to discriminate between the two 
metrics.   
 
After data from the new experiment was added, remodelling with 20 data points was performed. 
As a result, the models of the difference of S/P ratio and log ratio of gamut area had the best fits 
with spatial brightness. This was indicating the same effect of S/P ratio and GA on spatial 
brightness. Furthermore, with some more future works that use lamps having independent 
values of GA and S/P ratio, additive effect of these two metrics can be explored.  
 
8.2 Recommendations for further work 
Knowledge gained from the following work would support to provide higher spatial brightness 
and correct use of experimental methods: 
• Models with SWS-cone and different alternatives of chromatic contribution can provide 
good spatial brightness predictions. An application of prime-colour theory proposed by 
Houser, Tiller and Hu (2007) and SWS/P metric proposed by Rea, Radetsky and 
Bullough (2011) can provide accurate applications for predicting spatial brightness. 
 
• A study to observe how these metrics work together with ipRGC and provide pupil 
response to brain can improve the knowledge of spatial brightness. 
 
• Collect or try to find more credible data to gain bigger sample size to predict a spatial 
brightness model from past data. 
 
• A field study of spatial brightness with both chromatic and achromatic environment. It 
will be necessary to consider lower light levels than the ones originally used to 
compensate brightness with high S/P and GA.  
 
• An investigation of even and odd rating scales with repeated measures and Likert scale.  
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The analysis in this thesis of methodology in the category rating procedure suggests three 
precautions that should be considered when using this approach in further work:  
• Include null condition trials to give information about bias that occurred during the 
experiment. In category rating this might be the repeated evaluation of identical stimuli 
to allow comparison of responses gained. In discrimination trials this might be the use of 
identical stimuli in both intervals.   
• Test instructions should accurately identify the visual response sought in an evaluation 
and should include steps to check that the participant’s understanding matches that of 
the experimenter. 
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B Number of Response Categories 
B.1 Questionnaire used in the experiment: example 
with 6 rating categories
APPENDIX B 
 
 164 
B.1 Questionnaire used in the experiment: example with 6 rating 
categories 
  
Question 1: Please evaluate the loudness of this room from 1 (very quiet) to 6 (very loud). 
• Assume the loudest is the sound of the music in a night club with fully equipped loud speakers 
and the quietest is the sound level in the house in which you are staying alone at night. 
Please circle the number; 
 
Question 2: Please evaluate the thermal comfort of this room from 1 (very cool) to 6 (very warm). 
• Assume the warmest is the hot sunny summer day on the beach and the coolest is the snowy day 
with frozen slippery roads. 
Please circle the number; 
 
Question 3: Please evaluate the brightness of lighting in this room from 1 (very dim) to 6 (very bright). 
• Assume the brightest is represented by the light level in an outdoor sports area (when all the 
floodlights are on) and the dimmest  is the light level of an outdoor parking lot at night. 
Please circle the number; 
 
Question 4: Please evaluate the clarity of lighting in this room from 1 (very hazy) to 6 (very clear). 
• Assume the clearest is how a distant mountain will look during a clear sunny day, individual trees 
can be seen and small clearings in the forest are visible and the haziest  is on a overcast day, 
with some fog, individual trees might not be as distinguishable, and the clearings not as easily 
seen. 
Please circle the number; 
 
 
Please return to Deniz Atlı, PhD student, School of Architecture, University of Sheffield,  
room nb: BS 18. 
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C Lamps Used in this Study 
C.1 Spectral power distribution (SPD) values of the 
lamps 
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D.1 Information sheet for new experiment 
Information Sheet 
1. Research Project: Lamp spectrum and spatial brightness 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide it is important for you to 
understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following 
information and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you 
would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part. 
 
2. What is the project’s purpose? 
 
This phd project will investigate different types of electric lamp that are used for interior lighting. The 
lamps differ in the spectrum or colour of the light that they produce. The research will examine some of 
the visual effects caused by these differences, especially the effects on the perception of brightness. We 
aim to gather evidence that can be used to improve the quality of interior lighting. 
 
3. Why have I been invited to participate? 
 
We are looking for the participation of a diverse group of people in order to identify average judgements. 
There are just a few personal requirements: minimum age of 18 years, normal colour vision, and no 
serious visual disabilities.  
 
4. Do I have to take part? 
Taking part in this research is entirely voluntary. If you do decide to take part you will be given this 
information sheet to keep if you wish and be asked to sign a consent form. You can still withdraw at any 
time without giving a reason. 
 
4. What will I have to do if I take part? 
You will need to come to the lighting laboratory on the 19th floor of the University Arts Tower on up to 
six separate occasions over the space of a few days or weeks depending on other commitments. Each 
session will take about two hours. The lighting tests require judgements of brightness. This is done by 
comparing two sources of light and then adjusting a dimmer switch to match their brightnesses. You will 
also be asked to give some verbal responses, for example to express a preference for one of two separate 
lighting conditions.  
 
None of the main tests is designed to measure the state of a person’s eyesight because the focus of this 
research is the quality of the lighting. Although participation in this research is not thought to be difficult 
the sessions can be quite repetitious and so require a reasonable amount of patience.  
 
5. What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
 
The lighting conditions used for this research are similar to those found under normal interior lighting. 
This means orange or white illuminations and normal daylight levels. In the unlikely event that you 
experience any discomfort you can stop the procedure. There will be no flashing lights. On your first visit 
there will be a brief test for normal colour vision. There is only a small chance that this simple test could 
reveal a colour vision abnormality that a person was previously unaware of. 
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6. What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
 
Whilst there are no immediate benefits for participants in the research, it is hoped that the knowledge 
gained will contribute to changes in interior lighting that improve visibility for users while consuming 
less electrical energy. 
 
7. What if something goes wrong? 
 
If you are unhappy with the way you have been treated, or with anything that has happened during or 
following your participation, then please contact Dr. Steve Fotios (Tel. 0114 2220371) who is leading the 
project. If you feel your complaint has not been dealt with satisfactorily then please contact the 
University’s Registrar and Secretary (Tel. 0114 2220399). 
 
8. Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential? 
 
The limited amount of personal information that we collect for the project will be kept strictly 
confidential. Your test results will contribute to the average results for a group of participants and will not 
be analysed individually. No person will be identified in any reports or publications. 
9. What will happen to the results of the research project? 
 
The results of this research are likely to be published in lighting journals and presented at lighting 
conferences in the two years following your participation as well as being published in a PhD. 
 
10. Who is organizing and funding the research? 
 
This research is being carried out within the School of Architecture at the University of Sheffield. 
I am an independently funded student. 
 
11. Who has ethically reviewed the project? 
 
This project has been ethically approved via the School of Architecture’s ethics review procedure. The 
University’s Research Ethics Committee monitors the application and delivery of the University’s Ethics 
Review Procedure across the University. 
 
12. Contact for further information 
 
Deniz Atli (PhD student) 
School of Architecture 
University of Sheffield 
Telephone: 07979926640 
Email: d.atli@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
Prof. Steve Fotios 
School of Architecture 
University of Sheffield 
Telephone: 0114 2220371 
Email: steve.fotios@sheffield.ac.uk 
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D.2 Participant consent form of new experiment 
Participant Consent Form 
[personal information will be kept strictly confidential] 
 
Title of Project:                Lamp Spectrum and Spatial Brightness  
(An investigation of light sources for interior lighting) 
 
 
         Please tick box 
 
1. I have read the information sheet for the above study 
and have had the chance to ask questions. 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am  
free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason (Contact: Deniz Atli, 
d.atli@sheffield.ac.uk, tel:07979926640).  
 
 
 
3. I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential. 
I give permission for members of the research team to have access to my 
anonymised responses. I understand that my name will not be linked with 
the research materials, and I will not be identified or identifiable in the 
report or reports that result from the research.   
 
4.  I agree for the data collected from me to be used in future research. 
 
 
 
Your signature will certify that you have voluntarily decided to participate in this study. 
Thank you. 
 
 
________________________ ________________         X__________________ 
Name of Participant Date Signature 
 
 
 
_____Deniz ATLI___________ ________________         ____________________ 
 Researcher Date Signature 
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E.1 Tabulating normality profile 
Table E.1 Normality profile for null-condition of matching test in new experiment 
* Data Number:8,9 
  AA-A 
high_Achromatic 
AA-A 
low_Achromatic 
AA-A 
high_Chromatic 
AA-A low_Chromatic 
Central 
Tendency 
Mean 0.98 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.03 
 Median 0.98 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.04 
NORMALITY?  Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal 
Graphical Histogram √ X X √ √ 
 Box Plot √ Near √ X + 2 
outliers* 
X + 1 
outlier 
 Q-Q plot √ √ √ √ √ 
NORMALITY?  Normal Near Normal Normal Normal 
Measures of 
dispersion 
Skewness  
(within ±0.5) 
-0.057 0.075 0.185 -0.564 0.762 
Kurtosis 
(within ±1.0) 
-0.330 -1.322 -0.369 1.870 0.678 
NORMALITY?  Normal Near Normal Not 
Normal 
Near 
Statistical 
tests 
      
Shapiro-Wilks statistic 0.992 0.073 0.683 0.120 0.138 
 level of 
significance 
     
Kolmogorov-
Smirnov 
statistic 0.200 0.111 0.200 0.033 0.044 
 level of 
significance 
     
NORMALITY?  Normal Normal Normal Near Near 
OVERALL ASSESSMENT 
OF NORMALITY 
NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL 
